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The collection of papers in this volume, "Perspectives on the Marine Environment,"
was originally presented at the 100th Anniversary lvleeting of the Southern California
Academy of Sciences. May 10-11, 1991, in Los Angeles, California, The special sym-
posium on "The Marine Environment oF Southern California" was sponsored by the
University of Southern California Sea Grant Program.

Sea Grant is a inarine research and outreach program funclzd by the United States
Department of Coinmerce through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration. It operates in 29 tnajor research universities around the nation, including
the University of Southern California. In addition to funding research, it also provides
outreach through Marine Advisory Services and Coinmunicaiions programs, Sea
Grant sponsors research in biology, geology, oceanography. engineering, economics,
urban planning, marine policy, and political science, often in an interdisciplinary con-
text.

The objective of this volume is to develop an understanding of the range of problems
associated with monitoring and managing the southern California coastal marine en-
vironment, and to suggest ways in which we can improve existing efforts, Tbe subject
matter is broad in scope, encompassing local contamination trends, health of fish
populations in a local marina, probleins posed by invasions of exotic plants in coastal
wetlands, methods of enhancing coastal fisheries by means of harvest refugia and
man-made reefs, ways to iinprove monitoring methods of marine biota, and problems
associated with major oil spill clean up efforts. Authors were requested to applyscien-
tific evidence in their fields of expertise toward developing better management
strategies, and we think they were eininently successfuL The information presented
here should be useful not only to scientists in these specialities, but also to managers,
industries, public regulators, and environmental groups.

We begin with a paper by Alan Mearns which provides us with an historical perspective
of chemical contamination in the Southern California Bight. Based on a study con-
ducted by the Office of Ocean Resources of the National Oceanographic and Atmos-
pheric Administration, the author suggests which contaminants are of concern, which
are not, and which require more study to deterinine their potential iinpacts. The results
are in soine cases surprising and contrary to public perception of the problem. Con-
taminants in bays and harbors are far higher than those of ocean outfalls and open
coastal systems. The author suggests that priorities for the surveglance and manage-
ment of our coastal marine environment should be shifted to the inore polluted areas
of our coast.



This paper is followed by a study of fish populations in Marina del Rey, completed by
Dorothy Soule of the Hancock Institute for Marine Studies at USC and the Vantuna
Research Group at Occidental College led by John Stephens. The authors suggest that
harbors and marinas, despite contamination problems, may still support diverse fish
communities even when sensitive invertebrate species have been diminished. The
authors also suggest design improvements for rnarinas to improve their function as a
marine nursery and fish habitat.

In the third paper af this volume, Joy Zedler of the Pacific Marine Estuarine
Laboratory of San Diego State University addresses the threat posed to coastal wet-
lands by invasions of exotic plant species. Wetlands preservation is a particularly sen-
sitive issue in California and the nation, given the high value placed on coastal wet-
lands as marine nurseries for fish and invertebrates and wintering habitat for migratory
birds, and the high losses of native wetlands sustained in this century. The author
describes the inajor causes behind the spread of particular exotic species into this
community, and inakes recommendations for preventing the problem,

The next twa papers address methods of managing coastal fisheries. In the first, Mark
Carr and Daniel Reed of the University of California at Santa Barbara address an
important issue in managing reef fish populations in southern California � enhancing
recruitinent in nearshore fisheries, The authors describe four patterns of recruitment
of reef fish in the Southern California Bight, and suggest design criteria for each
pattern. An iinportant implication is that no single refuge will be likely to iinprove
recruitment of all southern California reef species.

The next paper, by Tom Johnson of the Port of Long Beach and colleagues Barnett,
DeMartini and Purcell, investigates the ecologic value to fish communities of Torrey
Pines Artificial Reef in San Diego County, Their results suggest that artificial reefs can
provide valuable living space, nursery habitat, and food resources to local reef species.
Far from being only a fish attractor, Torrey Pines Artificial Reef provides food for
target species two orders of magnitude higher than in sandy habitats. Both somatic and
gonadal production of Torrey Pines reef fish cainmun ities are also substantially higher
than in sandy habitats.

The following two papers suggest ways to improve monitoring of marine environ-
ments. In the first, Craig Osenberg, Sally Holbrook and Russell Schinitt of the Marine
Science Institute of the University of California at Santa Barbara suggest ways to
improve the rigor af impact assessments. Impact assessments are widely used to ascer-
tain effects of localized anthropogenic discharges. The authors describe three sam-
pling designs now in use for assessing marine biota, and the potential for interpreta-
tional error in each design. They suggest that impact assessments be based on a new
design: the Before-After-Control-Impact-Paired  BACIP! assessment design. The
authors also suggest methods to improve the statistical power of this design.

The next paper, by Pat Baird of the Kahiltna Research Group at California State
University, Long Beach, assesses the use of seabirds as bio-indicators of the status of



the health of the ocean. The author outlines the problems associated with monitoring
marine species in general due to the nature of the oceanic environment, and suggests
ways in which high trophic-level predators such as seabirds can be of use in monitoring
the status of both biotic and abiotic factors in these environtnents.

The fmal paper in this volume, submitted by Dennis Lees of Ogden Environmental
and Energy Services, addresses a controversial topic: how an oil spill cleanup should
be conducted, The massive EXXON VALDEZ oil spill is presented at length as a case
study in which most opportunities for studying treatment alternatives were lost due to
"poor planning before the spill; poor implementation of good planning; the confusion
surrounding the spill; the inexperience, ill will, or divergent motives of many of the
participants; and...the litigative environment." In his conclusions he suggests some
guidelines for improving our future handling of oil spills.

We wish to thank the Southern California Academy of Sciences, especially Dr. Camm
Swift, for assistance in organizing this symposium. We also wish to thank Dr, Alan
Mearns, author of one of the papers in this volume, who co-chaired the symposiutn and
was instrumental m putting it together. Finally we wish to thank all those who par-
 icipated in this symposium and helped to make it a success.

Susan E. Yoder

Phyllis M. Grifman





Contaminant Trends In The Southern California Bight: Four
Decades Of Stress Agtd Recovery

Alan J. Meams
Hazardous Materials Responae and ASSeasmentS DivlalOn

Office of Resources Coordination and Assessments
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adtninlstration

Seattle, Washlftgton

Abstract, Existing and historicat data were identified. collected, reviewed and reassembied io develop a
region-wide, long-term history of coutandnatinn of fish, shellfish and sediments of the bight and adjacent
areas of Mexico. Spatial and temporal treads werc developed for 10 metals  Ag, As, Cd. Cu, Hg. Pb, Se,
Sn, Zn!. pCBs. organotins, aromatic h>droczrbons and pesucides including DDT, chlordanes znd
dieldrin. Dated cores confirm that most coniaminznts increased during the 1950's and '60's and
decreased during the 1970's and 1980's. Despite past major mputs followed by vigorous source control,
metalS in fish have nOt been elevated and have not Changed. Huwever, high levels of pesuCides have been
reduced nearly 100-fold. Curioudy, concentrations of several metals in inussels have been higher at
offshor islands than near "polluted" urban areas, Although lead in mussels has declined in all areas,
concentrations remain abnormally high in the Los Angeles area.

Environmental inputs and levels of inost pollutants in tbc open coastal zone are now declining io what
they were 30 to 40 years ago. Sediments and manne organisms ofbays znd harbors are considerably more
contaminated than those from the open coastal zone and generally more contanunaied than at coastal
outfall areas. Systematic surveillance should bc continued to make sure concentrations in the open coastal
zone remain reasonably low znd that new hinds of contaminants aren't increasing. Lkewise, surveiilance
and management of bays and harbors shoukl be greatly increased. Finally, there is urgent need for a
centralized regional data center that is responsible for acquiring and archiving existmg and new informa-
tion. A high rate of redrement and the death of performing scientists creates the urgency.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews ftndingS from a recentlycompleted project that reconstructed long-
term trends and region-wide patterns of chemical contamination in sediments and
marine life of the Southern California Bight [1]. Here I attempt to condense the
findings of that report by addressing some of the fundamental questions about the
quality of our coastal zone: Is contamination increasing, decreasing or retnaining un-
changed? How containinated are fish, shellfish and other marine resources now and
where are the inost contaminated areas today? What contaminants are of most and
least concerns And, finally, what changes are indicated for surveillance and manage-
ment.

Each year public agencies and industry spend hundreds of millions of dollars to reduce
coastal pollution and to conform with a growing array of laws and regulations, In
addition, several tens of millions are spent on monitoring progratns designed to
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measure the benefits of various controls and to substantiate the need for additional
legislation and enforceinent [2]. Rarely, however, does the public become aware of
what these prograins are finding because the information is not pulled together and
assessed, nor the results published on a continuing basis, Instead, we are treated to
occasional news items about this or that "hot spot." Rarely are individual pollution
stories put into the larger context of pollution control successes and failures. Without
these larger assessments, the public and their representatives are not aware of the
progress of pollution management programs and where additional efforts are needed.
This situation can result in ineffective policies where funds are expended on areas that
require no further control while more critical problems remain under-studied and
under funded.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in our misunderstanding of cheinical contamina-
tion of inarine resources along the southern California coast. It is generally assumed
by the public that contamination of seafood and other marine life is extensive and
getting worse and that all the inaterials we discharge to the ocean are in fact con-
taminating marine organisms, In ixintrast, monitoring data show just the opposite, at
least for the open coastal zone: where waters, sediments and marine life were once
highly contaminated ten to twenty years ago, levels of contamination have since
declined, And, materials such as soine so~alled "heavy metals" we once thought were
accumulated to high concentrations through marine food chains are not accumulated
at all in marine ecosystems ofthe bight. However, there is much less certainty about
trends in bays and harbors.

These are just some of the findings of a recently-completed assessment of contaminant
trends in the Southern California Bight conducted by the Office of Ocean Resources
and Conservation Assessments  ORCA! of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration  NOAA [I]!. These findin gs should be viewed as extremely important
to the public and their representatives since  I! they are measures of the successes and
failures of specific pogution abatement prograins and �! indicate where problems are
resolved and where they are not. Below I attempt to suinmarize some of the more
salient features of our assessment and also offer soine of my own conclusions.

APPROACH

The NOAA assessment focused not only on collecting and reviewing existing con-
taminant monitoring data but also on ways to assemble the many pieces into a more
coherent history of contamination including a simple but direct method for evaluating
current con taininants of concern.

To complete this assessinent, it was necessary to conduct a region-wide data search,
acquire appropriate data sets, organize them into readily accessible files, reassemble
selected records into comparable units of tune, geography, species, and tissue types,
and then make comparisons among geographic regions and among various points in
time. These steps are outlined below and in more detail in [l].
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Contaminants, Containinants selected for review included 10 trace elements, a suite
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  PAH s!, the polychlorinated biphenyls  PCBs!,
and 3 historically important pesticide groups  DDT, chlordane and dieldrin!. In addi
tion, a brief scan of selected data sets was done to identify all chemicals searched for
and reported in regional and local monitoring programs. These included several dozen
volatile organics  such as chemicals found in cleaning solvents! and several groups of
extractable organics such as phenols.

Geographic Setting. The study was limited to the Southern California Bight which
includes that portion of the pacific coast of North Atnerica extending I'rom Point
Conception, California, south to Cabo Colnett, Baja California, Mexico and seaward
to the break of the mainland shelf. The waters of the bight overlay a submerged
continental borderland interlaced with a series of deep silty basins and surfacing
mountain ranges that form offshore islands radiating over 100 km seaward fiom the
Los Angeles area. However, the salient oceanographic feature of the bight that distin-
guishes i  &om all coastal areas to the north and south is the eastward indentation of
the coastline that allows for a northward fiowing return eddy, the counterclockwise
Southern California Gyre, As a result of this gyre, the bight is an enclave of regionally
specific populations of inarine life, a trap for warm water, and a reservoir for materials
entering I'rom the land, air, and sea. It is chiefly this "staff" in the current systems of the
Pacific, coupled with an adjacent urban population of 15 million, that creates cause for
concern about contaminant loading and pollution effects on a region-wide basis.

The combined U,S,-Mexico population intentionally and inadvertently discharges
inuch of the region's wastewaters to the coastal zone of the bight, Although total
wastewater emissions have been increasing, inputs of many potential pollutants have
been decreasing over the past two decades, a direct result of increased source control
and treatment f3]. However, many other sources of pollutants  harbors, urban runoff,
aerial fallout! remain poorly studied and of increasing concern.

For this study, data on contaminants in sediments and marine organisms were sought
for all bays, lagoons, harbors, and estuaries as well as Irom basins, islands, and the
coastal shelf of southern California and northern Baja California.

l}qm of Data. The study was limited to sediments, invertebrates and fish. Sediinent
data searches included information from dated sediment cores &om which environ-
inental trends could be deduced. For invertebrates, special attention was given to data
I'rom nutnerous "mussel watch" surveys. However, additional data was collected on
contaminants in many other invertebrates including edible species of clams, crabs,
shrimp and echinoderms. Data were also collected for many species of pelagic and
nearshore fishes, sharks and rays. Data were not otherwise limited by tissue type,
collecting inethods, or chemical extraction and analytical techniques.

Data Compilation. Original ungrouped concentration values for individual samples or
composites were sought for each report. In addition to the contaminant values, data
and auxiliary information on sampling and analytical procedures were sought and
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actively co ccte in any1 ll ct d in any available form including published and unpublished reports
memos, iaborstoryrecor s,, iabo ecords raw data sheets, and magnetic tapes and diskettes Data o�
contaminant concen rt concentrations sample and samphng characteristics, and ana}pica]
methodis were e ao c extracte<i into a common format and then entered into desktop corn.
puter data base management systeins specifically developed for this purpose, Mean~
medians, ranges, and' anges and standard deviations ofcontaminant concentrations in sediments
mussels, other macroinvertebrates  sheBftsh!, and fish were computed and listed foi
individual surveys, geographic regions, time periods, species, aud tissues. Geographi<
differences among bays and other survey units were further revealed by tabu la ting and
comparing median values and noting apparent differences.

Assesantettl of Contntninnnts of Concern. Special effort was devoted to making use o
this large amount of data to evaluate which containiuants were of most and less]
concern. A "preponderance of evidence" approach was used, The primary challengt
was that although each of the contaminants selected for review is a hazard  potentia
threat! under specific conditions, those conditions inay or <nay not be met in the bight
Contaminantsof most concern in sediments and organisms of the bight should have al
or most of the following properties: 1! accumulate to toxic levels in sediments, 2'
accumulate in excess in plants, inver ebratcs or fish either to the detriment of the fist
or at concentrations that pose risk to seafood <xinsumers, 3! biomagnify througl
marine food webs and 4! have inputs that are increasing or expected to increase. Thi
corollary is that contaminants of least concern are those that do few or none of these
with emphasis on lack of demonstrable bioaccumulation and toxicity receiving consid
erable weight, For example, whge some materials may be undergoing increased inputs
they may be of liuie concern because they are non-conservative, never accumulate ir
excess in water, sediments or biota. Likewise, a contaminant is of low concern if
although it is elevated in sediments, it is neither contributing to sediment toxicity no
is it accumulating in marine organisms. To qualify for this assessment, a contaminan
must be in excess, which implies that there are adequate reference or control value
avaihtblc.

THE DATA BASE

At least 150 local, state, and federal survey and monitoring activities have been con
ducted to measure contaminants in sediments, invertebrates, and fish since the earl'
1960s. All the surveys used in the assessment are described in [1], Long-term trend
were largely derived from sediment core profile data  such as [4-7], wastewater distric
compliance monitoring programs [8,9] and the California Mussel Watch [10], Large
scale  region-wide! and local contaminant distribution patterns were derived fiou
numerou s sources, Examples of synoptic sediment surveys include the 1977 and 19g
"60-meter" and "Reference" surveys [11,12], San Pedro Bay and Basin Surveys [13
aud the NOAA Rational Status and Trends Program [14]. Examples of "mussel watch
surveys include the National pesticide Monitoring program [15], 1971 and 1974coasts
mussel surveys [16], mussel surveys in Baja California  as suinmarized in [17]! and t"'
Califorrila Mussel Watch [10]. Examples of fish and other macro-invertebrate survey
used include regional dover sole  hficrostomusIMcifict<s! surveys [18], surveys ofcon
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taminants in seafood organisms [19] and the NOAA NS&T Benthic Surveillance Pro-
grarn [20]. There are many more as described in [1]. The number of sediment samples
is estimated to be in the range of 6.000 to 8,000. Samples of insrine life for tissue
analysis sre in the range of 6,000 to 8,000, For organic chemicals alone the estimate is
about 5,000. of which 4,500 have been extracted snd entered into NOAA's data base

systems.

LONG-TERM TRENDS: IS THE COAST CLEANER'I

With one interesting exception, the long-term trend data reviewed for this assessment
indicate that concentrations of contaminsnts are not increasing in sediments, mussels,
or fish in the open coastal zone of the bight. Taken in total, data reviewed for this report
suggest that where they were once high, concentrations of most contaminants in the
open coastal zone have been decreasing in sediments and mussels Table 1!. However,
we are less certam about trends in bays and harbors.

Sediments, Where adequate tiine series or dated sediment core data exists, the data
show that where concentrations of metals, DDT. PCBs and PAHs were once elevated.
they have been declining  Table 1!. This includes sediments in offshore basins  Santa
Barbara, Santa Monica, Ssn Pedro! and st some sites along the coastal shelf. including
Santa Monica Bay, Palos Verdes, and at the Orange County outfall, Declines of ievels
of many contaminants  arsenic, cadinium, chromium, copper, mercury, zinc, PCBs.
and DDT! in sediments from Palos Verdes have followed declines in emissions ofthese
contaminants from the nearby sewage outfall [9]. Decreases in lead and PAHs have
also been noted in sediments from some areas, Unfortunately. there is inadequate
information on teinporal trends of selenium, silver, tin, chlordane, and dieldrin in
sediment of the Southern California Bight.

Mtissels. Again, where adequate time series exist, the data show that where concentra-
tions of metals, DDT, and PCBs were once elevated, they have decreased since the
1970s. These trends are inferred largely froin reconstructions at two coastal sites�
Royal Palms  White's Point! on the Palos Verdes Peninsula and at Oceanside  Table
1!. During the period 1977 to 1986, concentrations of DDT, PCBs, chroinium, and lead
clearly declined by factors of 2 to 10 at Royal Palms but were variable and at lower
concentrations at Oceanside. The National Pesticide Monitoring Program fortunately
captured peak levels of DDT between 1967 and 1969 in mussels froin three widely
scattered locations  Point Mugu, Anaheiin Bay and Hedionda Lagoon [15]. Most of
the decrease of DDT and PCBs in mussels had already occurred between 1971 and
1974commensurate with effective source control in inunicipal wastewaters. However,
major decreases in emission continued through the 1980's  to 1 per cent of 1974
inputs! but this was not reflected in further dramatic declines in coastal mussela, In-
deed, mussels at Palos Verdes, Corona del Mar and Oceanside actually experienced
increased IeveLs of DDT and PCB's between 1979 and 1983-84 suggesting there were
active sources other than the municipal discharges at that time [1]. Further, although
lead also decreased with decreased emissions. from wastewater outfalls. strong
gradients radiating out of the Los Angeles area reinain, suggesting that non-pomt
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sources dominated by the mid-1980's. Chromium was the only metal that dearly and
unequivocally decreased in response to decreased wastewater emissious at Pa!os Ver-
des  but on a very local scale!.

In contrast, concentrations of silver, copper, mercury, and zinc were variable in Roya!
Palms and Oceanside musse!s with no obvious long-term upward or downward trend-
This lack of a trend does uot fo!low the decreases in many of these metals seen in
sewage eff!uent emissions and in sediment  last co!uinu, Table l!. Concentrations of
these four trace elements were, and continue to be, higher in mussels Rom Royal
Palms than fi om those at Oceanside.

A rather startling additional observation, evident especially in the NS&T data, is for
cadmium, which has been increasing at Royal Palms but not at other sites. since 1986,
Since 1986 there has been increasing as inputs I'rom sewage have decreased, These
observations suggest that, unlike chromium, lead, DDT, and PCBs, actual concentra-
tions and inter-annual variations of cadmium, copper, mercury, and zinc in ruussels at
this site are independent of sewage inputs.

Another interesting pattern occurred for mercury. Concentrations in mussels at three
long-term monitoring stations  Oceanside, Pa!os Verdes and Catalina Island! in-
creased drainatically in the ear!y 1980's then decreased just as drainatically [1]!. The
net effect of this peak was to squelch the possibility of discovering any !ong-term
 decadal! trend. This is unfortunate since no other substrate  sediments, inacroinver-
tebrates, fish! have been consistent! y monitored since the mid-!970's, In this connec-
tion, it is important to note that the highest concentrations of mercury in mussels has
occurred at San Miguel Island where Flega! et al. [21] postulated that the major source
was from pinniped excreinent. Inadequate information exists to evaluate temporal
trends in mussels for tin and se!enium.

Ash and Shel! f!sh. A result of work by MacGregor [22] and Stout and Beezhold [23]
there is strong evidence for a chronic rise of DDT contamination in both inshore and
offshore pelagic fish throughout the 1960's. There is equafiy strong evidence that
concentrations of DDT and PCBs have declined at least ten-fold since the early 1970's
in fish and shellfish of the coastal shelf However, some species, such as the white
croaker  Geuyorrerrrris liireariis! continued to maintain unacceptably high concentra-
tions during the 1980's at various sites between Long Beach and Santa Monica.

There is inadequate information to deterinine trends in concentrations of metals,
PAHs, ch!ordane, and dieldrin in fish. However, since there is evidence that metals
have not accuinulated in fish and, in some cases, they have been depressed, there is
little reason to expect concentrations to decline with time. Indeed, for some metals
 cadmium and possibly arsenic! there may be reason to expect concentrations to in-
crease in fish from areas such as Pa!os Verdes and San Diego Harbor. Many species of
fish and other seafood invertebrates have been measured only once or twice during the
past two decades. Without repeated surveys, it is impossib!e to judge the extent to
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diments and mussels are also reflected in the majority ofwhich trends in inputs, se unen s,
important resource species,

Another major pro em isblem is that most of the long-term trend data are from the open
coast. There are major gapa '' r gapa in the trend monitoring data for bays, harbors, and tug
where long-term monitoringonitoring has been virtually nonexistent. An exception is M~ina

PCB concentrations in sediments may be increasing �4]. This is consis-
tent with an analysis of NOAA NSRT mussel data that suggests that while there have
be t   ' ce 1986! major decreases of PCB contamination at offshore and ishndbeen recent  since
sites. concentrations in mu sac str t ons in mussels collected at harbor entrances ave remained unchanged
or are increasing   ]. n con as,' g [I]. In contrast sediment metal concentrations in the R hine Channel
f N B decreased dramaticafiy between 1981 and 1988 following controls oti

vessel cleaning operations �5]. However, as of 1986, this remained the most con.
taminated site on the coast with respect to total metals  see below!.

STATUS: WHERE ARE THE "HOT SPOTS'AND
WHERE ARE THE CLEANEST AREASV

A major problem is definingthe term "status." Even though most of the areas reviewed
in this rcport were surveyed morc than once, most were not surveyed at the same tiine
 during thc same years!. There is no "base" year on which to compare most of the 73
sites of interest. However, most were surveyed at least once between 1978 and 1986
 data collected after 1987 were not reviewed in depth for this report!. Thus, it roust be
borne in mind that the conc!usions about "status" in this report are focused prunarily
on the period 1978-86. They could easily be outdated by a new assessments.

Sadlrnents. It is instructivc to bring "recent" contaminant data together in one, albeit
incomplete, I'ramework. For 14 sites with fairly complete and comparable data, I com-
puted the extent to which median concentrations of five trace metals exceeded the best
estimates of natural or background concentrations  as described in  I]! then group
together the ranges of excess over background concentrations and ranked them in
descending order by their grand medians. As shown in Table 2, the Newpor~ Bay
shipyard area  Rhine Channel! was the top metal "hot spot" of the mid-1980's, on
avcragc 10.4 times more contaminated than background  range 5.2 times for
chromium to 55 times for copper!. The five most contaminated areas, where ou
average metals exceeded background concentrations by a factor of 4 or more, included
all four harbor areas  Newport shipyards, San Diego, Marina del Rey and Los An-
gcleatLong Beach Harbors! as well as the Palos Verdes shelf. By contrast, two un-
developed lagoons, two open coastal outfall sites and one open coastal area had small
increases in metal contamination  grand medians 1,6 to 2.6 times background!. Finally.
the least contaminated regions included most of the coastal shelf between poin«on-
ception and the United States-Mexico international border, including sewage outfall
sites at Oxnard  near Port Hueneme! and Orange County. A more detailed assessmcnt
of increase ratios indicated that point Lorna and Orange County 60m deep sites e"-
ceeded the inedian ofbackground on the order of a factor of two, and these excesses
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were dominated by silver [1]. The remainder of the surveyed coastal shelf  Newport to
Dana Point and Point Dume and across the Santa Barbara shelf! had no excesses of
contamination greater than 1.7 and some were below average background values. The
least contaminated coastal regions have been the Santa Barbara shelf and the shelf
between southern Orange County and Point Lorna.

Intermediate in rank between these extremes is Santa Monica Bay. Excluding a now-
abandoned sludge discharge zone �00m deep!, the shelf of central Santa Monica Bay
has experienced metal contamination at levels 2 to 3 times background; it also appears
to be intermediate on a gradient of DDT contamination originating at Palos Verdes.

An unanswered question is the extent to which the more contaminated sites were
contaminated at potentially toxic levels. I was unable to devote the resources for a
detailed review of this question. However, I can point out to the reader the range of
possible answers. For example, in all areas DDT concentrations, even where they were
lowest such as in San Diego Bay, exceeded the low effects range  ER-L! of 0.005 ppm
computed by Long and Morgan [26]: however, only two areas  Palos Verdes and Bolsa
Bay! had sediments exceeding the median effects range  ER-M!, At the other extreme,
DDT concentrations did not exceed Long and Morgan's ER-M for arsenic or PAHs,
and sediments at only one region, Palos Verdes �985! exceeded the ER-M for
chromium,

Considerable caution is in order here. First, this is a far from coiuplete list of sites and
areas; it is especially missing bays and lagoons such as Mission Bay, Batequitos
Lagoon, and marinas of Ventura County. Data &om these areas has either been over-
looked in this review, or it does not exist. Second, there has been no synoptic survey of
Los Angeles H arbor since 1978, nor of U pper Newport Bay since 1980. Third, as of the
mid-1980's, there are important gaps in the data. For example, there is no data for
silver  Ag! for bays and harbors, nor recent data for mercury  Hg! in less-urbanized
coastal areas such as the Santa Barbara or Hueneme shelf, or even at the Point Lorna
outfall site. Lack of data &om these possible reference areas puts a serious constraint
on interpreting data from the urban and outfall areas.

Mussels. As noted previously in individual chapters of [1], and in the discussion below
on trends, only some contaminants in mussels  such as DDT, PCBs, and chromium!
appear to reflect the same contaminant patterns as revealed by sediments. However,
mussel surveys have identified additional areas of exceptional contamination by one or
more materials; these include, for example, Oceanside Harbor  copper!, Boisa Bay
 lead, chromium, and, possibly DDT!, and, in the past, Upper Newport Bay  DDT!.
Detailed review of other hot spots revealed by mussel surveys are given in the full
report [1].

Fish and Other Shellfish. With the possible exception of tin  Sn!, there is no indication
of excess trace metal contamination in tissues of fish &om any adequately-sampled
site. However, there are clear indications of metal depletions or depressions in fish
&om several areas. On this point, the geographical patterns of contamination in fish
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livers froiu the 1984 NS&T Benthic Surveillance Program are in good agreement with
historical patterns. That is, most of the metals reviewed here are elevated in livers of
fish f'rom sites presumably remote from inajor metal inputs  such as Dana Point!. They
are low or even possibly depressed in livers of fish from sites, known from other
tueasurements, to be contaminated with metals, PAHs. PCBs, and DDT  sites in
LA/LB and San Diego harbors!, Although not tested statistically here, the agreement
is surprising and suggests that a phenomenon of regional scale, leading to metal deple-
tion, has been in effect for nearly two decades. As suggested in [1], there is some
indication that high levels of organic contaminants maybe causing depressed levels of
some metals in fish. A consequence of these patterns is the possibility that continued
waste management activities in the Los Angeles area and, to some extent, San Diego
Harbor, iuay lead to decreasing levels of PCBs, DDT, and tin but increasing levels of
other trace elements in tivers of nearshore bottom-fish with concentrations varying by
factors of about 2 to 4. Exceptions to this pattern include DDT, PCBs, chlordane, and
total tin. That is, in NS&T and/or other programs, it is clear that these contaminants
are elevated in fish livers in approximate proportion to levels in nearby sediments,
sources, or in tnussels, Again, statistical tests would resolve exception, but this appears
to be a major pattern comruon to both NS&T and regional data sets.

CONTAIHINANTS OF CONCERN'P

Which contaminants are of concern, whirh are not, and which have too many uncer-
tainties for resolution7 Table 3 is a short-hand version of what I have learned about a
number of contaminants in the Southern California Bight, Various contaminants are
listed down the left hand side. Across the table, lrom left to right, various kinds of
information about each contaminant are checked. The first column indicates if the
contaminant occurs somewhere in excess concentrations in sediments. To the right 1
indicate the extent to which each contaminant is also found in excess in various weB-
monitored marine organisms, and whether that contaminant has occurred in sedi-
ments in toxic concentrations, Finally, 1 note, trom all available information, the extent
to which inputs and concentrations are getting worse  utcreasing!, This kind of sum-
mary helps determine which contaminants are of inost and least concern now, and,
perhaps, which need more information.

As seen in Table 3, aB contaminants or contaminant groups have accumulated in sedi-
inents in at least one locality in the bight. H owe ver, not all contaminants have accu inu-
lated in mussels, macroinvertebrates, and fish. Only three contaminants  mercury,
DDT, and PCB! showed clear evidence of bioinagnification. Finaffy, existing evidence,
where available, indicates that concentrations have been decreasing for 14 con-
taminants while the direction of trends was increasing for one  cadmium at Palos
Verdes! and remains uncertain for another  silver!. Below, I re view attributes of these
in order of their final ranking.

Aisthropogerdc Contarnlrtasits of Continuing Concern  DDT, PCB, PAH, Chlordane!.
Four organic chemical classes are of continu ing concern and should be subject to
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continued or increased surveigancw, These include: PAHs. PCBs, DDTs, and chlor-
dane. The organic chemicals have occurred in the bight in marme organisms at con-
centrations of concern in terms of seafood quality or possible toxicity to marine or-
ganisms.

The extent of past DDT contamination of sediment and fish was incredible. In no other
niarine or coastal area of the U nited States have DDT concentrations in fish reached
levels that have occurred historically in the Southern California Bight. DDT was an
iinportant region-wide contaminant of fish for at least a decade �970-80!, For ex-
arnple, concentrations of DDT in white croaker from Palos Verdes, which resulted in
fishery advisories in 19R5, once occurred 100 miles to the south near San Diego [23!,
These high levels were responsible for the near extermination of brown pelicans [27]
and for the death of zoo seabirds fed 73 locally caught fish [2R!. Had the 1985 level of
concern been applied in 1970 and 1971, it is likely that the entire coast of southern
California and beyond would have been posted with seafood consumption advisories.
However, the most recent data suggest that the widespread occurrence of high levels
in fish flesh is now restricted to the immediate coastline of the Palos Verdes Peninsula
in large or older fish and in bottom fish in immediate contact with contaminated
sediments.

DDT concentration apparently increases with trophic level. Highest levels have oc-
curred in sharks and bottoin fish. Concentrations in various fish appear to have
decreased dramatically since the early 1970s. The principal reason for the sharp
decrease is apparently control of e missions lrom the I WPCP outfalls at White's Point
 Royal Palms! off Palos Verdes. Although known inputs are now negligible, DDT
remains in some species of fish from the Palos Verdes area, San Pedro Bay, and Santa
Monica Bay. Concentrations may not appear to decrease as rapidly in large, long-lived
fish, such as large kelp bass, as in younger kelp bass or in short-lived small species, such
as perch. Therefore, it is not only important to continue monitoring DDT in sportfish
from the Palos Verdes and appropriate reference areas, but to develop monitoring
protocols that allow for prediction by age class or age group,

PCBs have accumulated to potentially toxic ievels in sediments I'rom outfall areas such
as Palos Verdes and bays and harbors such as Santa Monica Bay, San Pedro Bay, and
San Diego Harbor, They are widespread coniaminants of mussels and fish also, and
recent assessments attribute most risk of cancer from consumption of contaminated
seafood to PCBs. However, most evidence suggests that high levels of PCB contamina-
tion of fish have been more localized than DDT contamination in the Southern
California Bight, Fish from Santa Monica Bay, Palos Verdes, San Pedro Bay. and San
Diego Harbor have clearly been highly contaminated. In addition, PCB contamination
increases with trophic level and highest levels of pCBs have been seen in sharks and
bottom fish. Concentrations are lower now in fish from the Los Angeles area than in
past years, but evidence is lacking to determine if concentrations have been decreasing
or increasing in San Diego Harbor or have changed throughout the bight as a whole.
Also lacking is adequate data from other bay, harbor, and inshore areas  especially
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Port Hueneme, Marina del Rey, inner San Pedro Bay, Huntington Harbor, Newport
Bay, and the lagoons of San Diego County!.

A possible impediment to tracking declining PCB levels in coastal fish and macroin-
vertebrates is the high detection limit �.2 ppm ww! for PCBs imposed in monitoring
programs of some dischargers. For example, muscle of' most fish sampLed in the
Orange County monitoring prograin contain PCBs at concentrations below this detec-
tion liinit. In the past, detection limits were lower �,001 to 0.0l ppm ww!. If detection
limits are not soon reduced to their earlier values, there will be no useful record of
reduction due to continuing source control.

Since they are potent carcinogens, PAHs are of concern wherever they are found, In
the data reviewed here for the Southern California Bight, one oi more higher
molecular weight PAHs  such as benzo a!pyrene! have been measured in sediments,
mussels, and/or fish from several areas: Santa Monica Bay near the now abandoned
sludge outfall; San Pedro Bayand the adjacent Palos Verdes shelf and San Pedro Basin;
in San Diego Harbor; and in several sinaBer harbors. Beyond these sites, along the
open coast and in the few island sites that have been surveyed, PAHs do not accumu-
late in sediments or mussels. Although PAHs do not accumulate in fish, measures of
PAH metabolite compounds in bile of benthic fish from several harbor areas of the
Southern California Bight have shown that fish are exposed to PAHs. Temporal trends
in PAH levels remain uncertain, but may have declined.

Appropriate measures of PAH s or their metabolites should be continued to deterinine
if concentrations are increasing or decreasing, Additional harbors and urbanized em-
bayments should be sampled, especially Newport Bay. It is critical to continue to
monitor the same recently sampled sites, species, and substrates.

Concentrations of chlordane in sediment from Marina del Rey, Palos Verdes, and San
Diego Harbor have exceeded those that are potentially toxic to sensitive marine
species. Clearly chlordane compounds have entered marine ecosysteins of the bight.
Chlordane may biomagnify. Although concentrations in edible tissues have not ex-
ceeded FDA guidelines, some were close. Excesses may have occurred in previous
years  early 1970's! in fish near the Los Angeles area. Many areas have not been
surveyed for chlordane in fish or other seafood organisms, but data trom mussels in
Marina del Rey suggest that fish from all urban harbors should be measured. Long-
term trends in chlordane concentrations remain unknown. Since chlordane is ap-
parently toxic to sensitive species at very low concentrations, detection limits for sedi-
ments should be correspondingly low.

Natural Chemicals of Concern in Seafood but not Elevated in Seafood by
Anthropogenic Sources  Mercury and Arsenic!. Two materials, arsenic and mercury,
have also occurred at concentrations of concern in terms of seafood quality, but high
concentrations are apparently not the result of known and/or controllable
anthropogenic sources. Here the only realistic management action is to make sure we
understand the public health risks, or non risks, and advise accordingly.
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Mercury has accumulated in sediment &om several areas  especially at Palos Verdes,
Newport Bay, and Marina del Rey! at concentrations that may have been toxic to soine
benthic invertebrate species. Mussels f'rom Marina del Rey have contained elevated
levels of mercury, Mercury occurs naturally in high concentrations in fish from many
areas and there is strong evidence that some species txintain mercury much higher than
the FDA action limit of 0,5 ppm ww. Mercury increases with trophic level, For ex-
ample, all sharks and som» fish yielded one or more sainples of flesh at or far above
 up to 20 tiines! the FDA limit. Although mercury in sed"ent has dec!ined in
respoiise to soul ce controls, temporal trends in mussels and fish remain uncertain.
Smce the highest levels of mercury were seen in fish &om areas located far &om known
sources, it does not appear that mercury &om coastal waste discharges is responsible
for concentrations observed in fish. Thus, the only management action possible is to
conduct adequate surveys of large fish and sharks and warn consumers as appropriate.
It would be useful to conduct mercury surveys to identify species and sizes of fish,
sharks, and rays that mee  federal or local guidelines.

Although accumulations of arsenic in sediment have not reached potentially toxic
ievels, arsenic occurs naturally in high concentrations in selected species of mollusks,
flsh, and crustaceans. Arsenic concentrations in certain fish are sufficiently high to
cause concern &om a consumer standpoint. Arsenic concentrations in flatfis, par-
ticularly Pacific sanddab. are high, especially in areas remote f'roin urban pollution
sources- Concentrations are depressed in some species &oin polluted areas. Arsenic
concentrations in sediment have declined, but no change has been noted in musseis or
fish. The source of high levels of arsenic in certain species in unknown, but it does not
appear to be from anthropogenic sources and may, like mercury, be a natural
phenomenon. It is thought that arsenic in fish and shellfish exists in the less-toxic
organic form, but the risk to human health &om consuming these concentrations of
arsenic is unknown. Accordingly, the only effective management action is to survey
arsenic adequately in fish from the bight and post advisories as appropriate.

Contattslnattts of Uncertain Concern  Organotin, 1Tn, Cadmium, Silver and Lead!.
There are flve contaminants of uncertain concern, each for a different reason.

Organotin coinpounds are clearly contaminants in sediments of San Diego Harbor,
San Pedro Bay, Marina del Rey, Oxnard Harbor, and Palos Verdes. Levels of tin in
mussels have been highest in Newport Bay and San Diego Harbor. Highest levels of
tin have been seen in fish from San Diego Harbor although trends with time have not
been well investigated. Surveys should expand into other inarinas and a conoerted
effort should be made to measure organotin concentrations in livers of fish &om these
areas. At the same time. data should be obtained on total or inorganic tin concentra-
tions to quantifyany consistent relationship to organotins.

Cadmium has accumulated in sediments and may have occurred at toxic levels at Palos
Verdes. Elevated concentrations of cadmium have been ineasured in San Diego H ar-
bor. Cadmium does not appear to accumulate in fish or undergo biomagnification.
However, I5 years ago several macroinvertebrates &om Palos Verdes have contamed



r levels  f'actor of two above reference sites! of cadmium than those from more
remote areas.

ThCrc are two enigmas with cadmium. First,cadiuium is recently increasing in musseln
at Palos Verdes despite the fact that inputs have been decreasing, Second, musseis anti
6sh frotn islands and remote sites in the Santa Barbara area and from remote areas of
Ba]a California contained concentrations two to ten times higher than those from the
urban areas. Arsenic also shows this behavior, but not as dramatically. Third, there is
an inverse, relationship between concentrations of cadmium and DDT in musscis.
These observations suggest cadmium I'roin anthropogenic sources has not been avail-
able to thc biota on a regional basis and that natural sources. coupled with some kind
of inhibition of uptake caused by DDT, are two factors causing depressed levels of
cadmium m urban marine biota.

Silver has accuinulated in sediment from many areas and may have existed at toxic
levels at Palos Verdcs and Santa Monica Bay, Results of silver anaiyses show a meso-
scalc gradient ia mussels occurred along the coast from central California to northertt
Bag California. Thc prcQimption is that silver inputs from sewage have, like DDT,
spread over large areas of the coast. Thc dilemma is that unlike DDT there is evidence
that silver is not accumulating in edible tissues of most seafood organisms, 1lowever.
ftsh from truly remote areas of Baja California or central California have not been
measured so it maybe premature to conclude a gradient siinilar to that in musscls docs
not also exist in fish. Levels of silver in sediment and inussels have apparently not
changed with time.% ends in fish are unknown.

Lead has clearly contaminated sediments and mussels of the Los Angeles, Orange
County, and San Diego County coastal areas for many years. Concentrations of lead m
scdunents of Palos Vetoes, Newport Bay, San Diego Harbor, and Marina del Rey mny
have teen high enough to cause toxicity in sensitive species. In ihe 1970s, concentra-
tion gradients bi musscis reflected the importance of aerial fallout from auto etnissions
as a major source. Concentrations in mussels declined during the late 1970s but have
leveled off and remained unchanged during the 1980s despite continued reductions irt
sewage cflluents and resultant decreases in sediment concentrations. Concentrations
are still as much as 5 thnes higher in musseis from palos Verdes than in those from
Oceanside. suggesting continued inputs from the Los Angeles area, presumably from
aerial fallout. Urban runoff and deposits in flood control channels may be major
potential sources p9]. Nc w measurements of lead  using ultraclean facilities! in tissues
of fish and iuacroinvCrtcbrates are needed to determine if concentrations have
changed since thc hite 1970s. Most existing recent tissue data  exempt from mu ssels! is
in valid for this comparison unless it can be demonstrated that samples were prepared
an d an alyxed in a lead-free environment. Public health implications of elevated lead Irt
mussels from urban coastal areas should be addressed,

Contatttittnttta Apparently of Minor Gtuccrn  Chrnmiutn, Copper, Selenium, Zitsc,
Dicltirln, Vnln5le attd Extrnctnblc Gnnpuntsds!. Existing evidence indicates that four
metals and large numbers of organic chemicals undergo neither bioaccumulaiion nor
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biornagnification in fish of the bight, or that elevations m macroinvertebrates are, or
have been, extremely localized and not of regional significance. Chromium, copper,
selenium and zinc do not accumulate in fish or most rnacroinvertebrates in the bight,
and none undergo bioaccumulation, None have occurred at levels of public health
concern in sea food. Tissues of several species of shellfish at Pa!os Verdes were once
slight!y �-fo!d! contaminated with these metals. It might be worthwhile to resample
them once at Pa!os Verdes to confirm that concentrations have decreased commen-
surate with known reductions in emissions. This was a local, not a regional
phenomenon. On the other hand, all have been subject to intensive industrial source
control eA'orts which have resulted in decreased levels in sediments but no change in
biota  where they have been monitored!. One. selenium, was actually depressed in
several species I'rom otherwise contammated areas  similar to cadmium, as discussed
above!, Levels in bays originating from urban runoff may be of local concern  e g. zinc
from tires [30] and lead in Rood control channels [29]!.

The organochlorine pesticide dieldrin may have once been a contaminant of concern
in the bight, but existing data, ahhough sparse, does not indicate important concentra-
tions of dieldrin in any substrate,

Data on several dozen volatile organ ic compounds measured during the past 5 years as
part of the Orange County Sanitation Districts monitoring program, indicate that none
of these coinpounds have accumulated in fish or shellfish, In the past, several
ch!orinated benzenes were elevated in rnacroinvertebrates near the deep-water out-
falls in Santa Monica Bay, Par tition coefficient studies have demonstrated low poten-
tial for bioaccuniulatio. The lack of bioaccumulation of most volatile and extractable
organic chemicals in fish and macroinvertebrates of the bight is not surprising due to
their low partitioning coe8icients and volatility. However, many may still be important
as toxicants in water and at the sea surface in local areas of heavy inputs, Phenol was
not a target chemical for this review, but may be important since quantifiable con-
centrations appeared in fish from the Los Ange ies and Orange County areas during
surveys conducted in the early ! 9&0's. A review of phenol inputs and distribution may
reveal a need for additional measurements,

CONCLUSION

More than!8 rni! lion dollars have already been spent annually on ocean monitoring in
the Southern California Bight during the past two decades [2]. While there are many
incompatibilities among the contaminant surveys, they nonetheless, represent a
remarkable monitoring achievement and a record of contamination and recovery that
is continuing today,

For atl of the chemicals reviewed here, concentrations in sediments of the open coast
have either not changed  i.e., were never elevated! or have declined dramaticallysince
the early 1970's. Where they were once elevated on the open coast, concentrations of
many contaminants in mussels and fish have also declined  exception is cadtnivrn in
mussels at one site!. Our major uncertainty is what is happening in bays and harbors



which have been, or cxsntained, the most contaminated sites in the bight. This is nest
surprising considering their proximity to urban, industrial, and residential areas aalu
their restricted circulation. Biological effects surveys can most fruitfully be focused oss
these areas.

The least contaminated areas for sediments are the coastal shelf areas near Santa
Barbara and between southern Orange County and Point Lorna. The now relatively
low concentrations of contaminants in sediments and mussels near open coastal dis-
charge sites such as at Point Lorna and Orange County suggest that existing source
control wastewater treatment are effective.

Many spCCifiC reenmmendations to improve regiOnal monitoring and assesstnenta are
given in the full rcport of this project [1]. These include improvetnents in species aalu
site selection, in chemical assessment methods  such as appropriate detection limits!
and increased emphasis on field toxicology assessments. Monitoring should bc coss-
tinued and coordinated [2] and much more emphasis put on bays and harbors, Bxisthsg
data should bc made available to all agencies through some type of regional archive
and should also be used to detertnine how best to continue or build upon existing stash
historical time series so they will provide points of reference for marking the ftsrthaf'
progress of reductions in contaminant loading. There is urgency in cofiectmg cxnttissg
data since many of the technician sand scientists who have provided much of these data
will soon retire and may not be accessible for evaluating data quality  some have
already passed away!,
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Marina Del Rthy AS A Fish Habitat:
Studies Of The Fish Fauna Since 1977

J.S. Stephens, Jr., D. Pondeila, II and P. Morris
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Hancock Institute for Marine Studies
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Abutrssct Marina de! Rey is an enclosed sms B boat barter connected io ibe acean by a oue mac cutraace
channcL Li differs from adjacent semi-enclosed harbors such as King Harbor, Santa Monica aud Los
Angelea-LOug Beach Harbors by aCCeSS lO the lOngShOre CurreOl aud patteraa Of Cireulatiau. Tbe
entrance breakwater, though small and aha sow, compares favorably io other rocky breakwaters m Santa
Monica Bay. Tbe remainder of the marina is l2 feei deep at mean tide with a silt bottom and little hard
substrate other ibau vertical retaiuiug waBS, piling aud ttuarS. There iS Oae Cseeptinn; Baain D ierminatCS
in a sandy, swuumiag beach with some "sca grass" beds, We have surve!ed the lish assemb!agc within
Marina del Rcy. at least semianuuaBy in l977-79 and since 1984, More iban 90species or h~r tasa have
been identified. A mcaa of 40 species  SD - 45! were observed ia tbe surveys. Our Limited samphug
indicates considcrab!c annual fluctustioo iu boih adult immigration and juseuBe recruitneut io thc
marina. Tbe shasow swimming beach iu the marina appears to serve as a refuge for Bauona wetland
species, The absr.ucc of shoalmg  sloping! sha Bows in most of tbc marina may inhibit this funcuoo, B ven
though Marina dcl Rcy hss poor circulation, is subject to pu!ses of non-point source pollution, and has
high Summer iempCraiureS, n Serve S SS S regular babilal fOr a di~erae iChihyufauna.

MARINA DEL REY

Mar isia del Re y, the I argest manmade marina in the world with more than 6OOO berths,
is located in central Santa Monica Bay Fig I!. The marina was constructed in the early
1960's on a former wethnd that had been degraded by dumping, 5Qing, oil extractiou,
agriculture, and urbanization of the surrounding area of greater Los Angeles. The
mari ra connects to Santa Monica Bay by a mile long Entrance Channel which includes
a terrniisal breakwater parallel to the shore and two lateral breakwaters bordering the
channel which extended seaward about LOOO feet. The marina includes the Main Chan-
rsel arid eight boat basins. At the terminus of Basin D there is a sandy swimming beach,
while at Basin E the farthest from the entrance, there is a tidal gate connected to the
Oxford Flood Control Basin. A tide gate in the Entrance Channel serves BaHona
Lagoon and the Venice canal system. L'arge storm drains also enter Basins G and IL
The Ballona Creek Flood Control Channel parallels the Entrance Channel to the
south and may affect the quality of the water in the entrance channel, or even the entire
marina if significant quantities of storm waters flow or inland spiHs occur.



Httura 1. Location ot lkarina dal Ray within Santa itontoa Bay.

Water entering the marina may derive either &om the California Current from the
northwest or &om thc Southern California Eddy flowing I'rom the southwest. This
latter is an offshoot of the California Current, the eastern boundary current of the
North Pacific Gyre. The eddy is thc inajor influence on thc Southern California Bight,
whose waters are considerably warmer than those north of Pt. Conception, where
waters are under more direct influcnce of thc California Current. Southern California
is also a site of seasonal upwelling which brings higher nutrient water I'rom the under-
current and benthos to the surface. In winter, thc Davidson Countercurrent may bring
tropical waters northward, sometimes surfacing in Santa Monica Bay as part of the
upwelling in the gyre.

ln some years, thc tropical flow inay continue northward for longer periods, producing
thc local El Niito-Southern Oscillation  ENSO! phenomenon, Sewage discharges and
power plant cooling discharges also affect thc Southern California Eddy as it circulates
to the north in Santa Monica Bay.
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STUDIES AT MARINA DEL REY

H b Environinental Projects at the University of Southern California performedar ors nviro
the first baseline environtnental studies of the marina under joint USC a
County of Los Angeles funding in 1977-1979, during which a variety of fish satnpling
techniques were tested, along with sampling for water quality, nutrient chemistry,
sediment chemistry, phytoplankton productivity, zooplankton and benthic organisms

nt with the Varirrraa[1,2]. Studies were resumed in l984 under sponsorship of the county, wi
Research Group performing the ichthyological surveys  Figure 2!.

SU

0%lm

Figure 2. Survey ata5ons in Marina det Ray.



lchthyological samples have been taken twice a year, io October and May since 1984
p-8j. The methods durmg this period have been standardized and are coinparable:
diver surveys at the breakwater  three 10-iuinute swims!; 15 ft otter irawls tawed For
10 minutes at three stations; three minute ichthyoplankton sample tows  meter nets!
at surf'acc and bottoin;three one-hour sets with a 100 ft x6 ft variable mesh gill net;
and a 100 ft x 6 ft 1/4iu mesh beach seine sample. All work was done during the day.
No poison or quinaldine stations have been carried out during this period and, therc-
forc, probably some four to six cryptic rock reef species will have escaped our analysis.

RSH FAUNAL COMPONENTS

The fish fauna of Santa Monica Bay is typical of the Southern California Bight and is
made up of inshore species belonging to the San Diegan Warm Temperate fauna.
Occasionally elcmcnts from the Cold Temperate Oregonian  Californian! and thc
tropical Panamic faunas may bc present, During EN SO events, more tropical elements
appear, while during cold anomalies temperate elements can be abundant.

An additional factor oi' importance when discussing fishes of marinas is the loss of
lagoonal and csuarian habitats  wetlands! along the Southern California coast. Most
natural wetlands have been long since developed as harbors and marioas, or filled for
terrestrial development, Elements of their endemic faunas have refuged in marinas
where they may have survived,

SPECIES COMPOSITION AND NUMBERS

Since 1977, a total of 61 species have been identified f'rom a total of 90 taxa  some not
idendifiable to species level! in our studies of Marina del Rey, This iximpares to 153
species identified at King Harbor in more extensive studies conducted since 1974 [9].
King Harbor, located at the southern end of Santa Monica Bay, between Hermosa
Beach and Rcdondo Beach, is entirely constructed from breakwaters and its fish fauna
is typical of marine rocky sharc and sand beach. Marina del Rey, by contrast, as an
inlaod facility, is dominated by estuarine or wetland species except at the Entrance
Channel breakwaters. Evrn with thc much larger species list at King Harbor, 12
species recorded at Marina del Rey are aot present in King H arbor as adults  four have
been taken as larvae!. Marina dcl Rcy thus serves as a refuge for wetland species as
well as a resident site for typical bay forins. Thirty-eight of thc 81 species iri Marina del
Rey fit this category with the remainder species commonly taken at the entrance
breakwater.

Of the gl species observed by these standard methods since 1984, 40 �1%! are
generally fishes requiring or commonly occurring on soft substrate, the remainder are
rock reef species or epipelagic This contrasts with King H arbor where 50 �2%! of the
120 species observed by divers are soft substrate forms.

We considered that species we observed in at least four of the last five years of this
standardized study are residents of Marina del Rey, while those that are present two to
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Most of the soft siibstrate fishes of Marina del Rey are cominon to those observed at
King Harbor and in shallow waters of the Santa Monica Bay and the Southern Califor-
n ia coast [1O 1 1], Of the 12 species found at Marina del Rey that were not found at King
Harbor  Table 1!, almost all are soft substrate forms and most are shallow water
wetlands species that are found only at the shallow sand area of Basin D. No such
habitat exists at King Harbor, or, for that mnatte, elsewhere in the area with the
exception of the little degraded wetland accessible at Ballona Creek.

Table 1

Fishes taken at Marina del Rey nnt reetsrded as adults
ln Geld samples from King Harbor Marina

A canrhogoboss jIavimantrs  !eUowfut goby!

rL!tin kr vslpss  Bone fish!

A nc!roa somprtsssa  deepbody auchovy!

Chironorus prrgsrsnsis  roughback sculpiu!

Fundutus parvipinnis  Caiiforuica kigifish!

L spidogobins tspidus  hay goby!

Lsproarrrus armarrss  staghoru sculpiu!

itfasrvhrs hsnlri  brown sruoothhouud!

Rimrtxrkt masrarum  kelp khughsh!

Sirongykt ra rsiiis  California need tetish!

Pyph!ogobias cakfomisnsis  blind goby!

Umbrian ro nrsafor  !e Uowfiu croaker!

W

s w

W

W

s w

s w

s w

W

s - so@ substrate inhabitant w - wet!ands k- kelp

three of the five years are transients, and those present in onlyone year are occasionals
Qr acc dentals Of the 36 resident species, 21 �8% ! are soft substrate species and
simfla'rly, of the 24 transient species, 1 4 �8% ! prefer sand and/or mud. Only nine
�79'! of the 19 occasional species prefer soft substrate. The predominance of soft
~batiste species reflects the design of the harbor, which has almost no subtidal hard

bstrale habitable by fishes except at the entrance breakwaters.



Comparison of vetiands species that have been recorded recently I'rom wethtnda «tsd
embayments in Southern California with those f'rotn Marina del Rey is presented in
'Hible 2 II2-15I. Notice that Marina del Rey has the largest species list, but it has been
sampled with more regularity than other ha bitats. The only obligate estuarine speci«a,
B'ncyclogofv'nr newberryf, was not taken at any of these bays and wetlands. Sever«I
species, Ie., flrrugcItsft3s' cnIOtunicus and Cyruarogaster aggreyrsa, utgize this habitat
primarily ss a nursery, whHe others show seasonality in their presence. AII of the 17
principal species  Table 2! regularly occur in Marina del Rey. Several freshvmter
species found at Coiorado Lagoon, Upper Newport Bay and Anaheim Bay viere
omitted from this comparison since Marina del Rey has no freshwater habitat.

SPEOES OCCURRENCES

The occun ence data on aH species recorded from the harbor since 1977 are presented
in 'Ihble 3. The number of species has varied considerably with season as well as by
year. However the means, 41 species in the May and 39,9 in October, are not sig-
nificantly didlerent  'kbie 4!. During 1987-88 the October samples exceeded those of
May. When these data are reexamined by sampling method, the diver transects show
considerable variatiou, due prunarily to visibility at titn» of satnpling. VisibHIty hs
Marina del Rey is usuaHy poor. With less than five meter visibility, divers cannot
estimate numbers and have simply recorded species. This is the usual type of d«t«
available, but occasionaHy, as in May 1988 and 1990, visibility was poor enough to
considerablyreduce the species tally. SnnH«rly, with exceptional visibility the number
of species is always high. It is possible that other sampling methods are also affected hy
visibiHty, most likely in the opposite direction. Gill nets and otter trawls both may bo
avoided under dear water conditions but the water at Marina del Rey rarely reach«s
that clarity.
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Table 2

Fishes of shallow embayments and wetlandsn

<O1Oradv LagOOO [12h BOLCH So[ra Oriea [13l; SAR Santa Ana ltiver [13l', ALAS
Atiniivs Bay [14l: XH - Xuudogruu Harbour [141: MOB - Marina dei Bey [158 BW - BallOOa

Weitanda [16]; UNB Upper NtvpOrt Bay [17]; AB Anaheim Bay [15!,

co Lhu ho Los sar h1hb aa M!a bii IJNS

~hcenrhogobi vs flavlaanus
album vuipes

rhvchoa conpressa
'aochos dellcatlssias
rhrherinops efflni.s
hrherinopeis californlevsls
Cltherlchthys scigyaeeus
Clove l and la los

'Cynarogaster aggregate
rgablOtoCe ]aokavnl
gegreui ls aardaa

rFuudulus perviplnnls
Casbusis affinis
Cevyoneavs 1ineetus
Cibbonsi s ~ legans

tCil lich thys alrabl 1 is
ileteros el thus rose rat us
Sypoglosslna stoaace

rgypsoblennius gencllis
Hypsoblennius gllbertl
Sypsoblenni us j enklnsl

rgypsopsecre gvrtulaca
rllypvus gllbertl
Lspldogobius lepidus
Leptococtus arnstus
iauresches tenuis
Nanticlrrhls undulatus

'rrugi i cephelus
rtuscslus henlei
«yliobacis californlca
Psraclinue integripinnls
Perslebras aaculatofesciatus
Perelsbrax nebullfer

tperelichchys californlcus
Phaverodon fvrcatus
Pleuronichthys ritterl
Porlchthys ayriaster

rguierula y-cauda
Rhecochllvs vscca
Roncador steernsi
Serdlnops segaa
Seriphus polievs
Sphyrsene ergentee
Srrovgylura eailis
Synphurus etricsuda
Syvgnathvs lepcorhynchus
Synodus lucioceps
Urolophvs halleri
Xystreurys llolepls

XX X X I X I I Z X IX I X X I
XX I

I I X I X Z X II

X I I
X

Z
I

I
X X X I X X X

X

I
Z I X

IX I

X X X I X X
X X

I I X I I I X X X II X I I I I I I
I
X I X I I I X II I X I I I X X Z I

X X I
I I Z X X
X I I

*Larva ~ and adultS only, fiabaa repcrtad only f ron egg stage ~ aatluded, aarive
bar ors serb a! King aarbor and outer lns hngelaa tnag beach Barbers are also ~ xclvdad
~ lovb vith an occaeional typically narine epetiea noted rarely in theaa enbaynants.
~av ral trashvatar species  besides tba saljntty tolerant Caabusia! vore recorded but
o stad' Dorosoaa pecansls, Lepoats cyanellus. Lepcaais aecrvchlrus,

seseti li s. and plaephales prnaelasrPrincipal species
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1977 1900 Iaay Oc t
1941+ 84 04

15 20
7 8 7

2
8 72 7

14 I I

18 24 15 24 22
18 4 4 5 5
6 4 6 2 I

8 P 10 10
9 10 8 4 4

14
2

12

101st or saSCISs 55 44 47 57 54 46 41 59

~ Srorterly aaaplina for Jan. 1977 through Jieo 197$ and IP79.
e aiortRIy aOPIIIna for 1980: aug, 1908, SePt. 1900. Jen '1901 end agrII 1181 Ilchthyoglenhtcn, erreP nota.

Oiirnralro atat rina, otter treula!

Jeer Oct Jrn Ney Oct Oct Nay Oct Nay gct Noy Oct Ney Oct Nny Oct
77 TT 78 $4 84 85 Ns, 66 87 87 08 $889 89 90 PO

~ each Seine
Sill Set
attR freer

1$6i 505 241 476i
$0 19 I 7 42

414 212 256 '156 14 6 17

400 7PI
15 56
15 26

78 14155 4$6 1255 554 SSSO 750
27 65 4P 20 5 265 I
I 8 95 2SI 54 SP 55 209

rgral 7 ISN

raraL I CararsPLLNSrIN

9 I eR Irogecte
Sooth Se'Ine
Rill Set
Otter rrnit
I*thrapre+tan

llareae enlyl
arap set
Cryptic 7 Ieh
Creel Can R 4

elnol algal'Ina

Table 4

Summary of number ol'species by suonth and year

Oct Nay Oat Nay Oc t Nay Oc t Noy Nc ~ Ner Oat
05 86 06 $7 47 04 06 89 $9 90 90

20 24 19 22 20
5 5 10 IT
4 4 P 6

7 14 4 5 Si 4
10 7 9 11 7

Table 5

Summary of number of individuals by monih and year

556 264 555 426 475 115 142PS 786 150'7 610 5846 954

7567 26TT 1747 2 IS6 15S0 6592 225S 2159 925 2555 246 2559 2524
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OILL NET AND BEACH SEINE RESULTS
t sam les averaged 6,1 species�,7 = SD! for the eight sampling periods

go M 1984- May 1988 while they have averaged only 1.6 �,5 = SD! m the five
sampling perto s smcece May 1988. This is a significant di erence and is difficult to

Th beach mine data have been rather consistent except for an unusual col.
~~u on m the tall of 1986 i7 species, and have averaged the same numbers as the
trawl data, though there is no correlation between the samples,

Thc reduction in species in 1988-89 was largely due to the absence of go hie s, generally
annual species. Initiailythis was coincident with a bubble net placement between Basis
D aad tbc marina in an attempt to reduce coliform counts on the swimming beach
Such a net very likely affected recruitment of those annual young to the sampling site
It is also apparent, however, tram the ichthyoplankton data that numbers o f larval
species were very low during 1988- 89, lt may also be that the subsequent absence o f
larvae was due to introduction of PCBs into the marina sometime between October
1988 and October 1989 [8] that could have resulted in high larval mortality, as will be
discussed further,

By contrast, if we look at the numbers of fish for the sampling where data applies
�hble 5!, thc results are somewhat different. The gill net results show that the Msy
1990 catch was the highest since thc origin of the study and was about three times the
previous high which was recorded in 1984. H o we ver, these data represent only a large
catch of topsmelt, much better represented in the beach seine data and not indicative
of iiuprovcmcnt in the marina. The lowest gill net catch, one individual, occurred ia
October of 1990, the next satapling period. The gill net data do agree with the Mach
seine data for 1990, in that a large number of topsmelt were taken in each during Msy,
in fact the number taken in the beach seine ranked second to an exceptional catch ia
May 1988. Unfortunately, the total abundance data for the harbor always reflect the
variability ofthis species. When topsmelt are removed &om the data, little variation is
numbers is recorded.

OTTER TRAWL AND ICHTHYOPLANKTON RESULTS

Otter trawl data show no uue trends, but the highest number of species �4! was
recorded in 1984 with thc lowest in l985  Thble 4!. Recent catches have been weil
above the mean �,9, 3.4 SD!. Thc otter trawl data generally do not show an abua
dance of fishes. The two samples wuh high counts represent primarily large "e~
of young of year queenfish  Seri'pkns poiitus!, though in 1984 there was a large number
of juveniie barred sand bass  parufnbrux nebuli jar! also taken  Table 5!.

Since Since 1984our ichthyoplankton sampling has collected 26 identifiable specie
well as several unknawns Table 6!.One species, Hypsabknniusjenkfnsi  
nius sp,! and Gaby A/C   a complex of aufcrntu, ffypnus and Clevefnndiu! wc«
present all seven y a swhges ~k p ma and Sc~hnsj ut swere present mm'
of the seven. Six s cipecies occur only once, including Ox!debuts, a cold water form ~c
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single annual identification of fl!frrrrrs reflects the only year larvae were large enough
to separate from other members of the Goby A/C complex.

trttrith the exception of three collections which averaged only 3.6 species  October l 988,
May and October 1989!, larval samples averaged 9,4 species per collection as com-
pared to 8,0 species �.2 = SD! for all periods. These data compare to annual means
from fr.ing Harbor ofbetween 6 to l7 species [l2]. The highest number of Marina del
Rey species, l4, was recorded in May l990 [8]. During the quarterly samples of 1980,
3l different species were recorded, considerably more than in our biannual samples
but about the same as our accumulated species list. A major difference since 1980 is
the lack of six of the seven species of cottids but these are probably winter spawners
and thus are not sampled in the May and October surveys,

The abundance data from the ichthyoplankton larval collections are quite variable
 Table 7!. There is a strongly seasonal aspect to this abundance,  Figure 3!, with sig-
nificantly more larvae present in May than in October,

roast

g 1 itxI
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Rgure 3. Saasonat Abonttanee of Iehthyoplankton from Shrtton iL
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Table 6

Annual variation in presence  Pj of lchthyoplankton in Marina del Rey

198I 1985 1988 1987 1988 1989 199Q
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Table 7

Larval abundance by station and season  N/1000 m !

Surface Stations

This is especially the case for the most inland site. Station 8. The fewest larvae were
taken during October 1989  x = 285.7, N 6! which can be compared to maximum
means of 7515.3 in May l 1984 and 6593,6 in May l987. The mean for aU May satnples
was 3408.0, while in October was 1401.4. This difference is highly signihcant  t
2.9l5. p - .005!. The mean abundance of larvae in Marina del Rey is very sun ihr to
that recorded at King Harbor,

May%4
Oct-84
Sep85
MayAt6
Oct-86
May-87
Oct-87
May%8
Oct-88
May%9
Oct-89
May-90
Oct-90

May%4
Oct4t4
Sep.85
May4tB
Oct AtB
May4f7
Oct47
MayAtS
Oct-86
May4t9
Oct@9
MayAtO
Oct-90

2023.9
559.2
697.4
247,8
60.3

977.5
377.0

1155.5
2598,9
620.3
287 A
688.3
968.9

3452.9
1342,8
3448.2
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18002.8
5307,6
5718.0
344.9
5».5
279,8

75%. 1
111 51.8

1806,5
888.4
302.5

2078,5
203.8

2532.5
963.5

1059.2
31 7.4

2574.0
12't.8

2492.8
148.4

17322.0
2808,7
481.3

1490.7
2054.9

10287,6
1110.3
'1153,7
177A

4353.8
75.1

7M.B
389.5

2283.0
28ta7.0
1414.4
2032.9
793.1

2020,4
1392.7
1048.7
1085.S
2850,8
382.5

1121 .5
1005,4

1861,8
2875.0
2121.8
23t0.9
8%7,0

11184.8
31'19.0
3232.3
7SB.2

185tM
209.0

39Nt.'1
4023,2

614.9
3583 8
1598.2
1763.7
1147.3
903,2

185,2
1 1 5,6

13 a%8
2381,0
28S.7

1213.5
875.8

Sl 79,3
1271.5
'1507.4
900,S

1781.0
643t.3
2104. 5
2346,0
878,7

2165.2
116.1

3424.2
8174.0
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FACTORS B4FLVKHCIIN TNB CHTHYOFAUNA

Tbe normal oceanographic regime iaauencing Santa Monica Bay was suminar~d
ear!ier. However a major influenc» on tbc fishes of the bight is the semiregu!ai
oceaaograpbk occurrciice, the El Nii!o-Southern Osci!!atiou. Two of these events
occurred s!nce 1973; one in 1977-78 was a minor event from the standpoint of its
wur!dwk!e effect while the second, in 1982-84, gras a major environrnenta!occurrence,
Interestingly, in Santa Monica Bay, the first of these had the inost drainaiic effect on
fish populations. During the carly 1970's, a cold water anoinaly had allowed the
development of a fauna with a strong. cold temperate cleiuent, especially the flatfishes
and rockfishes, This e!ement disappeared rapidly with the onset of the 1977-78 E I Ni!to
atid, in fact, has not returned. Dover and Rex sole were abundant in the deeper water
of tbc bays, speck!cd sanddabs were common in shal!ow water. while blue rockfish
dombtated King Harbor and «ripetai!ed and halfbaiided rockfish were common in
trawl catches. %ith the disappearance of many of these species, the average catch of
soft bottomed fishes in trawls declined rapidly f19]. This change has uoi been reversed
by recent cvetits. In fact. thc great EI Nifto of 1982-84 exacerbated the problem and
stimg!ated the movement of a number of species commonly found to the south into
Santa Monica Bay.

The earliest fish studies of Marina del Rey, conducted in 1977, were just at the time of
onset of the little E!Nillo. During those quarter!y surveys, 31 species were recorded of
which 10 werc wet!ands-back bay species. The remainder showed no evidence of the
cold water anoinaly that was ending, with the exception of croakers which typify our
shallow sandy environincnt but tend to move off shore during warming events  white
croakers, for example, prefer about 115 C water!. It is possible that the shallow con-
ditions of the marina which cause a greater range in temperature do not allow cold
temperate species to persist there even during cold anomalies,

Tbe 1982-83 period of the great El Nif!o was not sainplcd at Marina del Rey but data
Som King Harbor demonstrated a significant decrease in both abundance and diver-
sity of species for those years. The 1984 marina samples. the first of our standardized
sampling, were taken at the end of this event. although very high water temperatures
persisted in the Southern California Bight through October 1984 [3j. Even though
some diff'creat techniques were used in pre-1984 samples, 31 to 32 species were
recorded in samp!es taken quarterly. During 1984 we recorded 60 species in biannual
sara plea.

Comparing these sainplcs, 2!. species found in 1984 werc not seen in the previous
survey: 10 of these are rocky wali species that werc not sampled  except for cryptic
species! during the earlier period, but 9 ofthe 2!are warin preferring species typically
favored by El Nifto events. Of the 17 spccics found in thc period between 1977-80 but
not found in 1984, four werc rocky waB species and five were forms that tended to
disappear during warm water conditions, The important warin water back bay species,
such as the bone fish hIIarlg var!pcs and thc striped mul!et hfuy'I cephrrhrs may have
arrived during those periods. ANwla occgrs in inuch higher abundance in Marina del



Rey and the Venice Canals than in any other bay or estuarine environment in the
Southern California Bight, a unique circumstance  L.G. Allen, pers. comm,!,

Unfortunately for our observations of natural variation, warm conditions still exist.
though they have cooled considerably since l984. No important faunal shifts have been
observed since 1984 although several cooler water species have occasionally been
taken, for example, the horny head turbot Pfeuronichthys verricnftr and the white
surfperch Phanrrodon furcotus.

VR BAN IMPACTS

A number of actual and potential pollution problems exist in Marina del Rey as in all
urban inar in as. Trash darn ped into B allo na Creek finds its way into the mar ina on tidal
changes, accidental spills tnay enter through storm drains and flood control channels,
and streets and storm drains flush oil, grease and toxic materials into the marina during
heavy rainfall. Levels of heavy tnetals, pesticides and chlorinated hydrocarbons as
measured in marina sediments are excessive [2-8] but do not correlate with observed
measures of infaunal biodiversity and abundance. The infauna of the harbor is
predominantly polychaeta worms, while nematode s and oligochaetes sometitnes occur
in very large numbers at a disturbed station. Pollution-sensitive organisms such as
crustacea, echinoderms and mofluscs are reduced in numbers,

Infaunal decreases in recent years may have been associated with several factors.
Levels of thc antifouling compound tributyltin used in boat paints were sufflcient to
cause chronic reproductive inhibition in representative species tested [6]. Tributyltin,
one of the most toxic substances ever introduced into marine waters. has been banned
on most vessel hufls since 1988 and levels have decreased greatly since then. Relatively
high levels of Chlordane and DD 8, all of which are banned, occur in marine sedi-
ments, largely contributed by the flood control channels and storm drains, although
illegal dump ing may occur,

PCBs  Aroclors! used in electrical systems pumps, comprcssors, hydraulic fluids,
printing inks and as plasticers, have been banned for many years. lt wss thought that
their occurrence had ceased in the marina between the ]970's surveys snd the 1980's,
although analytical detection limits were greatly improved. PCBs had not been iden-
tifled as present in marina sediments until thc October l 989 survey, and thc introduc-
tion of Aroclor 1254 and thc relatively uncommon Aroclor l260 were sufficient to
mstitute a resampling of sediments as wefl as examination of fish body burdens for
protection of public health.

The sources of the PCBs and also increased DDTs are unknown but excavations on
fortner industrial sites near the marina may have resulted in increased contaminated
runoff through flood control channels or storm drains. No dumping has been reported.
The area was heavily industrial during World War II. with no controls on dumpmg or
abandoning wastes that may have been graded into the site.
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FISH TISSUE POLLUTANT BUROEN

In January � February 1990, 32 fish specimens representing 12 species were analyzed
for body burdens of PCB 1260, DDD, DDE and DDT in muscle, with liver and gonad
analyzed in three specimens [8]. Ranges are shown in Table 8 which foBows.

Table 8

Range ef Chlorinated Hydrocarbons In  trg/kg wet wt:ppb!

PCS  Arndor 1260! DDD DDF. DDT

Ud-102 Ud-1.665 Ud-6015-298muscle

gonad/limr 548-4,27 127-311 525-6,806 79- t 7

 ud = undetected!

In spite of the presence of cantarninants in sediments, some areas of the marina have
a high level of production of soft bottom invertebrate fauna attractive to a number of
fish species.

Efforts to correlate the incidence of existing invertebrate species with any of the con-
taminants, trace inetals and pesticides have not been productive, This is probably due
to the virtual absence of sensitive species of molluscs, crustaceans and echinoderins,

THE MARINA AS A WETLAND HABITAT

Ballona wetlands once covered an area from Venice on the north to the bluffs an the
south and inland almost to the present San Diego Freeway. Ballona Creek, which
occasionally was, in the past, also the bed of the Los Angeles River, drains much of the
west central Las Angeles Basin. All that remains of the natural wetlands is the

The muscle levels found are considered safe for noriual human consumption, whereas
liver/gonad tissue would be suspect. Myliobaris crdifor7rica  batray! liver/gonad had the
lowest level and Syrrodws leucoceps  California lizard fish! had the highest, with
PIeuronidithys ritteri  spotted turbot! intermediate. The same pattern was true for
DDD, DDE and DDT, illustrating the difference in sequestering by different in-
dividuals or species. The higher levels of chlormated hydrocarbons are capable of
producing reproductive inhibition in Genyonerrtus iinearrts  white croaker! and other
species [21/2]. There is wide variation in the uptake and sequestering of chlorinated
hydrocarbons [23]. There is also seasonal variabilityas to the levels in liver and gonads,
with large amounts leaving the body in reproduction [24]. Thus eggs would be heavily
contaminated, inhibiting egg and larval development.



degraded area on the south side of Bsllons Creek Flood Control Channel, an area that
has been largely shut off from tidal Bushing for many years fo go«big concrctlaing the
local rivers in thc 1920s and 1930s.

The marina has thus acted assn important refuge for wetlands fish species,as has boca
indicated in the foregoing discussions. Some ninety percent of the natural. sheltered,
~ haQow water habitats in the Los Angeles region have been lo» [25], mnkhtg ths
protection of the marina environment of great importance,

Plans for restoration of the degraded Bellona «etiands sou th of Bellona Creek and for
a ncw marina basin on thc north side offer great opportuaitics to link the existiag
marina and the wetlands into a single hydrological unit [2627]. 'fbis «onld ofgsr the
«etiands fish species, as weH as the larval and juvenge stages of coastal fishes, a mech
greater range of habitats � food, temperature. salinity and substrates � than preseat-
ly exist, as illustrated in F igurc 4 [26]. a concc pin el scheme that offers great promise.

COW TK 4kO

pttttne* Cenneptuat rntatttniSMpa ttntdng atattntt martna det ttey nntt the
pictsoeett rnnrNn wtth gcttonn Qntlnnttc gsttar Qnvla, 1881 fggg.



Harbor and marina environments can provide iinportant habitat for coastal or wet-
lands species. If wetlands species are to be protected and enhanced, they must be
supplied with an adequate shallow water habitat, which is not necessarily coinpatible
for the priinary purpose of a harbor/marina facility. The swimming beach at Marina del
Rey is an exception that provides such a habitat. Further. in order for a marina to
mpport a variety of fishes, there should be as much avadable sloping rocky substrate
in the subtidal area as possible. In this respect, Marina del Bey falls shor  because there
is little rocky su ban ate except at the opening breakwaters, with most walls constructed
as vertical concrete L- waSs. It is possible to design rocky groins in a marina that are
compatible with vessel acsxsmmodation and still provide desirable fish habitats.

Harbors and marinas must be designed with adequate circulation since they are, per
ae, habitats. Inland harbors like Marina del Rey and Huntington Harbour have poor
tidal circulation. In the future, aS design of new harbors should be required to use
circulation models that favor the needs of the biological comtnunities that will certain-
ly inhabit them as well as the needs of vessel users. H arbor s not only supply ho ines fiyr
resideat and transient fishes and other marine organisms but their quiet waters often
serve as an important nursery area for many deeper water marine species. Althou+
the purpose of s marina or harbor is a boating-shipping facility, it is always an "attrac-
tive nuisance" to fishes. especiaSy as a nursery; it must, therefore, function as a fish
habitat. New facilities must be designed to fulfill this function, and where possible,
existing facSities auynented to improve the plight of scarce wetlands species.

The continued expansion by crowding of new Qoating docks into formerly open water
only exacerbates the alreaily low circulation, although it may provide habitat for more
fouling communities and provide shelter for small fish.
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InVaelve ExOttC PtaittS: ThreatS tO COaStal ECOstiretetttS

Joy B. tedler
PacNc Estuarine Research Laboratory

Sen Olego State Unltretslty

~ Exotic piscis ibsi invade cosstsl sun marsh bxhitsts csn reduce nwdtht area xndior dtstrtnee
aanve plrniS, $eversl Situations promOte ibeir iuvarinn, inCluding enhanced ditperxxt, Subrtrnte dtrtur-
bxnce, bldro!oyc modiricsnoos  cspecisHy reduced soil sslmity!, sod persisieui changes in tbe euviron-
riunt, Cere nudies indicxic ibe type of problems that l'oiimv exotic species mvesioos ia Csttromin salt
mxrxbex. A COmmun feature iS taxi SbOri-term siierauoos m habitat initiate tong-renn probterm tbnr are
nOt Cecily SOlved. Mnosgemcnt sirsiegics should tbcrefnrc focus on prevCntinn.

INTROOUCTlON

Invasive exotic plants threaten the morphology and composition of coastal salt mnr-
shes, both by invading adjacent mudflats and displacing native vegetation. These
problems have iong been recognized in Great Britain, snd have developed more
recently m North America. Examples whcrc detailed information is available indicate
the extent and severity of management problems, the kinds of disturbances that
promote invasions, and the effectiveness of various control measures. Thcsc examples
are reviewed hercin, along with newer case studies from California,

Many exotic species have travefled thc world's oceans and invaded foreign coastlincs.
Those that have done so at the hand of man, or followed thc migration of man to new
continents. are generally termed exotic. While it may not seem fair to distinguish
species carried by man f'rom those that arrived on the fcct or in the guts of other
well4nown dispersal agents  notably birds!, it emphasizes the fact that European man
has had an inordinate inhuence on the globe'., such that seeds carried on his soles have
a much higher probability of bccx>ming established on foreign soil that has been
cleared, plowed, or otherwise modified.

Unfortunately, records of the arrival and early spread of exotics arc rare, and some
man-introduced species are accepted as natives, When aliens become nuisances, it is
useful to know the time of arrival and conditions under which they began to spread.
This can help in predicting future spread and in identifying control measures. In direct
cvidcnce can be obtained irom pollen profiles in wethrnd sediments, which record the
sequence of immigrant weeds in central and southern California  Mudie and Byrne
l980!. Adobe bricks include seeds of weeds that werc present at thc  ime of their
production. Herbarium collections and species maps may indicate times and species
that werc historically rare and phces where they later became abundant.

Underlying this paper is a conservation ethic, that native species should domhtntc
California's natural coastal wetlands, and that recently introduced species shouhl tsc
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controlled, if not eliminated. The rationale behind this judgement is straightforward:
1! California's coastal wetlands are small and few � there are about 130 in the entire
state. 2! The remaining wetlands have been highly modified and severely reduced in
area � losses of 75-95% are commonlyestimated. 3! The native plants are essential to
many native animals  e,g,, insects with high host specificity! and preferred by others-
the native vegetation performs a variety of f'unctions such as providing food, shelter,
and nesting materials, that may or may not be replaceable by alien species, 4! Exotic
speciescan spread rapidlyand displace native plants � but[he conditionsthat promote
invasion cannot always be uncovered. 5! Once established, naturalized exotics are
difficult, if not impossible, to eradicate.

California's coastal wetlands are a limited natural resource that is jeopardized by
invasive exotic species. Because the risks are high, complacency is not an option.
Rather, management goals should include: preventative measures where exotics have
not yet invaded, eradication where invaders are not yet abundant, and active. continu-
ing control of well-established exotics.

THE PROBLEMS IN COASTAL WETLANDS

Two types of management problems result from plant invasions in coastal wetlands-
the elimination of open mudflat and the replacement of native vegetation.

1! The reduction of mudflat area occurs in intertidal wetlands where the native vegeta-
tion is unable to grow at elevations extending downslope toward mean sea level. A
species with greater inundation tolerance inay arrive and naturalize rapidly where
there are no competitors to slow its establishinent. In Willapa Bay, Washington, the
invasion of Spariina alterniflora into mudflats threatens a inajor oyster industry. The
invasion of intertidal flats in Great Britain by non-native cordgrasses  cf. Case study
la! has reduced feeding habitat for native wading birds  Goss-Custard and Moser
1988!. Cordgrass control is encouraged, although in some locations, e.g�England's
Poole Harbour, the cordgrass is valued for its shoreline erosion control capability
 Gray 1985!. Even there, however, the managerial opinion is that "a little is good, a lot
is not"  A. Gray, pers. comm,!,

2! Where exotic plants invade vegetated areas, they may displace native species. In
southern California, the invasion of the New Zealand mangrove, Avicennia marina,
into native cordgrass  Spanina foliosa! habitat is viewed as detrimental to both plants
and birds  cf. Case study ld!, The local escape of a few mangroves planted in Mission
Bay, San Diego, prompted concern that the trees would displace cordgrass, which is
the preferred nesting habitat and nesting material of the light-footed clapper rail
 Rallus langirasrris levipes!, and that the trees would also provide roosting places for
raptors, which readily prey on rail chicks  P. Jorgensen, Manager, Tijuana River Na-
tional Estuarine Research Reserve, San Diego, pers. comm.!. An active eradication
program is underway, with annual visits to hand-pull seedlings  M, Pruitt-Jones,
former Manager, Kendall-Frost Reserve, Univ. of California, San Diego, pers.
comm,!.
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ffects of shifting vegetation com position are not well kno wn. While many
als may lack species-speciflc requirements for plant canopies or nesting

; I, msects are noted for their tight dependencies on single host species. Some
hcd to individual families or genera of plants; others are restricted to smgle
or life history stages  c 8 flowers or seeds! of a host plant. I assume that these

mme dependencies are present among the insect inhabitants of coastal wetlands; yet
I �d;nscct cotnmunities have received very little attention  C. pagano, U.S, Fish

and Wildlife Service, Endangered Species Offttx:, Sacramento, p«s comm ! and only
a few of the Plant-insect linkages have been recorded. A rare butterfly, the wandering
skipper  panoqnina errans! appears to be restricted to onc salt marsh grass species
 gisriciilis spicata! while a scale insect  Haliaspis spairina! is specific to cord grass
 Spartina folio~!-

Shifts in vegetation composition are not always viewed as det"ental. Recent snd
rapid vegetation changes are taking place along the Swan and Canning River estuaries
near perth Western Australia  cf, Case study 2c!. Tjpha onenralisis rapidly expanding
into native salt marsh, where it replaces Juncos krxrusii and other native species  pen
l983!. Like the salt marshes of California, the western coast of Australia has fcw
coastal wetlands, and the displacement of salt marsh vegetation is viewed as a manage-
ment problem. However, because the native purple swamp hen  Porphyrto porphyria!
uses habitat dotninated by Typha species, the inanagerial attitude is that some J!pha
expansion is all right  R. Atkins, Waterways Commission, Perth, pers. comin.!.

Managers are generally morc concerned with aniinal habitat losses than with shifts in
vegetation composition per se. Threats to rare and endangered plant species and major
changes in plant type are the exception. The salt marsh bird's beak  Cordylanrhus
inaritimas st. rnaririmas! is an endangered plant species that occurs at the landward
edge of intertidal salt marshes in southern California, where its habitat is frequently
disturbed and weedy species threaten to invade, although no displacements have been
documented. The goldfields  L asthenia ghbrnra! is a rare plant in southern California
 Ferren 1985!. At one remnant population, Los Pcitasquitos Lagoon, it occurs in dose
association with an exotic annual  Corula coronopifoka; J. Boland, SDSU, pers. comin.,
and pers. obs.!. Invasion of Florida's brackish wetlands by cajeput trees  Jrlelaleaca
quinqninervia, cf. Case study le! has protnpted a costly control program a"d at
retaining the marsh character of the vegetation, These two concerns merged when
cajeput trees were deliberately introduced to Tijuana Estuary adjacent to habitat oc-
cupied by the salt marsh bird's beak  cf. Case study le!. Tree removal was required
after thc invasive nature of the exotic was publicized and concerns for the native
vegetation were voiced  pers, obs.!. It was a costly error.

In at least one case, an exotic has become thc overwhelming dominant of a major
coastal wetland. The recent discovery  Spicher and Josselyn l985! that the dominant
cordgrass m Humboldt Bay is an exotic  rom Chile  Sparrina dertsiflorn! rather than the
California native  S, foliosa! has prompted concern that this invader might displace the
native cordgrass over a broader geographic area  M. Josselyn, Assoc. Professor of
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Biology, San Francisco State Univ.; P. Kelley, Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game,
Sacraiuento, pers, comm.!.

WHAT ALLOWS OR PROMOTES INVASION BY EXOTICSV

The situations that allow invasion by exotic wetland plants can be identified by con-
sidering what prevents their establishment in our least disturbed wetlands,

1! Dispersal. If the physical, chemical, and biological attributes of the habitat are
suitable for species that are not present, then the only limiting factor is the availability
of propagules. Deliberate or accidental introduction of seeds/plants will then allow
establishment  e,g�planting af mangroves in Mission Bay!.

2! Disturbance. If the abiotic environment is suitable, but native inhabitants deter
establishment  e.g., through shading of seedlings or consumption of seeds!, then some
disturbance to the canopy or substrate may allow exotics to establish. Removal of
vegetation inay simultaneously alter the substrate. For example, disking exposes
mineral soil and creates suitable microsites for seed germination.

3! Temporary relief from environmental stress. If the abiotic environment is suitable
for growth and survival, but too stressful  e.g., hypersaline! for seed gertnination and
initial establishment, then a short-term reduction in stressful conditions  e.g., a
prolonged flood! tnay permit invasion  e.g., Tyypha domingensis invasion and persist-
ence in San Diego River Marsh; cf. Case study 2b!.

4! Prolonged change in environment. 1f the abiotic environment is unsuitable for
establishment and growth, then a persistent shift in environmental conditions may
allow invasion  e.g., Rumex crispas invasions following prolonged impoundment of
freshwater and chronic deposition af sediments from upstream erosion, at Los
Pefiasquitos Lagoon; cf. Case study 2d!.

5! Combinations of the above. If two or inore of the above limiting factors are
removed, invasion moves &om the possible to the probable. Such was no doubt the
case for the early invaders whose seeds travelled to new lands in cargo ships, fell upon
shores that were being developed into ports, moved up newly constructed navigation
channels, or encountered estuaries where hydrology was being altered by changing
land use patterns upstream in the watershed. Multiple factors appear to be responsible
for the rapid advance of?}pha orientalis into salt marshes of Western Australia, where
street runoff from new housing developments is discharged through newly cut chan-
nels across the adjacent salt marsh. Neither lowered salinity nor substrate disturbance
is sufficient to allow alpha seedling establishment, but the combination allows seed-
lings to establish in the drainage channels; thereafter, Tjpha invades the native marsh
by vegetative expansion of adult plants  Zedler et al. 1990!.
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Europe, where marsh grasses are valued for shoreline erosion control and marsh build
lug through sediment accretion. It hybridized with the native S. muritieau to form an
mfgrge hybrid, S. towusendii, which was first noted ia 1870. The hybrid iater under-
cut chromosome doubling to form s very aggressive and fertile polyphid, which wss
acted in 1892 and later named S. ungtiaa. With its increased vigor and the potential for
md dispersal, thc aew species was able to spread rapidly. In Poole Harbour, southern
England, it was first recorded around 18M; by 1924 it had formed a marsh of more than
775 ha �913 ac! and raised thc topography by more than a meter ia many areas. The
plants at Poole Harbour then supplied seeds and propagules for a wide range of sites
around Great Britain, the European continent, Australia, New Zealand, North
America, and China  Gray 1985, Baracs 1977!. Oa the U.S. Pacific Coast, it is currently
knom &om Pu get Sound, Washington, and San Francisco Bay, California  Spicher and
Josselyn 1985!.

The ~ management concern about the ever-cxpeding distributionof Sparf&e
osgNca is the loss of mudflat habitat for sherebird kcdmg. Dense vegctatioa changes
the character of the substrate aad reduces habitat for the birds' preferred invertebrate
prey. As Long aad Mason �983, p. 137! put it, "Spartina overgrows the mudfiats and
renders them useless for feeding by waders, who also dislike roosting in the tussodcy
growth." Thcrc is no lower-marsh bird spcaes like the clapper rail that can take
ad~tage of the grass. Ia addition, there is concern about the spedes' potenthd for
outcompcting thc native cordgrass, as well as dislike of exotic invaders by a popuhce
~t is well-informed about nature. A control program using herbicides h underway in
ao&wtstera England  Long and Mason 1983!, ln some areas. there have beea major
de-backs without management action, for which the causes are undear  A. Gray, pers.
~~ ! por example, only about half of its previous maximum population persists in
Pooh Harbour  Gray 1985!.

b! Spuranu den~rrr is a domm ant m the intertidal salt mars es of Hum~Mt B
is s caespitose  bunch! grass that has also begun to mvade SN' ~~
recently, it was thought to be a ecotypic variant of the native S. foOeso, WW h a
turf-forming species. However, Spicher aad Josselya �985! indk te ~"
species that was probably carried ia ships that b~ought umber ~m ~
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nia to Chile and returned with ballast material collected from the Chilean shoreline.
In San Francisco Bay, S. densiflora occurs slightly higher in the intertidal zone than S,
foliosa and out competes the native Salicornia virginica  pickleweed; Josseiyn and
Buchholz 1984!. Its spread in San Francisco Bay is of concern to botanists and
managers, and Josselyn and Buchhoiz, in conjunction with Spicher �984!, devote a
chapter of their Marsh Guide to the topic. The following summary is taken from their
work in Marin County.

The species was introduced to Creekside Park in 1976 and expanded to a 14 km
diameter range by 1984. It is also abundant on Corte Madera Creek and was planted
for landscaping purposes in Greenwood Cove of Richardson Bay, where it is spreading
&om seed. Its seeds will germinate in sea water, and perhaps at higher salinities, and
they are produced prolifically some two months earlier than those of S. foiiosa. These
characteristics and its high productivity make it a threat to the S. virginica-dominated
marsh and the upper portion of the S. foliosa habitat. However, since the species
appears to thrive in salinities lower than those tolerated by S. virginica, it is not ex-
pected to replace the upper portion of the native S. virginica marsh. While in formation
on its impact on animal populations is lacking, these authors state that "Until the
evidence supports that S. derrsiflora is not detrimental, all efforts should be made to
control its spread to other locations in the bay."

c! Sparrina alrerniflora occurs in San Francisco Bay at the mouth of the Alameda Creek
Flood Control Channel, as well as about 3 km to the south. According to Spicher and
Josselyn �985!, the reason for its introduction and date of arrival are unknown.
Aberle �990! reports that S. airernrflora was introduced to Waliapa Bay, Washington,
in the late 1800's as packing for oyster spat shipped &om the East Coast. It was later
planted in various areas of Puget Sound to stabilize shorelines and provide cover for
waterfowl hunters. The species is now considered a major pest species in both San
Francisco Bay and Puget Sound, and managers are seeking control methods  Aberie
1990!.

d! Avicennia marina, a white mangrove &om New Zealand, was planted in the Univer-
sity of California's Kendall-Frost Reserve at Mission Bay,to supplyieaves for scientific
study. From an initial planting, the species naturalized and the population threatened
to change the character of the remnant salt marsh. Concerns that the trees would alter
habitat for the endangered light-footed clapper rail and provide roosting sites for
raptors that feed on rail chicks led to an eradication plan. In recent years, all visible
individuals have been removed by hand in an annual effort to eliminate the species. It
is likely that the species will eventually be controlled, although continual surveillance
and removal are needed to deplete the seed bank.

e! Meialerrca qrrinqranervia, the cajeput tree, is native to wetlands in Australia. In
southern Florida, this species has escaped &om horticulture and is a major pest in
&eshwater wetlands, It is a prolific seeder that can store seeds on the tree in capsules
 millions of seedsper tree! for several years without lossof viability. Release can occur
simultaneously following a stimulus such as fire  Drew and Schomer 1984!. This
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I �ted along the periphery of Tijuana E stuary by homeo wners in Imperial
Diego County who wanted to view trees along, the marsh-sidewalk border.

�; I f �mvading the salt marsh was not considered durmg the planning
proce

b cause local managers were unaware of its pest status elsewhere. Although
to tolerate saturated soils, its salinity toierance has not been tested. Thus,

ers mstafle4 drip irrigation and planted the trees in imported soil. The trees
4 ~II but were later removed after the management concerns were iden-

@4 The tree is widely planted in San Diego, where evergreen trees that can grow m
~11 ligated lawns afe highly prized.

I! !if iridium laerum is an evergreen horticultural shrub that grows to small-tree size.
Introduced from New Zealand, this species is a conspicuous but locaiized invader of
the marsh periphery. It is abundant along the railroad that crosses Carpinteria Marsh
aa4 in the campground at Santa Clara Estuary. A few mdividuals are present near the
Tijuana Estuary salt marsh. It appears to be quite. salt tolerant but sensitive to inunda-
tion. Munz �974! lists it as naturalized near Ventura.

g! Curpobrorus edulis  Hottentot fig, also called ioe plant! has been widely planted
gong freeways, where it forms dense. monotypic mats of succulent leaves that resist
drought, fire, and erosion. Its propensity for vegetative spread and ease of transplanta-
tion as short branches  it readily roots at the node! are the same characters that confer
weediness. Eradication is likewise difficult, because remnants of plants regenerate the
dunes, and seeds germinate in ihe disturbed sites where adult plants have been pulled.
At Los Peitasquitos Lagoon, San Diego County, the Dept. of Parks and Recreation has
attempted a control prograin, which will only be successful if there is continual mainte-
nance to reinove new sprouts and seedlings  W. Tippets, Dept. of Parks and Recrea-
tion, San Diego, pers. comm.!. This species has mvaded a wide range of coastal habitats
including strand and dunes  Williams and Williams l984!, chaparral  Zedler and
Scheid 1988!, and blu ffs and salt inarsh.

2! Invasions that followed hydrelogic modifications

Both saline and fresh water wetland species are tolerant of inundation, and high soil
tao store seems to be a requirement, at least for establishment. However, the salt
inarsh exists as a community more because its component plant species can tolerate
high salinity than because of. a basic physiological requirement for concentrated �-
4%! sah. Under lower salinities most species can grow better � but populations are low
or absent in less saline habitats, because other species are likely to be more competi-
tive Species from fresh and brackish marshes are unable to invade salt marshes be-
cause seeds and/or seedlings are intolerant of higher salinity. Thus, changes in salinity
brought about by prolonged reservoir discharge, irrigation runoff, inflows from street
drauis. or wastewater discharge can all shift species distributions downstream into the
estuarine msrshes. Even the native species that encroach on salt marsh habitats are
out dered aliens if their distributions expand under unnatural hydrologic conditions.
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a! Corirkr coronoprfolia  brass buttons! is an herbaceous, succulent perennial &om
South Airica. It is common in both mesh and saline wetlands, including overwatered
lawns, Its seeds germinate at 10 ppt salt but not 20 ppt  Zedler and Beare 1986!. The
species is widespread along the Pacific Coast. It is common in areas that accumulate
winter rainfa11, such as depressions within salt flats of the upper intertidal zone and in
open mudflats that receive freshwater runoff. At Tijuana Estuary, it has invaded inter-
tidal flats in areas downstream of Mexican sewage spflls,

b! Typha donringvnsis  cattaii! is widespread geographically but is not a salt marsh
species. Its invasion of the San Diego River Marsh following the 1980 flood and
prolonged period reservoir discharge led to a detailed study of factors that prevented
its occurrence prior to 1980 and allowed its invasion during spring 1980  Beare 1984,
Beare and Zedler 1987!, as well as a monitoring program to document its gradual
decline  Zedler and Beare 1986!, Experiinentai studies showed that very few seeds
germinate below 20 ppt salt, and that seedlings required several months of low salinity
soils in order to develop rhizomes and persist in tidally inundated soils. Field monitor-
ing of soil salinities indicated that the San Diego River Marsh was brackish  in this
case, below 10 ppt! for most of 1980. There was a strong positive correlation between
streamflaw and soil salinity, which supported the cause-effect relationship between
reservoir discharge and altered marsh soil salinity. The abundance of cattails also
tracked streamflow variations. Their expansion rate was greatest in1980, when seed-
lings established over most of the intertidal salt marsh. Biomass dropped in 1981 and
1982, which were low-flow years. During 1983, a year of very high streamfiow, the
cattail population flourished through vegetative regrowth  not seedling estab-
lishment!, as soils were again brackish for a portion of the growing season. Since that
time, the population has declined steadily, but it has not yet been eliminated from the
marsh. In experimental conditions, Beare �984! found that rhizomes could resprout
even after being held at 4.5% salt  about 1.3 x seawater! for an entire year. Its con-
tinued presence, even in very low numbers, makes reinvasion likely, since plants can
expand vegetatively at salinities higher than those required for seed germination, The
normal "low-salinity gap" is too brief for cattail establishment, but a prolonged low-
salinity gap allows invasion.

Elsewhere in California, this and other species of 7ypha are known to develop popuIa-
tions that spread into saline marshes. Examples are the marshes upstream of San Elijo
Lagoon  D. Racine, Calif, Dept. of Fish and Game, San Diego, pers. comm.!, pocket
marshes adjacent to drains that enter Upper Newport Bay, and diked areas within
south San Francisco Bay  J. Haltiner of P. Williams Assoc., San Francisco, pers.
comm.!. Although there are fewquantitative records ofsuch expansions and no studies
to explain their advance, it is likely that the situation is similar to that for T dont irrgensis
in the San Diego River Marsh. The records for T. orienralrs in Australia  below! sup-
port the generality of the low-salinity gap phenomenon.

c! ~hrr orientoiis is a native of Australia, but not of the Swan and Canning River
estuaries near Perth, Western Australia. The situation is relevant to California wet-
lands, because the climate is similar, and rainfal! is a winter event, followed by
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prolonged summer drought. 73@ha onenraIh is rapidly invading and replacing native
salt marsh in areas where street drains have increased runoff an reduced soil salinities
 Pen 1983!. Experiinental studies  Zedler et aL, in press! with seeds, seedlings, and
rhizome-bearing adults show that salinity tolerance increases with age, and that
vegetative growth can occur in conditions far too saline for seedling establishment.
The seedlings are not good competitors, so that disturbed soils inust coincide with low
salinities in order for seedlings to survive. Thus, invasion is restricted to places where
soils are disrupted and salinities are nearly fresh for unnaturaHy long periods. Street
drains cut through the marsh sod afford exactly those conditions. Once seedlings
develop rhizomes, the plant becomes inore salt tolerant and more competitive . Thus,
a single successful seedling can establish a clone and expand vegetatively into the
native marsh.

c! Ramex crispus  Curly dock! invades the periphery of salt marshes if low salinities
persist beyond the normal winter wet season. Germination tests  Zedler and Beare
1986! indicate that salinities below 10 ppt are necessary for recruitment &om seed; it
is a perennial but does not reproduce vegetatively. At Los Pefiasquitos Lagoon, San
Diego County, Rumex crispls has become a conspicuous component of the higher
marsh, sharing dominance with Distichlis spicara, the native saltgrass. Its abundance
has increased signiflcantIy in recent years, following prolonged periods of closure and
inundation by local runoff  per. obs.!.

ln many of California's coastal wetlands, tidal flushing is discontinuous. This is espe-
cially true of smaller wetlands and of those with relatively sinall watersheds. Their
ocean inlets tend to become closed when sand accumulates during summer. Any
modifications, such as filling and sediment accretion, that reduce the lagoon's tidal
prism may increase the &equency and duration of closure. If closure is followed by
periods of low streamflow that are sufficient to reduce lagoon salinity but insufficient
to break through the sand barrier, the wetland will experience a prolonged low-salinity
gap.

3! Invasions that follow substrate disruptlou

The periphery of most California salt marshes supports mixed vegetation of native and
introduced species. The transition froin wetland to upland is often marked by an
increase in species richness and an abundance of exotic plant species. Their origins,
according to Munz �974!, include Europe  PofyPogon monspeliejisiz!, Eurasia  Baar&
hyssopifotia, SaLsofu iberkxi!, Chile  Cortaderia aracaniensis!, South A&ica  GasouI
[Mesembryanthemum! species!, and Australia  Arriplex semibaccaro!. [Note: Abrams
�951! states thai M. nodiflonrm probably arrived in California before European man.]
They are not necessarily weeds in their home country. In England, for instance,
Polypogon monspeliensis is valued as a rare plant and its habitats are actively managed
to maintain populations  A. J. Gray, pers. comm.!.

These exotic species mark areas where the coastal soils have been disturbed byagricul-
ture or horticulture, dumping, sediment plumes, street drains, spoil disposal &om
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dredging operations, trampling or vehicle use. They are also able to invade sites of
natural disturbance, such as animal burrows  Cox and Zedler 1986!, slope failures, and
alluvial fans. The herbaceous species may also develop where wrack  tidal debris! is
deposited and marsh vegetation is smothered, so long as the elevation is very high in
the intertidal zone  e.g., extreme high water!. These peripheral invaders obviously
have soine salt tolerance, but their inundation tolerance is limited. Manyare restricted
to coasta! habitats, including bluffs and the salt marsh periphery, which suggests either
a salt requirement or poor competitive ability in !ow salinity soils. In southern Califor-
nia, Atriplexsemibaccata is a common dominant of the marsh-upland transition  Fer-
ren !985, Cox and Zedler 1986, Zedler and Nordby 1986!.

The list of alien weeds wou!d no doubt be lengthened by studies of the high marsh and
transition to upland throughout California. A variety of annual grasses are usually
found there, but complete species lists are lacking. This transitional area is the most
poorly-known habitat of our coastal wetlands. Most of its area has already been
destroyed, and what remains has been badly disturbed. Thus, an understanding of ihe
native plant community and how it is affected by exotic species may never be possible.

D!SCUSS!ON AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The problem of exotic species invasions extends to the entire coastline and to all
coastal habitats. The environmental modifications that facilitate the expansion of
weedy species are equally widespread. Hydrologic modifications are increasing in
magnitude and area affected. Demands for water in the southern part of the state, if
satisfied, will jeopardize inflows into San Francisco Bay. With new water supplies to
the arid southwest will come new problems with wastewater disposal. If inland
municipalities shift their wastewater discharges &om ocean outfa!ls to coastal rivers,
the streamflow regimes for coastal water bodies will be permanently altered. Flood
flows are necessarily prolonged if fiood control dams are to perform their function of
reducing peak flows. Where urban runoff flows directly into salt marshes, alien species
will follow the deposition of sediments and the influence of &esh water. Wherever salt
marsh sods are disturbed, problems with exotics will likely develop. In general, the
higher marsh and buffer zones are more susceptible to invasion than the lower marsh,
because few species can tolerate &equent submergence by seawater, and few species
can germinate and establish seedlings in saline to hypersaline soils. Combinations of
disturbances, such as alterations to hydrology plus disrupted soil, improve the oppor-
tunities for seed germination and seedling establishment, because the competitive
ability of the native plants is reduced where roots and rhizomes have been severed. At
the same tiine that coastal landscapes are being modified, seed supplies of exotic
species are accumuiatmg. With expaniting opportunities for invasion and an increasing
source of exotic seeds, the potential for species invasions increases dramatically.

Control measures become essential whenever the invader is considered noxious or the
a+ected resource is highly valued. In Ca!ifornia, all of the coastal wetland habitats are
valued, not only as native ecosystems but as habitat for rare and endangered plants and
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gh the problems of exotic plants in wetlands have not been well docu-
cient evidence and opinion that co trois are need d-

~lan in~s'<~e plant speciesis before it gninsdominance. The native
; �~l bluffer less damage, and the disturbance caused during control ac-

~aller area thus reducing chances for weed reestablishment.
'th mtland weed control are limited, and success stories sre fe, What

ltural field,namelycultivation and herbicide application followed by
f the desued crop, does not work in native we~land cotnmunities. Efforts to

�m porn addled areas at Tijuana Estuary by disking only retained
conditions that facilitated its dominance  pers. obs.!. Controlled

. aie seeds and ammu@ted biomass is often ineffective  W. TiPPets,
,!; if done in the driest weather, it may be hazardous to adjace t develoP-

s to enhance germination of native halophges are unavadable +om
h nd gathering an4 sprig is required, and problems should not be

td large.~le operations are necessary. Early diagnosis and treatn ent a e e~n
tel, snd hand tools rather than machines are desirable. Where herbicides are neces-
guy, spot application by hand is preferable to broadcasting,

ppgwntgnve m easurcs can kelp reduce problems. Controlling street runoff to salt mar-
ches is imperative, not only to stop the year-round 5'eshwater in6ows but also to keep
toac materials and sediments 6om being dumped in the marsh. Upstream sediment
wps are certainly needed; hook-ups to sewer lines would offer better protection for
the wetland. Where large drains enter estuarine channels and sewer connections are
not possible, con@'ols on the source of the problem may have to yield to treatment of
lhe symptoms. In such situations, it is important that good tidal flushing and rapid
dilution be maintained.

A siapk rem edy for korticaltnml esar pcs is rke planting of native species in huger zones
ad+ant io wetlands. What limits their use appears to be a lack of knowledge among
Phnners and hndscapers. An education program is needed The objection that "native
species aren 't as esthetically pleasing" can be negated using photos of shrubs with open
growth form and masses of flowers. The problem that phnting methods are uncertain
can be met by experimental seeding and transplanting trials, The complaint that nur-
series lack adequate stock can be met once increased demand drives supplies. The
desi'able attributes of native plants for hmd~ping transitional habitats need to be
Pub!~4, and a demonstration project should help to change anitudes. For instance,
>sn~s acntas  spiny rush! is an effective deterrent to cats an4 do@; a border of these
<W-le»ed plants is nearly impenetrable. The drought and salinity tolerance of
+a~a  Rkns! czarina makes it carefree following initial establishment. The
P'eferences that native insects have for native plants over exotics such as Cagrobrotvs
cdeks needs to be made known.

pinky, ra reduce probkms with rke tr~~
rke mreyiry of narive sod. The widespread use of d~ing t
raphy should not be consi4ered for weed co«o! >ns'ead ""'"
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encouraged to dominate the site by small-scale soil preparation  patch rototilling or
augering! and planting. Appropriate techniques ate being developed in an experimen-
tal restoration program at Tijuana Estuary, including tests of the relative effectiveness
of transplanting and seeding high marsh plants  separately and in combined treat-
ments! into areas that were denuded by off-road vehicles  M. Weitzel, U.S. FWS
Refuge, Imperial Beach, pers, comm.!. The results of these stnall-scale patch trials will
be compared to previous disking operations  without planting! where exotic species
were quick to dominate and native species were slow to colonize. In addition to
stimulating growth of exotics, the diskmg operations altered soil topography and im-
pounded ramfaH, so that unnatural "furrows" of wetter soil developed in the high
marsh. Development ofhigh marsh-transition vegetation on newlygraded topography
will prove difficult, and experimental work to create mixed-species sods for transplan-
tation to the high intertidal zone has barely begun  B. Fink, PERL, pers. comm.!.

There is much room for research work concerning the habitat requirements of wetland
exotics, use of exotics by native animals  especially insects!, effects of exotic species on
the soils, native-exotic species interactions, and control measures. It is certain that
more is known about these important species than has been summarized here. So
much of the knowledge of our wetlands exists in the experience of managers and
naturalists,

ln conclusion, the control of exotic species invasions in coastal wetlands is a necessary
but difficult task. Existing problems need to be controlled and future expansions
restricted. Small-scale measures that minimize disruption to native sads are recom-
mended, with continual surveBlance to slow reestablishment. It is overly optimistic to
aim for eradication of species that are sa invasive and widespread; however, substan-
tial reduction of existing probletn areas and preventing spread to new sites are
reasonable goals. Wherever there are uncertainties in how to approach the problem,
an initial small-scale experimental approach is recommended.
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Harvest Refuges And Their Potential For Enhanoine Reef FIsherie
In Southern California

Mark H. Carr
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~, The usc of harvest refuges tu manage and protect ucarshorc fisbenes has hccu iocctvhrg
ashtg aneuuon throughout tbe world including southern California l1,21. Harvest refuges are based

cu tbc premise that populatioos protected from barvestmg act as a spawning source hvun which
duperse to aud replenish harvested populations. Thus harvest refuges might provide better protection
sudfor enhauceuuut of fisherics relative to more conventional management strategies. btouetbe}css,
harvest refuges should supplement, uot replace. current management practices such as sire aud catch
hunts aud limited entry fisheries. Assemblages of temperate reef fishes arc Nnoug the most valuable
resources subject to multiple use conflicts iu urbanized coastal zones like southern California, Having a
protracted plaoktoaic larval stage, many reef fishes are coinposcd of populations iu wbich local recruit-
meat is decoupled froin local adult fecundity. Sticb "open populations"  contrasted vritb "closed popula-

s" in which recruitment is largely dependent on local spawning stock! maybe particularly welt suited
for mauagcireut by harvest refuges because of tbe greater potential of these populations to augment
production of stocks located outside of the refuge within the broad range of larval dispersal iu this paper
uc address several coocrptu al issues relevant to the design. management aud performance assortment of
harvest refuges as a rrmans of enhancing reef fisheries in soutbera Califoraia. We point oui the striking
ddtercnccs among species in their modes oflarvai replenishment, rc source rcquireiueuts, aud habitat usc
and uc discuss the implications of these differences to thc design aud management of thc harvest refuge,

HARVEST' REFUGES

Detailed infortnation on the local oceanography and on the biology and ecology of the
target species is essential to the successful design ofharvest refuges, Design criteria for
harvest refuges include their size, number, distribution and habitat type s!, Of fun-
damental importance in determining refuge size is the nutnber of larvae needed to
sustain a harvested population at some predetermined level of fishing. Obviously the
number of larvae produced by a refu ge will depend on its areal size and adult density,
The number and distribution of harvest refuges necessary to replenish an exploited
population depends on the geographic range over which a particular refuge can supply
iiew recruits. This range is determined largely by factors intrinsic to a species  e.g.

1A morc dctaged version of ibis paper vritt appear in the Cunadiuu Journo  of Aquatic Srirrrrur
b wr as part of a symposium on harvest rcfugla presented at tbe 121st Annual 54eethtgs of dtc

Annricau Fisheries Society-



mode of reproduction, timing and location of spawning, and developinental and be-
havioral characteristics of larvae! as well as extrinsic environmental factors that in-
fluence the duration, distance and direction of dispersal of pelagic stages of the target
species. Perhaps the most important extrinsic factor affecting patterns of larval
replenishment is ocean currents. There is marked seasonal variation in currents m the
Southern California Bight thai result Aom a cross-shore shiA in the Southern Califor-
nia Gyre. In the faII the gyre occurs offshore and the northward flow of the Davidson
Current inshore strengthens as it moves to the surface. In contrast, the gyre moves
htshore in the spring and the bight is dominated by the strong southerly flow of the
California Current. Such seasonal shifts likely influence the direction and distance of
larval dispersal depending on the season and location in which fish spawn. For in-
stance, kelp bass  Pamtabrux clarhrutur! and shallowdwellingrockfishes  genus Sehas-
ter! spawn during the summer and winter periods, respectively. Therefore, larvae
produced by adults of these taxa within the satne refuge might be dispersed very
difi'erent distances and directions, Large scale interannual variation in currents is also
common in southern California. During E 1 N uio e vent s, for example, the gyre weakens
aad relatively warm water from the south flows northward throughout the bight. In
contrast, during anomalous cold water years  i.e, La Nina! the Southern Califbrnia
Gyre ~oves farther inshore and cold northerly water of the California Current flow
south throughout the bight, These anomalous conditions can persist for several years
aad can dramatically alter ranges of larval replenishment. For instance, recruitment of
blue rockflsh  Sebastcs uiyrrinus! into the bight occurs during cold water years such as
those corresponding with La Nitta episodes [3], Apparently, larvae can be transported
down into the bight from major spawning sources north of Point Conception. In con-
trast, recruitment of sheephead  Semicossyphus patcher! to populations in the north-
ern portion of the bight corresponds to El Nitio events [4]. Larvae appear to be
transported to the north frotu inajor spawning sources south of the bight by the
northward flowing currents during El Nilto events. Therefore, refuges for these tvvo
species should be located at opposite ends of the bight at their respective major spawn-
utg so iii'ce s.

OF critical iiuportance to the successful design of harvest refuges is the delineatian of
the effective spawning stock s! of the populations considered for enhancement. Pat-
terns of larval replenishment among local reef fish populations are generally typified
by aae of four models that characterize the different replenishment patterns exhibited
by most reef fishes in the Southern California Bight.

 I! Dosed yopulaflon model. This model typifies species whose local populations
replenish themselves but contribute little to the replenishment of other populations.
Such populations are characterized by species with very limited offspring dispersal or
whose offspring, although dispersed, return to breed with members of the satne
population I'rom which they were spawned. Examples include the reef-associated
surfperches  familyEatbiotocidael which give birth to well developed young that have
no planktonic stage [5]. Since offspring are not dispersed from parental populations
harvest refuges are simply not appropriate because adults protected within a refuge
would contribute little to the replenishment of harvest populations outside the refuge.
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�! Single source modcL ln this model populations are replenished primarily by a
single spawning stock  or source" sensu [6]! that supplies larval recruits to popula-
tions throughout the Southern California Bight; non-source populations  or "sinks"
sensu [6]! generally contribute little to their own replenishment or that of other
populations, Possible candidates for this type of larval replenishment might include the
sheephead  Seer icossyphrrs prrfcher! [4] and blue rockfish  Scbastcs rrr yrrrirtns! P] whose
populations appear to bc replenished by major spawning sources to the south and
north of the bight, respectiveiy. For species with populations that rely on a single
source for replenishment, harvest refuges must bc located at the major soured of larval
supply,

�! Multiple source model. This is the classic metapopulation model in which several
isolated breeding populations contribute to a common larval pool from which each
isolated population is eventually replenished. Species that typify this model have rela-
tively long-lived larvae that are capable of dispersing to any subpopulation m thc
Southern California Bight. Possible examples include the bocaccio  Sebrstres
parreispinis! [7], halfmoon  Afediaiuna californierrsis! [8], and opaleyc  Girclh
niysrwns! [8,9], whose larvae and pelagic juveniles are thought to spend long periods
in the plankton. An important concern in the design ofharvest refuges for such species
is to distribute the refuges throughout the bight so as to spread thc risk of losing aU
refuges at any one time.

�! Limited distance modeL Species whose larvae are in the plankton for relatively
short durations such as lrelp bass  Parakrbrue chrhranrs! and shallow dwelling rockfish
 e.g. Sebasres arrovirens, Sebosres carrrarus! may have limited larval transport. Conse-
quently, neighboring populations may exchange more larvae than distant populations.
For such species it is necessary that refuges be placed within the range o replenish-
ment of nearby refuges to guarantee replenishment of one another as well as the
harvested populations between them.

The four models are not mutually exclusive. For instance, models 2 and 3 can bc
subject to constraints of lunited larval dispersal  model 4! in some cases, and a major
spawning source might be comprised of several local populations  model 3! that
together contribute to episodic replenishment of other populations  model 2!. As
suggested by these four population models. diNerenccs in modes of larval replenish-
rnent will require that the number and distribution of refuges diNer among species.
Determining which population model best describes the mode of replenishment of a
given target species is not a simple task. However, this information is crucial to the
successful design of harvest refuges. Modern techniques in molecular biology may
prove to be invaluable tools for distinguishing spawning stocks, The ability to usc
genetic polymorphisms in proteins and nucleic acids to identify cohorts originating
fram populations subjected to diNcrcnt hydrographic regimes, coupled with adequate
knowledge of oceanography and of the biology and ecology  e.g, larval duration and
dispersal potential, cohort strength, migration! of the target species, may be extremely
useful in determining the most likely sources of replenishment under different
oceanographic conditions,



Of fimdamental iniportance in determining the area and habitat type within a refuge
i ~ that resources required by all life stages be available within, or in close proxhnity to,
~ refitge. Manyreef fishes exhibit marked changes in resource requ irements over their
Idhthne and thcsc changes often result in shifts among habitats during ontogeny. Far
example, kelp forests arc inhabited by a diverse assemblage of reef fishcs. Both
«venile and adult stages of souse species such as the kelp bass  Paruiabrnx cktthmtsar!
associate with kelp [10]. However, many of the commercially important rock6sh. such
as thc bocaccio  Sebesrcs pancupisis! occur in kelp forests only as juvenUes whereas
adults hthabit dccpcr reefii offshore [I 1], Further, adult opaleye  Girella nigricans! and
halfmoon  /Sfediahna cnlifornicnsis! inhabit kelp forests as adults but their young
occur primarily in shallow intertidal and pelagic habitats, respectively [g,9]. Conse-
quently, refuges that encompass a variety of habitat types tnay be required to htclude
thc breadth of resources required by all life stages of a targeted species,

Recognition of a targeted species' resource requirements also has important imphca-
tions for proper refuge management. An important consideration in the managing of
harvest refuges is the type and degree of interactions between the target species and
other species in the refhge, Within refuges, reef fishes, invertebrates, and algae all
interact and mfiuence one another in both positive and negative ways. Protecting
species beneficial to the target spc;cies and/or allowing the harvest of species that are
detrimental to the target species inay enhance the quality o f the refuge for the target
species. In addition, it may be necessary to protect resources outside the refuge that
enhance recruitinent of thc targeted species into the fishery. For example, giant kelp
 kfncvoctutis pyrifnn! is known to increase the local density of larval recruits of a
diverse group of reef fishes [1 1, 12].

Oac of thc most important responsibilities of management will be in evaluating thc
e&ctiveness of a refuge in augmenting populations of particular targeted species.
Refuges that do not contribute to fishery enhancetncnt are not only s waste of time,
effort and money but also restrict the range of the fishery unnecessarily, Further,
establishing refuges does not guarantee the protection of refuge or harvested popula-
tions. Gverfishing harvested populations could endanger refuge populations if refuges
rely on replenishment I'rom unprotected areas. Therefore it is imperative that a refuge
bc evaluated on its ability to:  I! increase and maintain the abundance of the target
species in the refuge relative to harvested areas  i.e. to be self replenishing!, and �!
contribute to the replenishment ofharvested populations at a level sufficient to sustnm
a predetermined fishing effort. Thc evaluation of these criteria will most likely not be
an easy task. Rigorous long-term monitoring of populations of targeted species in
harvested and non-harvested areas should be an essential and integral part of any
harvest refuge plan. Such nionitoring should be done both before and after the
refuge s! has been established [e.g. 13]. In addition to monitoring recruitment to har-
vested populations it will also be ncccssary to measure the relative contribution of the
refuge to harvested stocks. The problems and methodologies in determining this con-
tribution are akin to those encountered in assessing the contribution of hatchery
programs to fisheries [14]. Molecuhtr techniques that identifythe origin ofrecruits tnny
be u sefu1 in assessing this contribution, These modern inethods may only prove useful.
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hovvever, when coupled with a detailed understanding ot the biological and physical
processes affecting successful recruitment of the targeted species. For example, studies
that integrate oceanographic, ichthyoplankton and juvenile recruitment data woultl
provide valuable information f' or interpreting studies of population genetics.

ln conclusion, most reef fishes differ with respect to several factors that determine the
successful design of a harvest refuge, Species often differ with respect to modes of
population replenishment and they differ with respect to their resource requirements
and the way that changes in resource requirements during ontogenylead to differences
in habitat use, The primary implications of these conclusions are:  I! the success of a
refuge will depend on our understanding of the mechanisms of population replenish-
ment and patterns of resource use of a targeted species, and �! although logistically
and economical! y appealing, the success of a single refuge for many species is unlikely
given the many differences among reef fishes.
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Abstract. A ruricial reefa are Oae of the few pc ten lially useful mCan S Of CompCOSating fOr tOS»S of COSSud
marine biological resources to devclopmcoi. Their nse, however, has been hampemd hy ~ty
Cuncerniag the ostent iO Which arrilicial reefS aeiu ally produCe nsh rather ihaa Simply auraCtiaa nsh fram
ehewbere, aad the lack O a Way iO COmpare the ecOlngiCal Value Of a reef iu that Of the habitat far which
h wonM ser» as compeasaiiou, The preseai study, sponsored by ihe Port of Lang Beach, ihe Nahoaat
Marine Fisherics Service, and ihe Port of Los Angeles. was desigacd io address tho» two ismcL

The problem of measuring fish production on an artificial reef is complicated by the
diversity of life styles and forms of production of the organisms under consideration.
To address this difficulty, the study used a variety of techniques and analytical ap-
proaches for estimating abundance and production. Fish standing stocks and produc-
tion were estimated on and near Torrcy Pines Artificial Reef  TPAR!, a 0.18-ha. quar-
ry-rock reef in Sau Diego County, during a nine-month study in 1989. Fish standing
stocks werc estimated in two basic ways: by analyzing mark-resighting data f'rom tag-
ging studies perforined at the beginning and end of the growth season  the Schnabcl
technique! ~ and from visual census data collected by divers. Tagging started in April,
1989; 457 fish of eight species were tagged. In October and November, 1989, a second
lagging study provided an estimate of density at the end of the study for the tagged
species, and also provided a measure of short-tern losses due to the tagging itself. In
addition, 6sh tagged in April and May were recaptured at this time for measureinents
of seasonal growth rates

Thirteen visual mususes of older fisb abundanocs, length-f'requency distribution, and
tag ratios, and 14 surveys of young-of-year and small cryptic fish were conducted be-
tween May aad November, 1989. Divers conducted quantitative replicate transect
censuses in three reef strata  crest, slope, sand-rock ccotone! and in three sand strata
defmed by distance  up to 30 m! from the edge of the reef. Tbe sand-bottom fish
assemblage was assessed by monthly trawl sampling approximately 03 km from the
reef.
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Somatic productioa was calculated in three ways; �! for six of thc tagged species
 gatibaMi, black snrfperch, rock wrasse. sheephead, kelp bass, barred sand bass!, hy
extrapolation &om thc measured growth of tagged and recaptured individual fish nnd
average abundanoes as defined by mark-recapture data; �! for blacksmith, &om the
growth in mean length of a cohort over tune; and �! for the remaining speciea, &om
thc change in total population biomass over the course of the study. Gonadal produc-
tion of six target species  five of the six tagged species, plus blacksmith in place of bhtck
surfperch, which is a live-beater! wss esiiinated &om analyses of gonadal indian of
fish captured at Pendleton Artificial Reef  PAR!, approximately 60 km northwest of
TPAR,

The average abundance of larger fish over TPAR proper, estimated from visual cctisus
data. was 1071 individuals, or 5951 per hectare. Densities were markedly greater over
the reef crest than in any other habitat or stratum  Figure 1!. The density of young-
of-year and cryptic spccics combined was about an order of magnitude greater. Den-
sities of fish over the sand bottom, by contrast, averaged abou t 544 per hectare- Among
larger fish, blacksmith was by far the most abundant species, comprising some 30 to
50% of the individuals. Of the other target older fish, garibaldi and kelp bass werc
consistently abundant. Senorita was the. most abundant non-target older fish. with up
to 450 individuals present on the reef. Estiinated abundance s of small fish � ytsttng-
of-year and sinaH cryptic fish such as gobies � on the reef itself averaged 9700, but
varied over two orders of magnitude, between 170 and 25/89, Young~f-year black-
smith comprised 90% of the small fish during most of the study, but young-of-year
senorita and bluebanded and biackeye gobies were also very abundant at times.

Calculated sotnatic production of reef fish during the study period ranged &om 1.1 kg
for rock wrasse to 16348 for kelp bass  Table 1!. The estimate for blacksmith �233 kg!
docs not include the growth of parts of the population not included in the meastsrcti
cohort. and is thus a substantial underestimate, Production by non-target species. cal-
culated &om thc change in population biomass, was substantiaHy smaller than produc-
tion by the target species, ranging &om 3 kg for painted greenling down to only 0.3 kg
for biuehandcd goby. This is because the list of target species included aH of the htrge,
abundant species that would contribute 'the most to production. The estimate of total
production did not, however, include the night-active community, including scorpion-
fish, which was known to be extremely abundant at TPAR. Gonadal production by the
six target species for which it could be estimated totaled 46.6 kg, over half of it due to
the! wo bass species. Total production, somatic and gonadal, was approximately l 16kg.
equivalent to 646 kg per hectare  Table 1!.

Production of fish over the open sand bottoin was estimated from abundance data
collected in 1980-1981  DeMartini and Allen, 1983! because the absence of the ssor-
maHy dominant croakers &oin the 1989 samples suggested that 1989 was an atypical
year. Those data and Hterature4erived PiB and gonadal output data suggested that the
production of the sand-bottom fish assemblage was approximately 73 kg pcr bcctarc.
 For 1989, the estimate was 28.8 kg pcr hectare!. On a per-area basis, therefore.
production by reef fish was approximately nine times that of sand-bottom fish.
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The recapture rates of tagged fish at the end of the study ranged from 13 to 70 percent,
depending upon the species  Table 2!, The high recapture rates for the species other
than basses indicate a high degree of fidelity to the reef. The growth studies shovved
that the fish did grow during the time they were on the reef. A comparative, quantita-
tive taxonomic and biomass analysis of fish stotnachs and benthic samples, based upon
the Benthic Resource Assessinent Technique  Lunz and Kendall, 1982! as modified by
MEC �988!, showed that sand-associated and reef-associated species fed
predotninately in their respective habitats. The former  sanddab, Jizardftsh, and, to a
lesser extent, the two basses!, derived at least 60% of their diets 6rom the sand and
sand-rock ecotone, whereas reef-associated fish  the wrasses, garibaldi, and surfper-
ches! derived at least 70% of their diets from the rock  Figure 2!. Overall, suitable
food for most of the target species was approximately two orders of magnitude more
abundant in the reef habitat than in the sand habitats. Thus, the reef represents a
valuable living space and food resource for reef species.

An ecologically-based, quantitative valuation method called BEST, developed by
MEC, was used to coinpare the ecological values of three habitats. The method uses a
suite of target species � in this case the target species for the reef study and ecological
equivalents in soft-bottom habitats � to express ecological value as defined by the uae
of habitat by the target species for living space, nursery area, and a food resource. A
measure of total fish productivity was also incorporated. The value of the reef was firs
compared to that of the open sand bottom which it would replace, then the value of the
reef minus the value of the sand bottom was compared to the value of deep-water
harbor habitats for which the reef would be used as mitigation. The comparisons
showed the ecological value of the reef to be nearly six times that of the nearby sand
bottom. The value of the reef adjusted to account for the value of the sand bottom that
would be lost by reef emplacement was over L5 tiines the value of the areas of Los
Angeles/Long Beach Harbor for which dredging and filling are planned, That estimate
is thought to be conservative � i,e� it is likely that the relative ecological value of the
reef is actually higher � because the production value for the reef was based upon a
subset of the total number of fish present and on a seven-month "growing seasott,"
whereas those for the harbor and the open-sand bottom were based upon all of the fiah
and upon the entire !ear.

This study is important in showing that artificial reefs have inherent ecological value.
The study was also able to compare that value to the ecological value of other habitats
and to show that value to be relatively high. Thus, the study has shown that artificial
reefs have considerable potential as cotnpen sation for developments in coastal marine
waters.
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Table 1

Summary of Product!on by Reef Fls!s, May-November ls!It!
 Kg, ou tbe reef!

Sosuattc
3.1

Spades
Pstuted greco!tug

Kelp bass

Barred salrd bass

12.616.3
16.3

Black surfpercb

B!ack smith
5.4Garibakh

Rock wrasse

Sea orita

3,6

Sbeepbead

Bhckeye goby

Blue baoded gaby

69.7Totals

Kg, per hectare: 648.8

Table 2

Numbers of Fish Tagged artd Recaptured at TPhR

'Bsgged  Apr-ofay!

131

!tucapmrud  Oct Nor!

16Kelp bass

B!ack surfpercb

12

39

Garibaldi

Rock wrasse

Sbeepbead

Other's

91
2445 53

51 71

2bta!s 142 31

3.1

3,6

25.3

5.0

1.1

3.4

7.4

0.7

0.3

~ pile perch, Califaruia halibut, Barred saud bass

3.1

293!

!98

3,6

31.9

!lL4

*7

3.4

93

0.7

0,3
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Abstract Many types of environmental impact assessment studies aim to detect elrects of Inca  red
hnpacts Most of the assessment  or compliance monitoring! designs used in such stndks fait to dtstln
guish effects of anthrnpoge nic «:rsu s natural origins, and  bus might kad to incorrect interpretations. The
Before-Alter- Contro -Impact-paired  BACIP! design surmounts this and other problems, yet has rarely
bees uSed in aaaessment Studies. FOr the past three !carS, «e hau: uaed BACIp tO Study possible ctree S
of ucarshorc d scharge of produced water, an aquco'us waste generated during oil production. i emhs
from power analyses suggest thar environments! impacts are more  italy to bc de ac ed for physical and
chemical parameters than for biological measures: within bio!ogical pararrmters. effects on mdividuat-
based properties  e.g., gro«th, fecundity! are more likely to be detected than changes in population
deauiics. Ro«ever, regulatory agencies and resource managers ukimaiely are concerned wrtb impacts oa
popslauous and communities, Our results emphasize tbc aced to:  i! colkct adequate  time-series! data
before a ~ perturbauoo begins,  ii! understand mechanisms that lead to population change and
 iji! devekrp comprehensive models of processes leading tocnvironrrental impacts.

NTRODUCTION

There continues to be considerable debate regarding localized effects of
anthropogenic disturbances on marine biotic resources. Controversy arises, in part,
I'rom equivocal data obtained from poorly designed environmental assesstnent studies,
Despite great efforts to obtain reliable information, most assessment designs currently
irt use fail so provide rigorous and convincing tests of possible e ffects [1 j. Most of these
studies fall short because the assessment designs employed do not separate changes in
ecological systems caused by the putative impact from changes resulting from natural
spatial and/or temporal variation [13$,4]. Consequently, it is often diKcult to draw
scientifically defensible conclusions about the erdstence or magnitude of a localized
environmental impact.

Kven when seriously flawed, many assessment designs may be sufficient to
"demonstrate" large, severe impacts. However, such dramatic  qualitative! changes in
marine ecosystems are unlikely to be commort due to regulatory steps such as strict
permitting conditions and relatively stringent monitoring of effluents. Of more con-
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cern are long-term chronic effects, which can involve quantitative changes  e.g�reduc-
tions in popuhrtion abundance! and which can accrue slowly, By their nature, chronic
impacts are more insidious, less easily isolated from natural variability, and therefore
demand more rigorous asselment designs to detect. Few assessment studies have used
such rigorous designs. and as a result, regulatory agencies typically lack the suf5cient
scientific information to make environmentally sound decisions concerning rnanage-
ment of marine resources.

In this paper, we begin by discussing the goal of environmental assessment studies, and
then Hlustrate how the three most commonly used assessment designs fail to satisfy
these goals. We review an alternate design, which controls for many types of natural
spatial and temporal variation and therefore provides a more defensible approach to
environmental impact assessment. This alternate design reduces the possibility of
wlngly concluding that an impact has occurred. However, a concern generic to all
assessment designs � that actual impacts might go undetected � still remains when-
ever statistical power is low. We consider the issue of power, and suggest that tbe
ability to detect actual effects may vary systematicaBy with the rype of parameter
measured. These results have fundamental implications for interpreting results of aII
assessment studies.

We illustrate many of our points with data from our ongoing study of possible environ-
mental effects of nearshore discharge of "produced water" on benthic marine or-
ganisms. Produced water is an aqueous waste generated during oii production, and is
contaminated with various petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals and other inorganic
chemicals, as well as additives  including biocides! introduced to increase tbe separa-
tion of produced water from crude oil [5,6]. Since January 1988, we have been conduct-
ing a detailed study to assess whether environmental impacts resub from the dLx:barge
of produced water, The system we focus on is a sof't -bottom community occurring near
Gaviota, California at a bottom depth af approximately 25 m. Although the produmri
water study is specific in its primary intent, the message of this paper is relevant to tbe
study of localized environmental impacts in general,

THE GOALS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

in general, the question to be answered by an assessment study of a localized pertur-
bation  e,g�wastewater discharge! is: "How does the ecosystem at the site of pertur-
bation differ from the ecosystem that would have existed had the perturbation never
occurred?" Obviously, the answer cannot be obtained by direct observation, and the
goal of an assessment design should be ro estimate the state of the system that would
have existed in the absence of the perturbation [7]. Further. this estimate should bc
statistically compared to the observed condition  in the presence of the perturbation!
and a probability should be assigned that the estimated effect might have arisen by
chance  i,e�due  o natural variability in the absence of an impact!, If a statistically
significant r'esult is not obtained, it is absolutely critical to estimate the "power" of the
test, which is the probability that the analysis could have detected an impact bad it
occurred,



Table 1

Tvro types of errors conunittcd in crtvhvmmental assessenent utxtdim

Realty

Noae

Caaetnataa

"trapact"

"None"

~ af Error

False troylicaUon

False K eoaeratioa

There are two types of errors that can be raade in interpretlag resuiu, ~m
ment study  Table I!. We call the Brst type of error, "False Impiica
we conclude that a Perturbation has resulted ia an environmental jmPact whe ia
reality the effects we see arose for an other reason  e.g., due to natural variability m thc
system!, The second type of error is "False Exoneration,"in which we conclude them
has been ao unpact, but in fact there has been one. The Brat error mjght result ia
unnecessary regulation of environmentally safe projects, whjlc the second might 1'ail to
alert regulators to environmental impacts that require prevention or mitigation, Each
type o f error can have serious implications and should bc miaimixad within constraints

posed by the study. We now consider the relative merits of several irapact assess.
ment designs.

THREE COMhlON ASSESSMENT DESIGNS AND THBR UNTATIONS

A widely used assessmcnt design, often employed in compliance monitoring ia the
state of California, is one in which an impact site  or a gradient of impact sites! ie
sampled and compared to a more distant control site s! after a perturbation has began.
Wc refer to this as the "Control-Impact" design. Differences in parameters of interest
 cg, population densities! between the sites are taken to represent effects due to the
perturbation. However, ecological systems exhibit conshlcrahle spatial vsriatioa and it
is not possible to reliably interpret any difference between sites as being due to the
perturbation: differences might exist for a number of possible reasons. For example,
we have estimated densities of a Iary' .cpifaunal gastropod  KrNetere JrcNarii! at our
Gaviota study sites. Figure 1 shows densities at two impact sites �0 m aad 250 m
downcurrent f'rom the diffusers! and at a control site �500 m upcurrcnt from the
diffuscrs!. Clearly, gastropods were less abundant at the impact sites, and it might be
concluded that produced water discharge negatively affected gastropod density. How-
ever, at the time these data were coHectcd, produced water had never been discharged.
In fact, the differences in densities between control and impact sites  Figure 1! werc
simply the result of other processes that led to spatial variation among the sites, Had
these data been collected after discbat ge, the "Control-Impact" design could have led
to thc false implication of an impact  Table 1!.
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h second approach compares the condition of an impact site before the perturbation
occurred with the condition of the site after the perturbation. This we call the "Bcfore-
After" design. Although this design circumvents problems associated with natural
s!rctkrf variation  as discussed above!, it instead ignores natural rernparnf var!ation.
wh}ch is also ubiquitous in nature. To illustrate this problem we use da a collected by
tbc Marine Review Comtaittce in a study of thc San Onofre Nuclear Generattng
Station, SONGS [8,9]. Densities of pink surfperch were estimated over time hefter»
and after new units at SONGS began generating power [8], The density of pink
surfpercb dec!ined markedly, with the reduction coincidmg with tbe commencentent
of power generation by the new units  Figurc 2!. It is tempting to conclude frotn thea»
data that the operation of the new units  accompanied by discharge of cooling water!
negatively aSected the ~ch. However, these data were taken from a control site
18 km from SONGS. In reality, this temporal change in density occurred at a!! sites
 control and hnpact alike!, probably in response to El Nifto [10}. Thus, in this case the
"Before-After" design would have led to la!sc implication because it failed to separate
hnpacts from temporal variability introduced I'rom natural sources.
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pne potential solution to the limitations of the "Control-Impact" and "Before After"
designs is to combine them into a single design in which control and impact sites are
sampled both before and after a perturbation occurs. In this case, the test for an unpact
is conducted by asking whether the condition of the nnpact site relative to the control
has changed from the before period to the after period. Green [Il] proposed such a
design, which he called the "Optimal Impact Assessment" design, but unfortunately
recommended an inappropriate statistical test. He suggested using an error term based
upon the observed error among all samples collected within a site during a particu}ar
period  e.g�replicate samples collected on a single date!. For this test to work as
deigned, it requires the stringent assumption that differences in densities  or other
parameters! between the control and iinpact sites remain exactly the same at all times.
However, we know that sites exhibit unique temporal fluctuations under natural con-
dkions, This natural variability, coinbined with sampling error, comprises tbe variation
from which impacts must be distinguished, Green's design considers only the in-
fluence of sampling error. This shortcoming of the "Optimal Impact Assessment"
desigs has been cogently pointed out by Stewart-Oaten et al. [12; see also 13j, who
noted that the design fails to separate local temporal variability of systems  which arise
naturally!, I'rom long-term effect s indicative of an environmental impact. For example,
with sufficiently intensive sampling on two different dates  one in the Before and one
ia the After periods!, use of within-site variation among "replicates" wiII always yield
a significant relative change at the control and iinpact sites even in the absence of any
snthropogenic disturbance.

To iHustrate, we conducted such a test for data collected I'rom our study of produced
water hnpacts. The density of the seapen, A canthoprifam sp., was sampled at both the
control snd impact sites during 1988 and 1990  F igure 3!. These two periods bracketed
a projected date on which discharge of produced water was to begin and thus were
expected to represent before and after conditions. An "Optimal Iin pact Assessment"
test yie!ded a significant Site x Period interaction  F t,78 726, P< OAR!, suggesting



that su impact had occurred at the outfall site. H o we ver, co min en cement of distdsstree
was delayed and did not actually occur during this sampling interval. Therefore, m this
instance the "Optimal Impact Assessment" design could have led to false impliesttlott.
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The central problem with the "Optimal Impact Assessmcnt" design is that replicate
samples  tsrHectcd within a date or over a short time span! do not necessarily provide
uew and independent estimates of the general state of the impact or controi a@ca.
Instead, we require estimates obtained on many dier«nt dates sufficiently separated
in time that data satisfy assumptions of independence. In other words. repiicatiort
needs to be achieved through time  muitiple sainpling dates during the before and the
slier periods! and each replicate observation must be an independent estimate of tlse
average environmental condition  I2]. There is a fundamental lack of appreciation for
this crucial aspect, yet it distinguishes a proper design f'rom one with supcr6ciaI
sun ilarity.

A PREFERABLE APPROACH
TI% BEFORKAFTERWXiTROL-IMPACT-PAIRED tBACIP! DEQGN

Thc fourth design wc will discuss is the "Before-After-Control- Impact-Paired"
 BACIP! design II2,14]. BACIP is somewhat similar in design to thc "Optimal Impact
Assessment" design, but it explicitly requires that sampling be conducted during
several times in the before and after periods at both control and impact sites. For a
given parameter  e.g., density!, the variate of interest is the dgerencr in a parameter
value between the control and impact sites on a given date  e.g., popuhition denaity at



the csintrol site minus density at the hnpact site!. The measure of error in the at~
test ia thc variabflity of this difference, as assessed through repeated sampling in tdstc,
A nuinber of assumptions must be satisfied to apply BACIP, and them aasuntptions
 such as independence! have been rigorously elaborated by Saewart&aten and to.
workers [12,14,15].

BACIP, relative to the other three designs, ia most likely to Isolate local httynnm e4�
from discharge of produced water! from natural aourcesof spatial and aempotnl vnrin
tion. BACIP controls ior the effect of spatial variation by measuring the average dif-
ference between the sites during thc before period. and uses this difgsrenm as an
estimate of the expected diflcrcnce during the after period, assuming no impact. By
focusing on differences, BACIF also removes thc effect of temporal varintieu that
a facts both sites simultaneously  c.g.. EI N iflo, winter storms!. In essence, them aam.
pond effects cancel upon subtracting the control and impact values. Fhaally, BACIp
explicitly recogniacs that sites fluctuate uniquely through time  ie., exhibit Ste x Thee
interactions! and therefore uses the variation through titne in the di5srnncn between
the control and impact sites as the estimate of error in the statistical tcN of an imPact,
This is the fundaincntal advantage gained by using a true BACIP design,

Despite its importance in environmental assessment, BACIP is relatively unap-
preciated as evidenced by its absence in recent discussions of assemncnt designs spon-
sored by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Science
Foundation [1,13], thc Environinental Protection Agency [16], thc Amcrkan
petroleum Institute [S], and the Minerals Management Service, thc Caliturnia State
Rater Resources Control Board, and the National Academy of Sciences [4], Even
though thc development of this assessmcnt design is rather shnple and can be traced
back tn at least l966 [17], BACIP has rarely been used or even discussed [but aae
3,7,18,19~]. Unfortunately, fundamentally flawed designs such as thc "Optimal Im-
pact Assessment" design still motivate large, vcrycxpensive assessment programs [e4�
21] and can lead to erroneous interpretation of environmental impacts.

Both false implication and false exoneration  Table I! can be costly, and a well
designed assessment study should explicitly address the commission of both types of
errors. The probability of false implication is greatly reduced using BACIP  relative to
the other designs discussed! because the impact is less likely to be confused with
natural sources of variability, False exoneration remains a concerns with BAClP  as it
docs for any design! because there will arise situations in which there is insufficient
evidence to ststisticaiiy reject the null hypothesis of "no impact." In these situations it
is tempting to conclude that there was in fact, no impact. In the absence of additional
information, this potentially is a dangerous conclusion because thcrc often can be
substantial hnpacts that go undetected. Failure to detect such impacts arises when
cotiaidcrablc variability in thc system introduces a large error term in thc statistictd
test. Thc probability of false exoneration is equivalent to the statistic! '&jpc 8 error
rate  g!, The power of a test is 1 - g, which gives the probabihty of corrmtlyconciudhtg
there haa bccn an impact when an impact of a given sixc has actually occurred. This
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explicit specification of the power adds greatly to the interpretation of the test, We now
turn to evaluation of power in our BACIP study of produced water effects.

STA1%TCAL POWER

The power of a statistical test of an environmental impact  using a BACIP design! is
influenced by four statistical attributes: �! the Type I error rate  we assume here u ~
OA!, �! the number of sampling dates  i.e., true replicates � the number of md«-
pendent estitnates of tbe differenc between the control and impact sites!. �! the
variability of these est imates  which we term Sa!, and �! the size of the impact that we
wish to be able to detect. In genera!, power is high  closer to I! when the number o<
survey dates  replicatcs! is htrgc  Figure 4!, the variability of differences  within the
before and after periods! is low  Figure 4!, and the anticipated impact is large"

0 Ill a4
vInwrnrlv +rl I

Reur«4. Hfact of sar«pie sfza nnd variability on atathrthrnl power to d«tact a 80% rwductiors
rrafntfvato contrtd! In population density at the Irnpaot aita. Given are power ourvaa  nftnr gtQ
for 8 «ample ala«a  total nurnbar of aarnpllng data« ague«ted aqually to the before nnd after

Vnrfabgfty Ia «spraaand ln a nbnufnrdlz«d ferrn aa the standard d«vfntfan Of the
dwtaranc«n b«hn«an the control and intpact tdtaa  Sa!, dlvld«d by the m«an d«nnlty nt the
Imftnat nw« It!.

Because power analyses have rarely been applied to BACIP studies [but sec 9}, Mtd
because of continued confusion about the source of variability that is important in tests
of impacts  scc above!, we illustrate the effect of high and low variability on power in
F igurc $. In this case, we assumed that an anthropo genic perturbation caused a redttc-
tion in density at thc impact site of 30%. In the left panel of Figure 5, we assumed that
thc difference bctwecn thc control and impact sites varied considerably atuong sam-
pling dates, while in thc right panel wc assumed that this variability was considerably
less. As expected, it is morc difficult to detect the 30% reduction in the case where
there is high variability in the difference between control and impact sites  i e., the
po wer of the test is low!. Notice that in both panels, the amount of temporal variability
within a site is similar; the important distinction between these examples is the amount.
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of variation expressed in the differences between control and impact sites. Further,
nothing is assumed about spatial variation  hat exists within a date at a given site.

LOW VAR IASIUTYHIGH VARIASIUTY

ssFNIE AFWI
TIME

IKFOIIE AFTEII
TIME

The preceding discussion implies that greater power will arise if temporal changes in
the value of a parameter track one another at control and impact sites. If qualitatively
different classes of parameters  i.e., physical, chemical, biological! have consistently
different patterns of this variability, the power of a test will depend on the particular
type of parameter being examined, We have conducted power analyses for a number
of parameters estimated at our near impact «nd control sites near Gaviota. These
include population-based parameters  e.g., densities of macroinvertebrates and of in-
fauna, emergence and re-entry rates of demersal zooplankton  estimated using
methods of Alldredge and King �3! and Stretch [24]!, individual-based parameters
 e,g�me«n body size, gonadal- somatic index!, and physical and cheimical parameters
 e.g., sedimentation rate, percent organic matter in sediments, grain size of sedi-
ments!, Here we summarize overall patterns, then illustrate specific conclusions using
the white sea urchin, L,yrechinus aiIamesus.

Figure 5. Effect of high and low variability in differencea between the control and impact
sites on the ability to detect an impact. The two top panels give hypothetical den sitiea at conbol
 solid circle! and impact {open circle! sltea during the before and after periods; the bottom
panels show the dNerencea. Lines show means In each time period for control sites  solid!,
impact sites  dashed!, and the mean dNarence  tower graph!. Scales for left and right graphs
are the same. Variance in densities at each site within a period ls identical under the high and
low variability scenarios. The degree of temporal consistency in the two sites differs between
left and right graphs; under low variability, the control and Impact sites are affected more
similarly through time than under high variability. Although in each scenario the impacts are
of the same size, high variability masks the impact; the impact can be much more easily
d~ under low variability.



Our resuhs mdicate that, in general, power to detect impacts on population+vel
phenomena is rehnively weak  compare Table 2 and Figure 4!. The average  across
species! variability in the difference in population density between sites was partkxtlar-
ly large  'Ikble 2!, which greatly reduces power. For example, to detect an impact on
tbe density of Lyfccftinns with &0% likelihood  assuming 25 sampling dates in each
period!, Lyrecbintrs densities would have to decline  relative to the control site! bJJ
approximately 7S%. Although Lyrechintrs provides one of ihe more extreme examples,
power to detect uupacts on population densities for most species we have examined
also is low. There are, however, some species for which we have relatively high power
 80%! to detect elects on density that are comparatively small � on the order of 25%
 assuming 25 sampling dates each in the Before and After periods!, The average
variability tbr other popuhttion-level parameters  i.e., re-entry and emergence rates!
was similarly large  Tbblc 2!.

As indicated by the lower variability for individual-based measures  Table 2!, we have
much greater power to detect impacts on such parameters as body size or gonadal-
somatic index  GSl!. To illustrate using Lyfechinus, variability in density was ap-
proximately l 3, while variability in mean test diameter was oniy 0.04. ln general, no
population-based parameter we investigated has power exceeding that calculated for
these individual-based parameters  compare range in variability for various
parameters on 1b hie 2!, This result � that impacts on individual-based parameters afe
more likelyto be detected than those on population parameters � previously has been
suggested [1], but wc know of no other data or analyses that explicitly addressed the
issue.

Table 2

Rektivu Variatlats hn Diflbrussees Between Control and h1ear Impact Sites

tndsx Of tntrtabiHty  Sa /f!

Mnsn Range

pspntstlsn4es«t Rbasgtcsl psr«uttara

Popo ause density,

Rebuy Rate.

Hmsracnce Rats:

legvbtnsHats«t Stab~ pbrsnnsters

Pttfstcnt ««t Cleek Pbrsn»ters

0.69 0.26 - 2.04

0,57 0.43 - 0.73

0,49 a44-DW

0,14 0,04 - 0.25

0.12 D.DS - 0.19

Tbe su«tam devise sf giffegst»sa ta sta«j«dardlzcd across tbe various parameters by ~ byd»
n»SS params»r value « tbe Near bnpaCt St». Given ia ibs n»an Vatiabibty  and range! fnr sacb type Of
pusn»t».
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Because of low levels of variability for physical and chetnical measures  Table 2!, wc
have similar, relatively high power to detect changes in these parameters as we have
for individual-based parameters. For each of 4 physics Vchemical parameters analyzed
thus far, we again have greater power to detect a given size impact than for any of the
population-based biological parameters

There are at least two explanations far our result that power is greater for impacts on
physicaVchemical parameters than on biological parameters, and that within biological
parameters, individual-based measures have greater power than population-based
parameters. In our analyses, power is high when the variability of the difference be-
tween control and impact sites over tune, Sa, is low �ablc 2, Figurc 4!. This variability
is a function of two underlying sources of variation: within-site sampling error
 variability among samples taken from the same site on the same date!, and Site x Time
interactions  sce [25] for a discussion of optimal allocation of resources in BACIP!.
First, within-site sampling error is probably lower far physica1/chemical and in-
dividual-based biological paratneters than for population parameters because the lat-
ter are less efficiently sampled with a given level of effort. Second, physicaVchemical
parameters might be influenced more by large-scale oceanographic processes  and
therefore will show a high degree of synchrony in fluctuations! than are biological
parameters. In turn, biological parameters may be tnore sensitive ta local conditions,
reducing the degree ta which values for different sites track each other through time.
We currently are exploring this question by partitioning observed variance to deter-
mine the relative contributions of these two sources of error to each parameter type.

The dilemma posed by our results is that tests of impacts on the parameters of greatest
interest ta resource managers � population densities � have the least power for a
given level of effort. One manner by which power can be increased is by increasing the
number of sampling dates  true replicates!. Figure 4 illustrates how power varies with
the number of sampling dates and with variability. For a moderate amount of
variability �25!, increasing the number of sampling dates fiom 6 to 20 increases the
power to detect a 30% reduction in parameter value at the impact site  relative to
control! fiom about 0 2 ta ! 07  Fig. 4!. Unlike many factors that influence power, the
number of sample surveys made is under the control of the investigatar. However, it is
critical that independence be maintained, and this may constrain how fiequently sites
can be sampled [12].

IMPLICATIONS

Throughout this paper, we have attempted to highlight problems and limitations as-
sociated with commonly used environmental impact assessment designs, It is impor-
tant that such limitations be understood so that better and more effective assessment
strategies can be developed and implemented. It is also critical that scientists, policy
makers and regulators understand the limitations of each design ta better interpret
data that arise fiom each. We began the paper by stressing that many cotnmonly used
assessment designs often can lead to erroneous conclusians. These revelations are not
new. Indeed they are well appreciated by many members of the scientific community.
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However, some of the more subtle distinctions, such as between "Optimal Impact
Assessment" and BACIP designs, are not widely appreciated by regulators or or-
ganizations conducting assessment studies, with the consequence that flawed designs
still are commonly used  e.g., [21]}. As a result, most attempts to provide the most
rigorous scientific information concerning effects of a localized perturbation fail  for
a still relevant review, see [3]!. The practice of collecting equivocal data using inade-
quate assessment designs serves little interest, is unquestionably wasteful, and fails to
ensure that the project or development in question is environmentally sound.

Although not widely utilized, the BACIP assessment desi~ [12] has been employed
successfully in a comprehensive study of the ecological impacts on the marine environ-
rnent f'rom the operation of a coastal power generating station [9]. BACIP avoids many
of the interpretation errors associated with more limited designs. As such, BACIP is
one of the most powerful  and therefore preferred! designs for the assessment of
localized environmental impacts froin point-source disturbances. This entails the ex-
plicit recognition that a time series of "baseline" data is needed before the cornrnen-
cement of the perturbation. Further, our results indicate that BACIP may lack suffi-
cient statistical power to detect many impacts on parameters of most interest to
regulators  e.g., population densities!. Power of a BACIP test can be improved by
increasing the number of sampling surveys  i.e., true replicates!, and by increasing the
number of samples taken at a site within a survey  i.e., the precision of each replicate!.
Increasing the number of samples  within a survey! will increase power if a large part
of the variation in Control-Impact differences is due to sampling error. On the other
hand, increasing the number of surveys will be helpful in most situations due to the
influence of natural temporal variation in the Control-Impact differences. However,
while a large number of surveys might be necessary, surveys must be spaced sufficiently
in time to ensure independence. Thus, the application of BACIP requires extensive
planning and foresight. To do so may require a fundamental change in the regulatory
process. Regulators and policy makers must allow for a sufficient period of study prior
to the perturbation if the goal is to obtain rigorous scientific evidence concerning
localized effects.

Of course it will not be possible to conduct an appropriate BACIP assessment study for
every new point-source development. %henever a BACIP approach is employed, ad-
ditional research should be undertaken to generalize results and thereby provide in-
sight into other situations. This can be accomplished by examining the rnechanisrns by
which environmental perturbations affect marine resources. Indeed, the resolution of
environmental impacts ultimatelyrequires this level of comprehension, and rnechanis-
tic approaches should be an integral part of anyassessment study be it a BACIP design
or not!. %e need to understand the processes by which changes in the chemical and
physical attributes of the environrrrent alter the physiology of individuals  e.g., meta-
bolic rates, energy allocation!, how this altered physiology influerices vital rates  e.g.,
birth, death, migration and growth rates!, and finally, how these altered vital rates
influence popular ion characteristics  e.g., age-structure, density, production!. This ap-
proach requires mechanistic stud ies at the toxicological, developmental, physiological
and ecological levels, and which are integrated via dynamic  rnathernatical! models
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that are rigorously tested under field conditions. This will lead to better understanding
of underlying processes, and thereby enhance our ability to predict ecological effects.

There is another compelling reason for an emphasis on mechanistic studies, either in
concert with a BACIP assessment or as a "stand-alone" approach. Regulators and
resource managers ultimately are interested in protecting marine resources f'rom ad-
verse iinpacts. The ability to mitigate or ameliorate adverse ecological effects will be
greatly strengthened by knowing which attribute s! of the perturbation are respon-
sible, and bow the effect s! are generated. These issues can be addressed only through
the type of mechanistic studies discussed above; environmental assessment designs
such as BACIP only can provide information on the existence  and magnitude! of
effects, and cannot address the underlying causes. Although environtnental agencies
have historically been hesitant  o fund such "basic" research, there now seems to be a
growing appreciation that resolution of critical environmental problems can only be
achieved through rigorous development and integration of basic scientific tools within
an applied context.
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Seabirds as Indicators of the Oceanic ~vInynrnent
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eCOSyrrema are difuculr tO stud y. E vea wilb the must advansed equiprneui rresm<
~n Of frah aod br verrebrale populationS are bard tO make because Of their temporal and geO gn pb
pabdrtnera Additiuoauy, changes iu pattern S Of abietic factOrs can atteet Ibe corke
~s ~u airer both abundance aud distribution of important coom:rciat species ss nell ss spn s

many other members of rhe food ueb depend. 'tVm major questions thar managers need ro
~r Ne: can these changes be predicted, aud what is au iadkaror measure aunt of there changers

ance of seabird s to humans, be sides their ac stbeuc or food values, is thai rbey are among tbe
indicator species of the health ol' rbe ocean. They are cotuuiat therefore they are visible,

~yrersm tu tbe Same SiteS eaCb year tO ned, and ro ttuS way are nut geograptuesgyor rerupuratty patchy
m ~ <ger oceanic organisms, At seabird colooi: s, loag-teno studies csn easdy be conducted. Annual
nssnbers of breediog birds. and measures of reproductive success such as laying, harcb iug, or ttedging

growth are good indices of population treads and stability as ueg as those of their prey
tor measurermuts are; weights of adults. of eggs, aud tkxlgbags, or species cornposirhar

tbe colony, seabird populations can be measured rn this way to predict evenu mcb as an El Ntho pr s
~ of s fhhery. With a greater iovesrmeot of time, various aeamrements of resbhd prey eau he
ronde, and the subsequent cbartiog of prey numbers. frequency aod weight will give a good hrdkarios
ubkh changes are occurriog iu Ibe prey base and thus m tbe ~hrg oceanic envirornra.ol.

The quest for understanding the interactions among abiotic and biotic factors in the
oceanic ecosystem has been ongoing since humans started thinking about the sea.
'Today, many thousands of dollars are spent on monitoring oceanic parameters and
aMtough much is now known, much is not. Unlike terrestial ecosystems, the oceans
remain bidden &om easy study. Indeed, until this century, study and analysis of much
of the ocean remained rudimentary at best. The measure of abiotic factors seemed to
be the shnplest data to obtain. Measurements of sea temperature and salinity, as well
asabove~cean tneasures like rainfall and air temperature helped to provide detailsof
the stability and change of physical factors over a period of lime. However interpreta-

of these data on more than a local scale was lacking.

With the arrival of electronics. the study of other abiotic parameters like currents,
tides, aad deepwcean temperatures were possible. With the advent of satellites, global
agiaaihtion of data gathered &om techniques such as photo-interpretation of data like
ooaaa temperatures became achievable  e.g. 1!, E vents like E I Niho and trends like
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global warming were able to be detected more accurately and rapidly via state of the
art computer modeiing �!,

The measurement of abiotic factors in the ocean is important because these factors can
influence biota from plankton to whales  e.g. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 8, 9, 10!. Likewise,
distribution and abundance of prey populations influence distribution and abundance
of other marine organisms. Abiotic factors often covary with distribution of animals,
yet there is rarely geographic or temporal stability of these factors. From a practical
standpoint, the identification and measurement of critical levels of abiotic or biotic
factors that may control population numbers of certain commercial species becomes
important for management of these populations.

Oceanic biota are inherently difficul to sample because the ocean is a fluid medium.
They are not only patchy, they move, and are therefore unpredictable, A fish school
present in the morning probably will not be in the same area two hours later. Finding
the same school again is a much more difficult problem than locating a flock of birds
in a deciduous forest. Humans are terrestrial beings and our senses are most tuned into
terrestrial cues.

The oceanic sampling of biotic parameters probably started out as simple counts.
Recently, more advanced techniques such as aerial detection of fish schools, analysis
of water samples for grams of carbon per cc, or bioaccoustics, where sonic pictures
enable researchers to follow movements of fish, gave researchers a more complete
picture of the oceanic ecosystem.

Manyof the techniques developed for following fish schools were introduced because
the species for which they were developed were of commericial value. These tech-
niques were often later refmed and used for scientiflc applications such as analysis of
predator- prey interactions or for correlations between distribution of phytoplank on
or invertebrate preyand seabird populations �1,7, 12, 13, 14, 15!, Yet these measures
still depended on first finding, then measuring the concentrations of plankton or fish.
Sampling was still a problem. Even with the use of electronics to find oceanic crea-
tures, we may either wrongly sainple them or miss them altogether.

Certain cues can be used to locate biota. Commercial fishermen have tried to solve the
dilemma of finding what they want to catch, by sighting on a predator species, usually
marine mammals, which hunt the same prey they seek. Marine mammals, unlike the
majority of fish, spend a comparatively large amount of time at the surface of the water,
and are thus visible to humans. For example, some commercial fishermen sight on
dolphins to find yellowfin tuna, a common prey of dolphins. Sometimes fishermen also
look for flocks of seabirds to find swarms of krill. Timing, however, is still a problem,
for these predator species also must be located, and they too are patchy and unpre-
dictable.

If we continue to sample fish or invertebrate populations the way we do at present, we
may not detect early deleterious or critical decreases in their populations. Subtle in-
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cremental changes may be additive and we might have no way of knowing whether or
not we should be alarmed at these changes until perhaps the populations have already
reached critically low levels, We need to be able to anticipate changes in the ecosystem
and to predict what effect these changes will have; from the smallest prey to the largest
commercially desirable species. We need early warnings.

Three recent events that might have been predicted but were not are: I! the collapse
of the herring fishery off of Norway in the 1960's �6!, 2! the collapse of the anchovy
population off Mexico in 1990  D. Brewer, pers, comm!, and 3! the radical decrease of
the pollock fishery in Alaska to 25% of its norinal levels  li!. Could these collapses
have been foreseen? Were there any predictors of these potential collapses that could
have been monitored instead of the fish populations themselves, which clearly did not
predict their own demise?

One way to get at the probletn of predictability is to understand that changes in the
food web are often magnified through higher trophic levels, Even small changes in the
prey populations will be reflected in concoinitant changes in the associated predator
populations. Thus, repeated counts of large predators may be a good indicator ofbiotic
and abiotic changes in the ocean, Good predators to measure would be top carnivores
like salmon and tuna that feed on common species like capelin, sandlance, herring,
smelt and «nchovies, on which inany other species feed. The probleni in prediction
here is that these fish carnivores are difficult to locate because for the most part they
remain invisible to researchers. Even using feeding assemblages of marine mammals
or birds to locate these fish does not help because the prey themselves are still unpre-
dictable in place and time. Clearly, something tha  is stable, preferably stationary and
present year after year, as well as being easy to measure needs io be found,

Ocean transects are stationary and repeatable and have been used to sample every-
thing from physical and chemical parameters to seabirds and mammals. If enough of
an area is covered on a regular basis, ocean transects are a good way to monitor
long-term changes and variations   l4!, However they are expensive and thus are often
not conducted regularly throughout the year over a large enough area and often not
over a long enough period of time, Infrequent or incomplete transect sainpling
probably does not give accurate information on natural variation and abundance and
certainly does not yield good predictive values. The biota found in these transects are
transient and the transects only provide a snapshot of what is present, Data gleaned
froin them are useful to correlate carbon or temperature or salinity with population
abundance of predators or prey species �, 7, I, 8, 14!, but not to count the same fish
population from month to month.

However, there are some marine-associated species that are not only visible but are
also predictable and stable in place in time. These are seabirds breeding at colonies.
Seabirds return to nest, usually annually, to their natal colonies. Their populations
frequently do not change drastically over a number of years. Since seabirds are long-
lived, any increases or decreases in the overall colonynumbers will probably not reflect
a short-term output or decrease of chicks during a single breeding season. Seabirds are



wide-ranging upper trophic level consumers and their colonies are often found near
areas of high oceanic productivity �8!, They are visible and easy to monitor because
they arc stable in space and in time.

Abiotic and biotic changes in thc oceanic environinent will often be reflected in certain
changes at seabird colonies. Since many seabirds are also top predators, they are
strongly affected by changes not only in their prey base but also in prey species a few
trophic levels below them. AdditionaHy, their populations are affected by changes in
abiotic factors which influence all aspects of their food web �9, 20, 21, 10, 3. 22,23,43,
24, 25, 11,26, 27!.

The simplest but not necessarily the most accurate inethod of tracking seabird popula-
tions and determining if subtle changes are affecting them is to census them on their
colonies over a long period of time �8, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34!. This is easy and fiiirly
inexpensive. They should be censused during the peak of the breeding season  early-
to-mid nesting! when the largest number of birds arc present on eggs  see 35!. At least
onc but prefera bly several censuses should be made by several observers to increase
the accuracy of counts, since nesting can be advanced or delayed by both biotic and
abiotic f'actors �6, 37, 38!. Annual counts should be consistent in a well-established
colony. An oil spill or collapse of a major food stock or radical change in ocean
temperatures will affect nuin hers quickly  e,g. 34, 16, 3, 39. 32, 40!.

To predict when and what to census, the natural history of the species needs to be
known. Black-legged Kittiwakes, for example, will sit on nests even if no egg is present
to retain ownership of their scarce nesting site �6!. Tufted Puffins often stand outside
their burrows in the early morning, where at other tidies they are inside their burrows
and are thus invisible for ccnsusing. Pigeon Guillemots are best censused at both high
tide aud during the morning to obtain optimal colony attendance �1!.

Many researchers have looked at population numbers over a period of years �8, 23,
31, 33, 34, 18!. In these studies, thc long- terin effects of abiotic and biotic factors can
be se parated fi om short-term effects.

Another indicator of abiotic and biotic conditions is the reproductive success of
marine birds �2, 15, 43, 40, 26,44!. There is growing evidence that abiotic factors like
ocean temperatures, rainfitll, and wind can influence abundance, distribution, and
catchabiiity of prey in some oceanic areas �5, 46, 47, 48, 3, 4, 21, 10, 49,6,50, 51, 52!.
Prey abundance and availabilhy in turn influence reproductive success  S3 ~ 42, 3. 21
10, 58, 50, 51, 43!.

Thus, a better measure than population surveys of changes in abiotic or biotic
parameters is reproductive output of seabird colonies over a long Period of time �8,
40. 54. SS, 3. 43, 11, 44!. Short-term fluctuations in reproductive output are thc norm,
with many of these long-lived species sacrificing cgg or chick success in a scarce food
year  e.g. 53, S5. 3, 15, 56, 23, 57, 12, 10, 58, 59!. Yet, if studies are conducted over a
period of years. any significant changes in output will be detected. Drastic changes m



success from one year to the next could most likely be a reflection of concomitant
changes in the prey base, This could mean either that prey are unavailable  have
inoved elsewhere due to abiotic factors, e.g, El ¹no's bringing in warmer waters �0,
6l 55, 3! or are stratified at depths where they are uncatchable   l0!, or else that prey
stocks aie low, There are many exainples of this �, 21, 10, 36,62, 63!. Most recently,
just before the anchovy collapse off Mexico, there was a breeding fitilure of Brown

ns that nest on ihe Cornado Ishnds dose to the anchovy fishing grounds  9.
Brewer, pers. comm.!. Up to 80% of these nests were abandoned in March before the
mnimer anchovy collapse, Brown Pelicans could have been used as a predictor of a
decrease in an important commercial species, and perhaps if comraercial harvesting of
anchovy had been stopped at thai point, the collapse may not have occurred.

~e major problem with counting offspring is knowing at which stage to census them:
st laying  e.g. number of eggs laid!. at hatching  e.g number of eggs hatched!, or at
fledgmg  e,g, number of chicks fledged!. There are accuracyproblems with each stage.

lf paly eggs are counted, this census wflI reflect only abiotic and biotic events affecting
tbe parents up tilt egg hying, Abundance of food is known to affect laying either by
increasing the number of eggs or by iiicreasing the eggs' weight �4,65, 37, 26, 66, lp,
$8!, Thus egg weight should also be measured. Caution must be used if the species
inigrates back and forth between the breeding and wintering grounds, for egg counts
or weights may reflec the conditions present on the wintering grounds. In addition,the
census date is important to ensure accuracy �5!, A knowledge of the chronology of the
colony under study is thus needed,

Another cause of reproductive failure could be the presence of a pollutant, such as
}!DT �7! or petroleum �8, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 29, 34! which could affect the birds
either directly  e.g. eggshell thinning! or indirectly  negative effect on the food web!,

Weather and prey may also drastically change over the next stages, the incubating and
chiCk stages, and thus the egg or chick success is also unportant to tneasure during
these periods. The percentage of eggs hatched gives an indication not only of abiotic
and biotic factors occurring during incubation or hatching, but also may give an indica-
tion of the presence of pollutant loading if hatching success is low but laying success is
high �7!.

If the population is regulated more by density independent factors like weather or
deaisity dependent factors like food availability and not by nest space, then the num-
ber of offitpring that are produced in a colony inay be the most accurate measure of
population stability 81!. However sometimes this is the most diffiicult stage for which
to obtain an accurate count. Many chicks hide in vegetation away I'rom the nest until
they fledge, �9, 36, 38! and other chicks leave the colony before they can tly  eg.
Ancient Murrelets, murres! and the researcher has difficulty estimating survival of
chicks who fledge at sea �6, 74!. Weight gain by chicks has aho been used as an
indiator of marine resources in oceanic systems �7, 75, 64, 76, 3,26!.
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If numbers of offspring produced are low, the next step is to try to determine the cause,
If abiotic factors have been measured concurrently, corresponding changes may be
found. If a correlation is found, we need to know if the abiotic parameter is of a direct
or indirect nature. For example, does an increase in precipitation affect chick survival
directly by soaking the feathers, or does it drive prey more deeply in the water where
they are inaccessible! Do changes in teuiperature chill or overheat the eggs or chicks
or do they drive the prey into other areas �. 40, 10!? Might rain in the previous season
affect chick output the next season by diluting the ocean surface where fish eggs  nest
year's prey! are laid inshore? On the other hand, might a large amount of precipitation
wash flsh eggs out to sea or kill them by the change in osinotic pressure". These factors
all need to be determined,

If the effect of the abiotic factors can be established to be direct, then is this change
just a brief deflection or does it herald a long-term overall change in oceanic condi-
tions? A rain storm or cool temperatures during hatching may rapidly decrease the
chick output of any given year, However, uniess this abiotic pattern is repeated year
after year, and seems to be an established change, then effects on the population as a
whole will probably be small, barring other factors. Only measurements on long-term
studies will provide an answer, Presence of DDT and lack of success of Brown Pelicans
is probably the best known study on direct cause and effect �7!. After DDT was
banned in the U nited States, the success of Brown Pelican s there increased re inarkably
after having been on a decline since use of DDT began.

To obtain the best overall picture of what is occurring throughout various trophic levels
in the oceanic ecosystem, a varitey of seabird species should be monitored. If several
species at a colony are studied, each one may be an indicator of a different marine
resource, depending on its prey preference and method of foraging, Thus the condition
of many marine resources can be observed independently through satnpling their
sesbud predators �2, 26,9!.

The determination of abundance and distribution of prey over a period of years is one
of the most accurate ineans of sampling the long-tertn effects of oceanic paratneters on
all biota in the food web. Sampling for invertebrate or vertebrate prey directly is
difficul, because prey are patchy, The best way to analyze this problein is to use
seabirds as biological sampling devices. If quantitative data on fish populations are
required to make predictionsnbout their population trends, seabirds can also be osed
as the samplers, Seabirds are upper trophic level consumers, wide- ranging and diverse
in their feeding habits. They are probably the best samplers of what available fish and
invertebrate populations are present �7, 23, 24, 43, 11!. By obtaining prey samples
f'rom scab irds. the presence of some abio tie factors, e.g pollutants, can be observed �9,
67, 78!.

One method to sainple prey would be to search for flocks of feeding seabirds and
collect an adequate number of birds for analysis. Although seabirds are more visible
than fish. they are still patchy and fairly unpredictable, and the problem of obtaining
samples that reflect oceanic changes may still not be solved because of poor sampluig
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techniques. Likewise, stomachs are often einpty from seabird s collected in this way  P,
Baird, G, Sanger, unpubl. data!. The best way to sample prey is to obtain food from
adults or chicks in the seabird colonies �6, 80!. This way, information on scahirds'
prey may be added to data on their populaton numbers and reproductive output. Thus
one can obtain a more complete picture of what is occurring in the oceanic ecosystem.

Concurrent studies on prey and predators have been carried out on a varietyof species
including the Elegant Tern, Brown Pelican, Rhinoceros Anklet. Black-legged Kit-
tiwake, Common Puffin, Glaucous-winged Gull, Tufted Pufnn, and California Leal
'urn  81, 82, 11, 12, 63, 10, 58!. The main drawba*of analyzing prey is that it is more
titnc consuming than censusing adults, eggs, or chicks. This defect,however, is overrid-
dea by the inore accurate picture given by prey analysis, especially if concurrent meas-
urements on abiotic factors have been made, Conclusions might then he reached of
how the measured abiotic factors might bc affecting both the prey base and thc
sesbirds,  e.g. 10, 58!. Like wise, care must be taken to measure the same age class and
breeding stage of bird each year, for it has been shown that diff'crem age classes and
different reproductive stages consume a different suite of prey species �9!.

The natural history of the most important prey species of a seabird population h
necessary to make inferences about how these prey might he affected by abiotic chan-
ges in the environment �8!. Do they school? Do they stratify at depth at certain
temperatures? Do they lay their eggs inshore where they might be heavily affecte by
runoff from an unusually wet year?

Common measurements of prey are frequency of occurrence, percent numbers, weight
and length and overlap �7, 83!. The natural history of seabirds must also be taken into
account when analyzing prey data because it is important to know whether the birds
src feeding over a large segment of the water column or if they forage only on the
surfhce. Surface feeders are often more limited in their choice of prey than are scabirds
that forage throughout the water column.

Whether a seabird is a specialist or a generalist must also be accounted for when
analyzing prey I'rom year to year. If a seabirc} is a generalist, there are alternate foods
to choose ffom if a favored prey is absent one season. These species can turn to other
prey to feed chicks and to raise a healthy crop of young, On the other hand, if the
species is a specialist, then a crash in a particularly itnportant prey will severely affect
their output of young  e.g. 58!.

Even for a generalist, a change in diet breadth is an indication that something has
happened to the preferred prey �6!. It is therefore best to study more than one species
of seabird to obtain the best picture of which changes are occurring in the ecosystem.
And it must bc kept in min'd that for the same effect, e,g food shortage, different
species react in different ways �2, 26, 9, 10!.

If we monitor morc than one species, say a generalist and a specialist, a sur6rcc feeder
snd a diver, a surface nester and a burrower, then we can narrow down the factors



which might be affecting th» reproductive output, population numbers or food. A year
with a high rainfall may not only soak newly hatched chicks, it might also push the
preferred prey into deeper waters where only divers are able to catch them �0!, A
typical fmding in this situation might be: presence of preferred species in divers and
aot in surface feeders, expansion of the prey base by generalists, higher relative
reproductive output by burrowers than by surface nesters, a low reproductive output
by surface feeding specialists �0!, or low adult weights and smaller clutches and even
a change in numbers of extra-pair copulations in other species �8!.

CONCLUSNN

Seabirds, because of their highly visible and relatively stable colonies, can be used as
indicators of thc health of the ocean. Detection of changes in populations of fish or
invertebrates is difficult because of their lack of visibility and their patchiness in space
and time.

Observations of annual population numbers of seabirds, of their annual reproductive
success. snd of their preycan reveal patterns which are often correlated with food-rich
or food-poor years, �3,42, 55, 3, 21, 10, 63, 51, 56, 43, 57, 74!. Prey abundance in turn
can be correlated with abiotic changes in the oceanic environment �7, 48. 4, 50, 51,52,
6, 10, 58!. From these observations, predictions can often be made about trends in fish
or mvertebrate populations or even in long-term changes in abiotic factors. Thus much
of the information about the oceanic ecosysteru that appears hidden or obscured or at
best difficult to obtain, can actually be found when seabirds are used as biological
indicators.
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What Can Southern California Learn From The EXXON VALDEZ Oil
Spill Experience?

D. C. Lees,
Ogden Environmental ancI Energy Services Co., Inc.

San Diego, CaHfornia

Abstract. Tbe EXXON VALDEZ oil spiH is the largest to have occurred in the United States. The
accompanying shoreline treatment program was the most extensive and expensive conducted for any oil
spill to date. Examining tbe experience and events surrounding the spill and its cleanup from a biologist's
viewpoint suggests several lessons on oil spill study design, policy, and planning that are relevant to
southern Cahfornia. Examination of spill scenarios from tbe EXXON VALDEZ and Huntington Beach
suggests that the economic value, benefit, and environmental cost oE cleanup vary substantiaHy according
to tbe nature of the biota, resource vahies, and past history at the spiH site. This analysis also suggests that,
in developing oil spill policies and contingency plans, we need to recognize tbe lessons of history and
answer important questions concerning: 1! resources at risk; 2! intentions regarding cleanup and litiga-
tion aEter a spill; 3! real environmental and economic costs of cleanup; 4! the cost-benefit ratios of
cleanup and litigation; and 5! adequate funding for valid scientific studies prior to a spiH in areas at risk.
Important data gaps include: l! baseline data Eor important areas and resources; 2! understanding of
chronic effects on communities; and 3! information on effects and effectiveness of cleanup and
bioremediation.

INTRODUCl ION

The disaster surrounding the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill is a case history of lost
opportunities. There were numerous opportunities to avoid the accident. The
weather provided considerable opportunity to effect containtnent of the spilled oil,
although the sheer volume of oil probably would have ultimately precluded effective
containment. The event provided an excellent opportunity for careful studies in a
subarctic system of the effects of catastrophic contamination by crude oil on marine
birds and waterfowl, marine mammals, major fisheries, as well as the plethora of
organisms that play the supporting roles in the lives of these inore prominent natural
resources. Finally, the spill provided an excellent opportunity to study and evaluate a
broad range of cleanup and treatinent alternatives. However, many of the oppor-
tunities were lost because of poor planning before the spill; poor implementation of
good planning; the confusion surrounding the spill; the inexperience, ill will, or diver-
gent motives of many of the participants; and, finally, the htigative environment that
the event engendered.

In iny view, the handling of the spill response and evaluation was fraught with
problems from the beginning and the entire process is in need of many changes.
However, the EXXON VALDEZ experience provides many excellent lessons that can
help the State of California to cope with the effects of inajor oil spill events. Specifical-
ly, the spill brought to light historic, environmental, regulatory, treatment, and scien-
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tific lessons. In this paper, I will address some points to be learned &om each of these
lessons, within the context of the EXXON VALDEZ experience and other notable
events that assist in providing a proper perspective for each lesson.

While the lessons are clearly the focus of this paper, it is useful to preface that discus-
sion with an outline of my own experience on a few of the numerous studies that have
been undertaken by the general scientific community in the wake of the EXXON
VALDEZ oil spill. The paper concludes by identifying: 1! several significant data gaps
that will prove to be of concern in conducting accurate analyses of future spills; 2!
several issues in need of further discussion; and 3! the major conclusions reached
during the course of myresearch.

Along with several of my colleagues, I was involved with studies funded by Exxon and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! following the spill.
Outlined here are some of the studies that I have been personally involved with, for it
was observations made during the course of these investigations that formed the basis
for the discussion included in the lessons that follow.

OVERVIEW OF EXXON NEARSHORE STUDIES

Baseline Response. The initial tasks in the Exxon-sponsored studies focused on obtain-
ing baseline data &om sites that had not been contaminated by the moving mass of
crude oil. We visited sites on Knight, Montague, Evans, and Bainbridge Islands, as weII
as on the mainland on the western side of the sound, working around the fast-inoving
slick in order to sample at locations that had not yet been oiled  Figure 1!. Based upon
a study design devised during a previous NOAA study [1], we concentrated on satn-
pling in protected or sheltered locations because of the higher productivity and sen-
sitivity of biological assemblages in those habitats and the higher probability that oil
would persist there in the absence of strong wave action or currents. Oil was on the
water within two iniles of all twelve initial sampling sites and we felt confident that
inany of the sites would be oiled subsequent to our visit. In fact, however, the winds and
currents moved the slick such that only one site  Bay of Isles on Knight Island! was
oiled after we sampled it and that location was only Lightly contaminated.

Late in the first survey  early April!, Exxon asked us to survey Outside Bay on Naked
Island before the EXXON VALDEZ was moved there for evaluation and repairs, and
then to examine several oiled sites. For the oiled sites, we selected a gradient of oiling
intensity ranging from lightly oiled  previously surveyed Bay of Isles! to very heavily
oiled  Northwest Bay on Eleanor Island!. A few weeks later, we returned to resurvey
some of the initial sites and establish some new sites.

During the initial "baseline" surveys, we conducted a muiti-faceted biological and
chemical survey at each site. We sainpled phytoplankton, pelagic and epibenthic
zooplankton, demersal fishes, subtidal and intertidal epibenthic and infaunal as-
seinblages, and PAH concentrations in the water, sediment, and tissues of dominant
invertebrates and fishes. Moreover, we coHected sainples of several dominant inver-
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tcbratcs+ permit exatnination of population dynamics at a later date. Subsequently,
wc initiated studies of kelp growth rates and eelgrass beds to assess the impacts of
hydrocarbon contamination on these valuable resources.
Like many in southern California, my understanding of the biological effects o f od was
based primarily on examination of literature and various summary docuinents for
several major spills, including the blowout that had occurred in the Santa Barbara
channel in 1969. I had some definite preconceptions and expectations on the severity
of effects. Ass consequence, I expected to observe "mass destruction" as our examma-
tion of the effects of the oil spill txintinued. Therefore, 1 was quite surprised when, by
late june, while we bad observed substantial damage. the effects on the intertidal biota
vere not catastrophic. Mortality was observed m many species, for example limpets,
cbitons, and mussels, but generally, we did not observe the mass mortalities that we
cxpectcd or that had been predicted.

Recovery Studies. By late June, about three months after the date of the spill, most of
tbc original heavy crude oil on the surface of the water had washed out of the sound or
bad been recovered and any further contamination was caused by reoiling following
rcsuspcnsion of grounded oil. Moreover, it appeared that mortality caused by initial
massive contamination  either from toxicity or smothering! was no longer a concern
and that further effect, either lethal or sublethal, would be caused mainly by chronic
contamination. As a consequence, we commenced an evaluation of the recovery of thc
assemblages at oiled sites and adopted several new sites in order to provide a wider
variety of babitats to expand and fill in the sampling matrix.

'fheatment Effects Assessments. Toward mid-summer, after shoreline treatment
operations had been in progress for about two months, Exxon responded to concerns
voiced over the potential impacts of the cleanup by conducting a study on the effects
of Omni-barge treatment, the most vigorous of the high-pressure, hot-water cleanup
techniques. FoHowing this study, a more general study of treatment effects was in-
itiated. This work was not initiated until early September, when mo st heavily oiled sites
had already been treated and only two weeks before treatment activities were ter-
minated.

MCariwbile, serious cleanup operations commenced in mid to late May. We learned
that cleanup operations and shoreline treatment are quite disruptive, especially in a
remote, pristme environment like Prince Wiiliam Sound.

By the end of 1989, Exxon's focus bad changed from onc of assessing the effects of thc
spill and tbC treatmCnt tO one of defense against the many suits being brought against
Exxon, some in conjunction with the Natural Resource Damage Assessment  NRDA!
program. Since we had little experience in the conduct of NRDA studies, we were
released Aom our commitments to Exxon and began looking for other funding to
continue our examination of Cffects and recovery.
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As of this tiine, we are still constrained from discussing inost of our 1989 data because
these were collected under the auspices of Exxon. Data have been released for the
Corexit 9580 M2 and the Omni-barge studies [2 and 3, respectively].

OVERVIEW OF NOAA STUDIES

National Oceanic 8r. Atmospheric Administration Studies. We found that no funding
was available through state or federal agencies for scientific studies of the effects of the
spill or to document the recovery of the bit!ta. However, we found that YOAA's Haz-
ardous Materials Response Branch, the g oup responsible for providing scientific ad-
vice to the Federal On-Scene Coordinator  FOSC! on spills of contaminants, was
interested in obtaining better information on the effects of shoreline treatinent so they
would be better prepared to advise the FOSC on the conduct of the cleanup. Conse-
tluently, NOAA partially funded a study to assess the effects of the more aggressive
treatment methodology. Additional funds were solicited from the Minerals Manage-
inent Service, the Environmental Protection Agency EPA!, the U.S. Coast Guard, the
American Petroleum Institute and the Marine Spill Response Corporation, and Exxon
agreed to provide logistical support for major elements of the study.

Our ongoing NOAA studies are structured somewhat like the work we conducted for
Exxon except that the primary purpose is to examine the effects of high-pressure
hot-water washing; quantifying recovery is a secondary objective [4]. We have con-
tinued to inonitor sediment and tissue hydrocarbons at some of the same sites but have
also established several new sites  Figure I} and discontinued looking at hydrocarbons
in the water column. The principal biological elements of the program include ex-
amination of species coinposition and other cotnm un ity characteristics o f the intertidal
epibiota and infauna, and population features  growth and inortality rates, size struc-
ture, and reproductive success! for intertidal populations of four molluscs  blue mus-
sels - Myri!us edu is; Sitka periwink les - Littoiina sit4na; a drill - Nucella 1am ellosa; an d
littleneck clatns - Prorotliaca ~raminea!, and subt idal eelg ass  Zostera marina! [4].

HISTORIC LESSONS RELATED TO OIL SPILLS

The logical reasons for conducting a cleanup generally pertain to protection of
biological, econoinic,recreational, or aesthetic resources, or a mixture of concerns for
these resources. The concern for oil on the water, sand, or rock is not so great as is the
concern for the uses of the water, sand, or rock by animals and plants, the importance
of specific animals and plants to inan, or the uses that tnan has in specific areas for the
water, sand, or rock. We typically don't clean rocks or water for the sake of the rocks
or water themselves, but because of the support they give to the biota, fisheries,
tourisin, etc.

Jaines Mielke, a specialist in marine and earth sciences for the Science Policy Research
Division, Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress, published a
report on the short- and long-term impacts of oil spills P]. His report, a surnrnary of
the "life cycles of six inajor spills," compiles available information on the environrnen-
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tal and socioeconomic damage caused by each spill and compares the magnitude of
these damages, as shown by long-term studies, with the popular perceptions of damage
resulting from the media coverage of each event, The spills that he evaluated were the
Santa Barbara and Ixtoc I blowouts and the ARCO MERCHANT, BURMAH
AGATE, ALVENUS, and AMOCO CADIZ tanker spills, each of which received
extensive media coverage.

He pointed out that historicagy, it has been unusual for more than 10 to 15 percent of
the spilled oil to be recovered. Efforts on the EXXON VALDEZ spill reinforce this
assertion, Over $2 billion have been spent to recover a small percentage of the oil
spilled in Prince William Sound. In fact, more oil was burned in engines during cleanup
activities than was spilled [6].

Mielke makes several important assertions. First, his review indicates that spills are
fairly short-lived events, i.e., the effects and residence time of the oil in the nearshore
environment generally last less than a decade, The major ecological damage occurs
within the first few months of a spill event. Generally, the media coverage is shorter
but provides intense descriptions of a major environmental catastrophe. Media
descriptions define the public perceptions of the effects and these perceptions are
typically longer-lived than the event or its impacts. The Washirryorr Post reported that
the judge determining bail for Capt. Joe Hazelwood in 19S9 referred to the spill as the
worst disaster since Hiroshima, based on his media-based impression of the spill. The
Santa Barbara blowout provides a relevant example of the persistence of this
phenomenon; while still viewed as a major catastrophe by the public in southern
California, the mid- and long-term ecological effects of the blowout were negligible.

Mielke observed that short-term impacts on the biota may be devastating but, in the
larger picture, the effects have not been shown to be signilicant, Spills have not had an
appreciable effect on world populations of animals or plants. Generally, mortality
from a spill is far less than mortality from the annual sport or commercial harvest. In
the case of waterfowl, more than 300,000 ducks are killed each season on the eastern
shore of Maryland alone, compared to the estimated 350,000 to 500,000 killed over a
much larger area by the EXXON VALDEZ spill.

Mielke's review mdicated that cleanups generally yield minimal benefits and in some
cases result in significant delays in recovery. This summary implies that cleanups, in
some cases, do produce salutary effects, One can conclude from this that the first
question that needs to be addressed for any oil spill, preferably in the contingency
planning stage, is whether or not a spill cleanup should be initiated. If the answer is
affirmative, it should be determined: I! under what conditions it is worthwhile, 2!
which habitats should be cleaned and which excluded, and 3! which types of cleanup
measures should be employed and which types excluded.
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EMNRONMENTAL LESSONS FROM THE' EXXON VALOEZ SPILL

What can be learned from the activities surrounding the EKKGN VALDEZ oil spill
In prmce William Sound, the water was skimmed because of concerns over offing or
reoiling the shoreline and contamination of fisheries stocks such as herring and sal
mon, Rocks or beaches at specific sites werc cleaned initially because of the immment
influx of calving pinnipeds and breeding birds onto spccific haulouts or rookeries or
the outinigration of ju ven ile salmon and the return of adult salmon. In the mid-term,
the concern was for fisheries and the aesthetic value of the shoreline and the way in
which that translates into tourist dollars. It is interesting, however, that it is very dif-
ficuit to discover the objectives of the cleanup; many publications discuss the decision-
making process and the organization but the driving objectives for the cleanup
response are not clearly enunciated [e.g.,7,8,9,and 10]. Lindstcdt-Siva noted that the
goals of spill response are usually not stated [11]. Moreover, she claimed that national
goals have evolved from a primary goal of removal of aII visible oil toward one of
minimizing the ecological unpacts of a spill and but are now swhiging back tp the
former objective. She pointed out that the national goals must be enunciated dearly
before any spill contingency planning is completed and made a strong case that the
objective should be to minimize the ecological impacts of a spill,

lmplicutluns uf Our NOAA Data. Our studies for NGAA [4I sulg}est several lessons
for consideration in the approach to policy related to oil spills and ensuing c}canups,
These lessons pertain to sampling design, effects of oil contamination and shoreline
treatment in several habitats, resilience of populations and community recovery rates,
aud the effectiveness of existing containincnt and cleanup equipment and strategies.

f!ur findings suggest that the biological benefits and costs of shoreline treatment vary
byhabitat type and elevation  shoreline location!. In Prince William Sound, it appears
that the biological costs and benefits of treatment of upper clevations on cxposcd
boulder/cobble were uot great; the general value of the biological resource on this
habitat is generally low relative to tnost other habitats and the tolerance and resaence
of the biota in these habitats are great; this results from the combination of thc selec-
tion processes of nature and the stressfhl nature of the environinent in which these
organisins live. Thus, while the biological cost of the treatment  arid, incidentally, the
damage froin the hydrocarbon contamination itself! was low  relativelylittle biological
damage!, the benefit of thc treatment to thc biota was also low and, ultimately, per-
forming the cleanup in these habitats was biologically neutral, The cost in terms of
human resources expended was not low, however.

At the other end of the spectrum, shoreline treatment with hot water resulted in low
benefits and high biological costs on protected rock  F igure 2! and mixed soft  Figures
3 snd 4! substrates in Prince Winiam Sound. Thc biological assemblages in these
habitats are generally richer, more productive, and more sensitive to both the effects
of the initial oiling and the treatment. Generally, our observations suggest that oB
exerted an appreciable negative impact on these habitats, but that high-pressure, hot-
water treatment exerted a significantly greater adverse effect. Morcovci, patterns oh-
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served to date suggest that recovery in treated areas is substantially slower than in
areas that were not treated. In the case of clam populations  Figure 4!, datnage &om
the initial spill was rn.odest in comparison with damage &oin the treatment, which was
a sudden, catastrophic episode from which recovery will probably require decades.
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3 4 9 105 6
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Figure 4. Clam growth at mixed-soft habltats in Prince VAliiam Sound

Moreover, it appears that an important effect of the cleanup using hot or cold
hydraulic flushing was to inove oil &oin the upper and mid levels of the intertidal zone,
where its effect was restricted to relatively tolerant species such as barnacles and
littorines, down into the lower intertidal and shallow subtidal regions, which are more
productive and support inore sensitive types of organisins  Table 1!.

It appears that season, habitat, and treatment methods are important factors in deter-
mining biological benefits and costs of shoreline treatment. It was beneficial to
cleanup the haulouts and rookeries prior to the return of the inarine mammals and
birds for calving, breeding, and rearing activities; however, at other times of the year,
it is unlikely that a similar level of treatinent would produce similarly salutary effects.
By way of comparison, at the AMERICAN TRADEk spill onto heavily used sand
beaches in Huntington Beach, it appears that the cleanup was appropriate and benefi-
cial. The methodology employed was basically skimming and inanual removal of
stranded oil and contaminated sand &om the sandy beaches. The main thing that
would have improved the cleanup, in my opinion, would have been selling the oiled
sand to an asphalt company for road construction rather than hauling it to a Class 1
landfill I12j and using up valuable landfill capacity.
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Table 1

Distribution Of Sediment PAH Sy Treatment Category And Elevation
In Prince William Sound Iu 1990

Average PAH Coaeeutratioo X SD  ppm dry vreigbt of tedinu.ut from July Aad September [4l

SI7E OILING CONOITION

Coatret Sitea Oiled 8r Uatreated Sitea Oiled gr 'Iterated SliceElevatiea

0.00tlkt 0.0033

0.00077K 0.00062

Upper

Mid

0.00244 0.0025Lower

Shallow Subtidal 0.01& 0.006

Overall 0,002& 0,0036

REGULATORY LESSONS

Several regulatory lessons can be learned from the events surrounding the EXXON
VALDEZ oil spill.

Poor' Implementation of Existing Pre-spill Planning and Requit'ements. Because
traffic control radar systems were below specifications, the Coast Guard was unable to
detect departure of the EXXON VALDEZ from the traffic lanes and thus failed to
provide a warning to the ship. The system had been downgraded to save money,
despite near major accidents on at least two previous instances since l976  e.g., the
SUN PRlNCE WILLIAM SOUND in 1980!. Requirements for tug and pilot accom-
paniment to the Hinchinbrook Entrance to the sound had also been downgraded
because of cost. Moreover, state and federal government allowed the industry to con-
tinue operations in the absence of adequate quantities of operational cleanup equip-
ment, despite repeated warnings irom one state inspector in Valdez.

Based on these decisions or lapses in enforcement, it could be argued that federal and
state governments should share the blame and liability with the offending industry;
after all, government's mandate is to protect the public trust rather than facilitate
exploitation of one resource at the expense of another.

Scarcity of Experienced or Appropriately Trained Staff for Specifics of the Problem.
Trained, experienced personnel of a	 types were very scarce and were generally in-
volved elsewhere. NOAA, represented by the Hazardous Materials Response Branch,

3.4k 6.4

16.2i 45.0

0.7%: 1,83

0,4& 0,11

6.5J: 26,1

0.~ 1.03

Lgh 4.1
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3.2t 11.0
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probably had the largest cadre of trained people. The other state and federal agencies
were generally poorly staffed for response to such an emergency, and several federal
agencies that had people with substantial background in oil spills declined to become
involved in the spill. It is likely that less than five percent of the management personnel
sent to respond to the EXXON VALDEZ oilspill had prior experience with an actual
oil spill or training appropriate to their particular responsibilities in the response.
Thus, most were unprepared, poorly trained, and were developing the personal
philosophy with which they were going to approach this crisis of epic proportions while
on the job. In general, most had a strong belief that oil was bad and, on that basis,
believed that all oil had to be removed. Overall, there was a serious lack of objectivity.
Few questioned the necessity of the cleanup, evaluated objectively the condition of the
biota in oiled areas, or calculated what damages the cleanup itself might wreak. These
views are in keeping with the observations of Lindstedt-Siva that the tendency during
implementation of a cleanup is returning to a goal of removing aU oil 6'om the environ-
ment rather than heeding the sensitivities of the biological, socioeconomic, and aes-
thetic needs of the damaged system [11!.

Criteria for Need and Completeness of 'Ilreatnient are Inappropriate. In early spills,
criteria for efFectiveness and coinpleteness of a cleanup were based on the concentra-
tion or appearance of oil. During a later period, federal agencies were given the
responsibility for advice and oversight, whereafter biological criteria became more
important. In the inost recent spills, however, state agencies and public interest groups
have deinanded a role, resulting in greater influence on the process from people with
less experience and objectivity and less exposure to appropriate literature or the man-
ner in which the environment responds to oil. As a consequence, decisions have again
become based inore on the ainount of oil remaining in habitats than on the nature,
condition, and amount of biota residing in the contaminated areas or other long-term
considerat ions [11].

The need to integrate trained biologists mto response planning is fundamental if a
major objective of treatment efforts is to protect the biota. This has to be more than a
token involvement; trained, experienced biologists should have at least an equal vote.
In inost areas, it is mainly the biota that we are trying to save and protect and biologists
have to be an integral part of the planning and assessment effort. Biologists are better
trained than engineers, chemists, geologists, or military personnel for developing
treatment programs that are responsive to the needs, tolerances, and sensitivities of
the biota. It is likely that many inexperienced biologists also lack this insight. In my
opinion, actions in Prince William Sound provide abundant evidence of this.

The primary goal of a cleanup should be to protect economic, biological, or aesthetic
resources. The benefits ofremoving oil &om the environment must be weighed against
both the potential environmental and economic costs of removal. Removal purely for
emotional or short-term aesthetic reasons is generally not an adequate justification for
the biological or economic costs. The revised objectives should be used as the basis for
establishing relevant criteria by which a cleanup is planned and its efFectiveness and
comple t en e ss are me a su red.
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Absence of Independent Oversight of Cleatntp and Kvnluatlotts of Proposed Clentntp
Methodologies. A requirement for environmental impact analyses shouM be estab-
lished and implemented for all potential tnethods of oil spill treatment, especially in
critical habitats, Where possible, these analyses should be completed on a regional
basis prior to any spill events, In the crisis mode that exists at most spills. the cleanup
operators and managers are grasping at straws in the face of overwhelming odds and
are not willing to conduct environmental impact assessments for potential
methodologies. The result can be imposition of substantial additional insult on an
already injured biota through hnplementation of harmful treattuent schemes.

Following development of information on the itnpacts of various treatment
methodologies, agencies and spill monitors need to develop a good understanding of
treatment effects for the various potential methodologies so that cleanup strategies
can be developed that consider the benefits. costs, advantages, and disadvantages of
proposed alternatives on the various components of the biota.

The tnuch vaunted bioremediation methodology developed and itnplemented by the
EPA and Exxon during the EXXON VALDEZ cleanup was not subjected to careful
impact assessment to determine its effects on the benthic biota in the areas to which it
was applied directly, Moreover, toxicity testing conducted on seawater collected ad-
jacent to a treated beach indicated that mortality and frequency of abnormal develop-
ment in larval oysters became increasingly higher for at least 18 hours following ap-
plication during low tide  Figure 5; [I3, 14]!, Despite the fact that data available at the
time did not show that the methodology was any more effective at oil removal than the
naturally occurring bacterial populations that developed in response to the oil jl4], the
decision was made in August to bioremediate over 70 tniles of shoreline. Thus, the
appointed regulators  in this case, EPA! were also part of the development team, had
a severe conflict of interest, and failed in their mandate.
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Th» lack of an objective viewpoint during the EPA study is demonstrated by the mall
ncr m which its objectives were defined, As stated by Sanders and Gray, "The objec
gives of the project are to demonstrate the effectiveness of adding nutrients to enhance
natural microbial oil degradation as a method of contaminated shoreline cleanup and
to evaluate environmental side effects of the process" [14]. This wording of the objec-
tives tends to suggest that the conclusions of the studies were pre-determined,
Our findings suggest that the intertidal biota was damaged because of the lack o f an
effective mechanism in the bureaucracy to ensure that independent and enlightened
damage assessment is fed back to the spill managers  the FOSC!, iVhi}e numerous wefl
tramcd people obscrvcd andreported considerable damage resulting from thecleanup
activities. there werc no lines of communications to the people "driving the tank" and
no strong reason for the "drivers" to pay attention. As EPA'stole in the development
of the bioremcdiation program shows, the system needs an independent environmen
tal watchdog, possibly a committee &om the National Academy of Sciences or some
other distinguished organization with considerable in fluence, a great deal of academic
prestige and objectivity, and a minimum of political baggage. Moreover, rhis group
should be required to evaluate all of the proposed cleanup methodologies prior to
approval of wholesale application. This should exclude state and federal agencies such
as EPA because most of the senior managers in these agencies are highly political arid
may bc more interested in improving the influence of their agency than in the wisdom
with which a crisis operation is conducted.

TREATMENT LESSONS

At least three types of lessons can be learned from analysis of the treatment operations
for the EXXON VALDEZ spill. First, the adequacy and effectiveness of containment
and capture equipment is generally poor relative to the magnitude of a major spill, As
a colleague commented while flying over the sound in the early stages of the spill
response, the effectiveness of a skiinmer operating m the rniddle of a major slick
appeared similar to trying to trim a golf course with fingernail clippers. Data &om past
spills suggest that the effectiveness of various containment and capture methodologies
is low. Generally, the best that can be achieved is 10 to 15 percent recovery. The
remaining 85 to 90 percent of the oil remains in the environment, either as gases
 fumes! in the atmosphere, deposits on the beach or the sea floor, solutes in the water,
or solids  tarballs! at the surface of the open ocean; up to 60 percent may be unac-
counted for [5, 15].

A second lesson is that shoreline u eatment can cause a substantial ainount of addition-
al physical and ecological damage to the affected habitats. Recent and past studies
provide abundant evidence of this and contribute ample cause for review of all post-
spill planning documents to assess the costs and benefits that might be derived &om
treatment operations [2, 3, 4, 5, and 14],

A third lesson that can be gleaned &om both the EXXON VALDEZ and AMER[CAN
TRADER spills isthat physical removal ofoil or asphalt can be beneficial from either
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a biological, economic, or aesthetic viewpoint. This is particularly true of substrates
that are characterized by ephemeral biological assemblages, for example, sand or
gravel beaches. However, cleanup procedures should be carefully evaluated where
long-lived mature of plants or animals are significant components of the affected
communities and would be removed or damaged by the removal of oiled sediments [4,
15].

SCIENTIFIC LESSONS AND PROBLEMS

The types of scientific lessons that we learned &om participation in the scientific effort
on these spills emanated from problems associated with developinent and itnplemen-
tation of suitable sampling designs. Specifically, probleins that conironted us included:
1! availability of adequate or timely baseline data, 2! availability of undisturbed oiled
sites at which to monitor datnage from the contamination and recovery of the systems,
as well as coinparative areas for evaluating the efFects of oiling and treatment, 3!
availability of public funds to support independent studies of impacts and recovery,
and 4! the effects of the NRDA process on an ecological assessment of ef'fects, proces-
ses, and recovery.

Absence of Baseline Data in Areas Where Spills are Likely. Establishing a suitable
sampling design is usually hampered by several types of difficulties, One of the more
burdensotne is the general absence of current  or even dated! baseline data, both
regionally and at specific sites, for the abundance, distribution, and condition of com-
munities and populations that may be afFected by the spill. Spills often occur in regions
where baseline data are lacking and response occurs too slowly to permit acquisition
of good baseline data. This presents major problems for sampling design for either
effects or NRDA studies.

Sampling Design Problems. The fact that the spill is not replicated creates a problem
for people ascribing rigorously to the pitfalls of pseudoreplication [16]. It also causes
substantial difficulties for people trying to operate with the BACI design described by
[17]. Achieving an adequate design that deals with all of the uncontrolled variables that
occur in nature is a considerable challenge on short notice in any event. Another
challenge is the uncertainty associated with selection of sites prior to their being oiled
in order to provide a suitable representation of oiled and unoiled sites and, if treat-
ment becomes an issue, of oiled and treated sites.

Since Hurlbert pointed out the problems of pseudoreplication in sampling design
[16], many of the traditional approaches to assessing impacts have become ques-
tionable and a variety of new methods and approaches to sampling design and data
analysis have been developed and must be considered in order to enhance the scien-
tific acceptability of the sainpling prograin that is ultimately adopted [e.g., 18]. Pseudo-
replication is an issue that inust be dealt with in site selection and it raises some knotty
complications in developing a strategy for stratified randoinization, replication, and
allocation of resources  i.e., the trade-offs between numbers of sites, numbers of repli-
cates per site, and budgets available for time and funding!.
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Unwillingness Among Regulators and Cleanup Operators to Concede Adequat SI
Set-Asides and Funding for Scienti5c Kvaluation of Oil Spill Damage and 1lneatment
Effects. ln the case of the EXXON VALDEZ spill, state and federal regulators dis
played a strong reluctance  o allow oiled areas to reinain undisturbed as treatment
set-asides in which research could be conducted to distinguish between the effects of
oiling and treattuent in various habitats. For Prince William Sound, a maxunum of
twelve small sites  each about 75 m of shoreline! was ultimately left untreated to
permit scientific studies; only a few of those were suitable for biological studies. This
also creates difficulties in sampling design because of the limitations in suitable
replication for untreated habitats in each substrate category, The unfortunate conse-
quence of this shortsightedness is that we as a society will come away fi om this event
having learned only a fi actio of what we could have gleaned to improve our response
to future spills and it is clear there will be further spills in the future [7].

The paucity of public funding for independent research has also been a matter of
some discussion [e.g., 19]. It appears that our NOAA investigation and a study by Juday
of the University of Alaska are the only on-going publicly funded programs for thc
EXXON VALDEZ oil spiH. It appears that no studies have been publicly funded to
assess long-term impacts of the AMERICAN TRADER spill. The National Science
Foundation does not fund such research, particularly in a manner responsive to an
emergency situation. A group representing the National Academy of Sciences visited
Prince William Sound early in the event but no studies materialized, The federal and
state agencies that conduct the studies to assess the efficacy of these projects in the first
place  e.g., MMS! do not fund studies to assess thc impacts of accidents resulting I'rom
those projects. I have been told by several agency personnel that no agency has respon-
sibility for evaluation of effects from oil spills in open waters. The great majority of
funding for the EXXON VALDEZ studies, whether conducted by the state or federal
agencies, universities, or txinsultants, ultimateiy came from Exxon. Most of this re-
search was aimed at supporting a determination of the value of the damages as part of
the NRDA process and it is likely that most of these data will never he evaluated and
released in peer-reviewed journals, Moreover, the studies were focused on assessmg
the dollar value of damage rather than on examining alterations in biochemical,
physiological, and ecological processes. Consequently, a great deal concerning the
causes of damage and the chronic effects of the spill and the ensuing treatment was
never addressed. Thc valuable innate curiosity of the scientist was blunted or diverted.
NRDA � Constraittta to Scientific Kxchange of Ideas. A great amount of funding was
directed toward assessing for the Potentially Rerponsible Party  Exxon! and the Ttus-
tecs  federal and state agencies! the damages to the natural resources. This process,
termed the Natural Resource Damage Assessment  NRDA!, is focused on acquiring
data for use m court proceedings and litigation; access to and discussion of the infor-
mation obtained during this process is very difficult. Wc found that the scientificprocess and transmittal and exchange of scientific observations and ideas did not work
well in an environment riddled with attorneys and the NR DA process. Articles discuss-ing the e fects of the NR DA process on the scientific process and studies of the effectsof the spiH and ensuing recovery of the biota have just started to appear in the media
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[e.g.,20,21] but it is cfear that inovement to separate the scientific and NR DA process
is gaining rnornentum [11].

DATAGAPS

Based upon our experience with the EXXON VALDEZ and AMERICAN TRADER
spills, I have a sense that several types of information necessary to conduct accurate
assessments of the effects of an oil spill are lacking in most areas with a higher-than-
average likelihood of experiencing an oil spill within the foreseeable future.

Baselirre Knowledge. I have mentioned above the inadequacy of baseline data in
many places where oil spills are a reasonable likelihood. The cornrnon argument
given in opposition to conducting baseline studies in such areas is high cost. Neverthe-
less, both government and industry make a great deal of money off the lease of oil-
producing properties and the sale of the resources themselves. Considering the costs
of the EXXON VALDEZ cleanup and the minimal effect these expenditures had on
Exxon's profits in 1989 and 1990  see discussion below!, the costs of supporting
monitoring studies in these areas are small indeed compared to the profits yielded and
the value of the baseline inforination when an accident occurs. The cost argument
appears specious at best, especially considering that monitoring costs generally would
be split among several operators. Tax or rate payers routinely pay for monitoring
programs for most ocean outfalls and it does not appear unreasonable to require
ongoing baseline studies in areas where the risk of large accidental release of oil is
high.

Definition of "How Clean is Clearr?" A question that is heard frequently around an oil
spill is, "How clean is clean?" The real meaning of the question is, "How much treat-
ment is enough?" Treatment and cleanup methodologies comply with the law of
diminishing returns; effectiveness declines with increasing duration of activity. How-
ever, daily costs are probably fairly stable. Thus, one needs to ask, -When does the
treatment cease to be effective or begin to create more problems than the spill?" Also,
at what point does the cost of the treatment exceed the ecological benefit of the
treatment? However, these questioiis need to be answered before the spill occurs so
the answers can be agreed upon before the situation becomes superheated and the
participants become strongly polarized by political, emotional, and economic pres-
sures.

Effects arid Effectiveriess of Cheilcal Dispersants and Biorernediation Agents. Well
designed, comprehensive studies need to be conducted and reviewed by independent
orgariizations to determine the effectiveness and ecological effects of dispersants and
bioremediation agents. A large proportion of the available studies have been prepared
by groups with a distinct conflict of interest and need to be re-examined. Moreover, the
information available is dominated by laboratory studies and few data are available on
either acute or chronic community effects. The need for such independent research is
driven home by the manner in which the EPA handled the bioremediation research for
the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill.
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FURTHER DISCUSSION

The analysis above suggests a need to ask some important questions before developing
oil spill policies and contingency plans. Important questions specific to areas of
elevated risk of spills include; What resources are at risk and why are we concerned for
them? Do we know enough about the manner in which these resources respond to oil
spills and cleanup technologies? What are the real  rather than purported! economic
and environmental costs of a spill and the costs and benefits of a cleanup? Will repara-
tions for damages be sought through litigation? How does the cost of litigation com-
pare with the cost of the lost resources? Are we sufficiently concerned about the
environmental costs of a spill to commit to the funding necessary to obtain good
information on spill and treatment effects necessary to support successful litigation' ?
Who pays the bgls for the cleanup, restoration efforts, and the litigation? What is the
cost-benefit ratio'?

Arguments that adequate marine safety programs, double-hulled tankers, baseline
studies, treatment effects studies, etc. are too expensive are generally inaccurate and
self-serving. The cost of the EXXON VALDEZ cleanup far exceeded the potential
costs for: l! restoring or upgrading the safety program called for in the original agree-
ments and contingency plans for Port Valdez,2! conducting adequate baseline studies,
or 3! evaluating the effects of various treatment options. Nevertheless, according to
the Value Line and the Standard & Poor stock reports, Exxon's profits for 1989  $4.55
billion! were only slightly �1 percent! lower than profits for 1988. Despite that
decline, dividends were increased by 7 percent [22, 23].

CONCLUSIONS

Following isa brief sumrnaryof some of the lessons offered by the EXXON VALDEZ
oil spill experience:

Generally,

The acute effects of an oil spill may be severe but are of a relatively short duration;

The major effort should be expanded in collecting oil from the warer surface while
it is concentrated and prior to shoreline impact;

Shoreline cleanup efforts following a spig can be helpful under certain circumstan-
ces but often cause greater and longer term damage than the spill itself;

The objectives of a cleanup should be deternrined and clearly defined in contin-
gency plans for each area at risk before there is a problem; cleanup methodologies
compatible with these objectives should be identified and described therein;
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~ Cleanup efforts should be initiated on the basis of a balance of biological, economic,
and aesthetic criteria rather than in response to raw chemical or visual criteria, or
public and political outcry;

~ Criteria by which the effectiveness of a cleanup is measured should teflect the value
of the biological, economic, and aesthetic resources of the spill ates;

~ Monetary and biological costs of a cleanup should be weighed against the potential
benefit to the biota or human activities; and

~ An unbiased, knowledgeable, and independent envimnmental watchdog commit-
tee should review and evaluate all proposals and supporting data for treatment
alternatives before itnplementation is permitted on a large scale.

For the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill,

~ Although some types of treatment were justified in some locations, the bureaucracy
ignored the abundant lessons of oil spill history;

~ A significant amount of money was spent to no useful end or to further daauqp
already damaged habitats;

Treatment was probably innocuous but unnecessaty over a significant proportion
of the shoreline;

~ Treatment was highly detrimental over a significant proportion of the shoreline;
and

~ Many state and f derd agencies were a major part of the problem rather than the
solution during the cleanup.
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